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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, computeraided design systemsare studied from the
industrialdesigner's point of view. The study includes industrial design
processes,computeraided design systemsand the integration aspects.
Thetechnical issuesare priorly studied, including currenthardwareand
software technologies. The pure technical concepts are tried to be
supportedwith real-world examples and graphics. Several important
design software are examined, whether by personal practice or by
literature research, depending on the availability of the software.
Finally, the thesis include a case study, a 17" LCD computer monitor
designedwith a set of graphic programsincluding two-dimensional and
three-dimensionalpackages.
Keywords: Computers,industrial design methods,design software,
computeraideddesign.
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INTRODUCTION
The computersare getting densely into the daily life of people. It
redefines the way we communicate, the way we store our personal
information, even the way we enjoy and educate ourselves. This is
especially true in many different areas;computershavea big impact on
thenatureof the relatedbusinessitself.
Industrial design is one of the fields which are mostly affectedby
the computers, including its related fields such as manufacturing
businesses.For the first time, a single machine is able to help the
designer, from the initial sketchesto the final product. Our era is the
. first one in which we produce imageswith a machine. Computershave
changedeventheway we design,visualize andmanufacturea product.
There are some thoughts about computers assuming that they
seriously restrict the creativenessof designers.This can be true in some
points, becausedespiteof the close integration of computersand design
processes,this newtool is not usedeffectively by manydesigners.In the
thesis, the possible contributions of computersto the design processes
are generally acceptedand the suspicious opinions about computers are
overlooked.
This survey considers computer systems III two different
categories:the first is basedon the conceptof computersas a designtool
closely related with the requirements of the design processes. The
secondexaminesthe computer systems in a strictly technical context.
Industrial design processesis a part of this study, howeverthe technical
aspectsof computeraided design systemsare predominantlytaken into
consideration.
It is obvious that computersare not still a strictly necessarytool
for a designer to create a successful product. But, with the growing
demandsof the industry, the designercan define his role in the business
in a much more flexible manner.He can have greater control over the
final product with the help of automatedproduction processes that
computerssuppliesto both designersandengineers.
The developing technology alms to fully automat' IC
systemsto reduce the need of human assistanceas mL..
This is especially true for manufacturing purposes, but I.
processescanbe automatedto somelevel. Chancesare that future
softwarewill include a sort of "styling filters" such as "streamlining'
"Blade Runner-look". Computers then will generate many different
iterationsof a design and allow the designer to select the one that fits
best.
But in fact, computer technology can be considered still in its
infancy.Design and manufacturingsystemhave complexuser interfaces
and the user is still forced to handle manually the highly technical
subjectsrequiredby the computer.If computersystemsare to be usedby
a designer,he or she must have a good technical knowledge about this
tool. This technology is getting more and more complicated for the
designer,and the importanceof technical knowledge is more apparent
thanever. To achievelittle enhancementsover the object generatedwith
a computeraideddesign system,a greaterdeal of expertiseandtechnical
backgroundis required.
This can be consideredas the mam reason of the priority of the
technical aspects of computer aided design systems in this thesis.
Different design processes are taken into consideration such as
conception,refinement,visualization, documentationand manufacturing
andthey are all coveredwith the appropriatetechnical aspectswhich are
importantto the designer.
Chapter 1 involves the use of computers in design. A general
overview on computer systemsincluding the hardware and software is
covered within the first chapter, as well as design processes and
computeraided design systems. The design processes are studied in
parallel to its relevant computer practice. In the last section of the
chapter 1, computer aided design systems are considered as a more
generaltitle consisting of computeraided manufacturing,drafting, and
computerintegratedmanufacturing.
The second chapter is about the integration of industrial design
andcomputers,including generalconceptsof computeraided design and
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visualization,supportingapplications, current three-dimensionalgraphic
programsandnew fields concerningthe design profession. This chapter
includes detailed technical information, especially about three-
dimensional modeling and visualization, however a more abstract
context,newfields in designprofession, is studiedwithin this chapter.
The conclusion basically involves the casestudy, a LCD computer
monitor design. Three-dimensional modeling and visualization IS
generatedwith a PC, with various software.The casestudy aims to form
a"computerizedmodel" for the designer.
Literature research, practice on computer aided design and
visualizationsystemsand a case studywhich is basedon both technical
andintegrationaspectsare used as the main methodsof research. The
currenttechnologiesare studied by using the updateddesign software
available.Many programswere unobtainable,though, they are tried to
inspectwith the help of periodicals andthe internet.
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CHAPTER 1
USE OF COMPUTERS IN DESIGN
1.1AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTERIZED INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
CONCEPT
Computersare gradually increasing their importancein all design-
relatedfields. Since computersare the unique mediumcovering all the
industrial design processes including manufacturing, they have been
broadly acceptedby many design organizationsworld-wide. The use of
computersin industrial design is also closely related to the developing
technology: once the computer systems had user-friendly interfaces,
designersfelt comfortable to use these machines,as an integratedtool
with their profession. Although this was not a rapid process, computer
systemsproved a very worthwhile use in designfield.
1.1.1History of ComputerApplications
The first applicationsof computersin industrial and manufacturing
related fields were primarily in the administrative and finance areas.
Manufacturingareahadno clearly developedanddocumentedprocedures
relatively. The available hardwareandsoftwareof the time were capable
to handle the operations needed in the administrative applications.
Manufacturing processesneededmuch more power and reliability. The
adaptationof computersto this arearequired the advanceof technology
to a stageat which hardwarespecifications could handle large volumes
of data. The problem was not only the technology, also a better
organizedmanufacturingdiscipline lacked.
The earliest part modeling facilities for CAD applications dates
back to late 1950sand early 1960s.Before 1960, hardly any computer
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applicationfor design or manufacturingexisted. In 1960, first examples
of CAD systemsbeganto appearwhich also reflects the developmentof
otherunderlyingapplications.
Automotive and aerospaceindustries led CAD systemsto develop.
Most engineering software were limited to calculation programs for
batchprocessingonly, thus were no interactionbetweenthe user and the
program. Many people refer the origins of CAD technology to the
beginning of interactive computer graphics. The theoretical basis for
computergeneratedgraphics technology is formed by Ivan Sutherland
(1963)in his Ph.D. thesis. He aimeda systemcalled "sketchpad"which
renderedpossible the first interactivecomputergraphic. This systemwas
developed under the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE)
project in MIT. Sketchpad helped radar information to change into
computerintegratedpictures. The systemused a vector type display, a
light pen anda keyboard.The light pen allowed moving a tracking mark
anddescribinga graphical information on the screen,changingthe shape
of those graphics and controlling the image processing. This was
revolutionarybecausedirect operationon the data(graphics in this case)
was possible. The conventionalthinking was that a monitor servesonly
to display the result of computations.But sketchpad brought a new
working concept: working through the display to directly affect the
graphics, the very first exampleof interactivity through computers,as
we know today.
figure 1.1: Ivan Sutherlandwith sketchpad(Baker R., 1993p.15)
In 1964,GeneralMotors developedthe first practical application
of interactivediagramprocessing,DAC-1. A light pen and function keys
wereused to formulate the designs interactively with the computer.
DAC-1 set the exampleof the introduction of CAD for major aircraft
manufacturers.
Lockheed started to design aircraft with it's own CAD/CAM
systemin 1965.This systembecamecommerciallyavailable in 1967but
theCAD systemsof the time were developedby large companiesfor in-
houseuseandcausedthis technologynot to becomemasspopularized.
The first CAD systemdesigned for general market was AGS. It
wasdevelopedby Applicon Company in 1968, as a CAD dedicated
draftingsystem.The other systemsdevelopedup to that datewere large
systemsfor usein big computers,as we know as "mainframe"computers
today.In contrary,AGS were a much more simple system; a turn of a
keyanda switchof a buttonwere enoughto startthe system.Many other
CADsystemsfollowed that"turnkey system"after that time.
With the developmentsin the areas of hardware and software,
three-dimensionalsolid modeling becamepossible in 1970s. It was for
the first time that computers could be used for both engineering
drawingsand analysis. Systems got higher processing speeds, larger
memories,andsmallersize with available prices. This helpedCAD/CAM
systemsto gain acceptancein corporateproduction and design divisions
whowerepressuredby the urgent need of combining computerswith
theirtask.But this wave of computerizationstartedwith the demandsof
designplanningdivisions, not the designersthemselves.The effect of
computerswasmostlyon greaterproductionefficiency, which causedthe
productiondivisions to attractthe most of the attention.There were few
examplesof designdivisions and designerswho benefit from the use of
computers.
Kaplinsky argues that the origins of CAD lie in an extensive
interactionbetweenthe military, aerospace,automobile and electronic
sectors,spin-offs from academic institutions and venture capital
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enterprises.He believes that the military and aerospace industry has
playedanimportantpartover the years,particularly in theU.S.
"... the first technological breakthroughfor CAD - that 1S, the
refreshgraphicsscreenplus lightpen, which allowed for an interactive
relationshipbetweenthe screenandthe operator- was developedfor the
SAGEearlywarningsradar systemin the 1950s.Later, in the 1960s,the
USDepartmentof Defenseplayed an importantrole in disseminatingthe
virtuesof CAD, culminating in a major conferencebetweendefenseand
industryin 1968when the concept of CAD/CAM ... began to receive
prominence.This concern with automation(i.e. CAD/CAM rather than
CAD alone) remained a preoccupation of the military in the 1970s,
leading,via the work of the Air Force Integrated Computer-Aided
Manufacturing(ICAM) Program (fundedjointly by the US Airforce, the
Army,theNavy andNASA), to the establishmentin 1979of a committee
attemptingto implementcommon software standardswhich will allow
differentCAD/CAM systemsto intercommunicatewith each other. The
militaryplayed a significant role in the origins of particular firms,
especiallyIntergraph, which has been he most rapidly growing CAD
vendorsince 1976 and is now the fourth largest firm in the industry.
Intergraphhad its origins in wiring Large Scale Integration (LSI)
softwarefor the US army; but most importantly it was able to recruit
softwarespecialists from the neighboring NASA center in Huntsville,
Alabama,after the winding down of the Apollo Moon Program. Not only
did this occur during a period of ... acute shortage of experienced
softwarewriters than any of Intergraph's competitors." (Kaplin sky R.
1982)
Applications In the non-military aerospace, automobile and
electronicsectors provided a second stimulus to the growth and
developmentof CAD.
"GeneralMotors instigatedthe first industrial application of CAD
withits Design Augmentedby Computersprogram, beginning in 1959.
Thiswasfollowed shortly afterwardsby similar programs in Lockheed
andMcDonnell aircraft firms in the U.S. the U.K. CAD industry's
historicpre-eminenceamongstEuropeancountries (especially in relation
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to software)is attributableto the relatively advancedstateof its aircraft
industry in the 1960s. ...Over the years pioneering American firms
provideda cadre of trained software writers who were instrumental in
theformationof many of the major turnkey CAD vendors in the 1970s,
aswell as it) the developmentof the basic graphics softwarewhich these
firmsused." (Kaplinsky R. 1982)
1.1.2Industrial Design Process
Computersare increasingly being used in the design practice. The
mainaim of computersfor a designer is to provide a unique mediumof
designoffering the best possible conditions in simulating, questioning
andbecominginformed as well as creating. The software and hardware
arenew and varied tools for the designerhelping to approach,develop
and test a design in a way that was never seen before. These tools
combinemultiple tasks in only one medium facilitating data transfer
betweenthem.
There are different phasesof design process which are basically
research,conception, refinement, visualization, production and design
documentation.All of these require quite different skills, but for the
very first time, computeryields as the only answer to the "workflow",
"real-time"working environmentand integrationproblems.
The research phase is the first step of the design process.
Computersserve as an information tracking tool which helps assessing
designstrategies.Via local areanetworks(LAN) or internet (ISDN), the
informationrequired is as close as a touch of a button. Computersare
theonly tools (except someothers like internet TV), enabling to reach
internet, the fastestgrowing databaseto date.
Internet includes a huge amount of data In a variety of forms.
These include texts, pictures, sounds, animations and even three
dimensionalmodels preparedwith Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML). The information neededcan be reachedwith the help of the
"search engines" offering many different and detailed searching
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possibilities. Newsgroups are another useful concept of the internet
enabling to reach colleagues and treading information world wide.
Computersare one of the best tools helping to reach the information,
buildingdatabasesandpresentationsfor all phasesof research.
Theconceptionstageis where new ideas and conceptsbegin. This
processrequiresa high level of drawing ability as well as creativity. The
newborn conceptsshould be presentedin the best way within the least
timepossible. Computersare important tools helping the designer in a
numberof ways. In the caseof a "package"design, consisting enclosures
wrappedaround components,a simple three dimensional (3D) software
enablesthe designer to createmany different componentconfigurations
virtually. These simple modelscan be further manipulatedand enhanced
for additionaloperations.
Especially in the conceptionphase,computersshould be takenas a
tool, like manyothers that the designerrelies on such as refinementor
visualization. Depending of the task required, computing can becomea
very time consuming process. Sketching a three dimensional complex
form, such as a car body or a dashboard,is a difficult task. Although
some software packages includes two dimensional sketching abilities
with a good integration in a three dimensional environment,traditional
hand-drawnsketcheson a papercan be necessary.
Simple objects are much more suitable for beginningto work with
computers.For example, a radially symmetrical object (like a lathed
object,a penor a glass for instance)can be generatedquickly with many
different variations, via computer. This is a much faster and accurate
methodcomparedto hand drawing methods.Sometasks are much easier
while many others are more difficult for computing. Computer Aided
Design(CAD) interfaceshave still needto becomesophisticatedenough
to allow the designerthe easeof use of traditional tools such as felt-tip
markers,pastelsor airbrushes.
Refinement,is a very importantphaseof the whole design process,
enablingthe conceptsto take their final shapes.This is probably one of
themost beneficial uses of computersto designers.The core of today's
computingtechnology, both software and hardware, fits seamlessly to
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the refinement procedures: interactivity, undo operations possibility,
parametricmodelingcapabilities to namea few.
3D modeling is the essential of the refinement process. Today,
despiteall the difficulties and inadequaciesof the past technologies,
computerbased "soft" modeling is integrated into industrial design
practiceas a tool. An accurate computer generatedmodel serves the
designer for visualization, communication, simulation and also
production.The designer is able to composemany refinementdecisions
"real-time" with the computer. According to the model and the
processingpower of the hardwareand software,even complex forms can
begeneratedandmanipulatedin real-time, that is to say the user can get
immediatefeedbackto his or her requeststransmittedthrough the user
interfaceof the software. Different variations can be savedto different
files, and virtually all operationscan be "undone", which decreasesthe
timerequiredfor a project andthe risk of facing big catastrophes.
Another important feature, creating different surface texture and
color alternatives, is a very simple task for a computer. However,
renderingby hand all the different textureand surfacecolor possibilities
a client maywish to see,is practically impossible for the designer.Once
the3D model is complete, it can be used an edited over and over, for
visualization, simulation and production purposes. The future of
modeling techniques lies in the ability of generating the product's
working simulation, even before the prototyping stage. It may involve
studyingthe user's reactionsto the virtual model and also examiningthe
designfrom productionpoint of view.
Visualization,is the most spectacular function of computing in
industrial design. In visually based professions, computer generated
imagesare becomingincreasingly widespread.Fully detailed 3D virtual
modelscan simulate the real object with it's surface properties such as
texture, color, shininess, reflectivity, transparency and so on. These
inputs,with the help of the real-world physical facts such as shadows,
fog, or some special effects like lens flares, distance blurs, will make
possibleto take a "photorealistic render" of the object. Moreover, these
renderscanbe savedas a "raster" file, enabling further two dimensional
editing.
Thesephotorealisticimages,help the designerto communicatehis
ideaswith clients or colleagues. The images can be really impressive
becauseof their very nature; a virtual object formed by some
mathematicalfunctions creating a lifelike picture. Still images are not
theonlytool of visualization. Also includes animations,simulationsand
multimediapossibilities.
Animations include a scenano 1D which the object is moving,
rotating,changingcolor or evenchanginginto it's last shape.The whole
creationprocess can be animated, from the very first sketch to the
finished model. Usually, animation reqUIres additional software,
hardwarecapabilitiesand further knowledge. Simulations, on the other
hand,can be considered in a more technical context with their
sophisticatedabilities such as testing the strength of materials or
simulatinghow this materialmight flow in a mould. But it can also, as
mentionedearlier, be an interactive tool simulating the user-product
relation.Multimedia is probably much more popular than simulations,
becauseof it's truly interactivenature. It includes pictures, animations,
sounds,texts and even simulations within a specially designed user
interface.The viewer can navigate in the program interactively,
exploringtheobject with it's audio-visual facts.
Computersare not only able to generate the "virtual" or the
"immaterial".With the help of some additional devices, computer
generated3D modelscan be transformedinto a rigid, three dimensional
object. Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines and Rapid
Prototyping(RP) systemsarethe keys to achievesuchobjects.
NumericalControl refers to the control of a machinetool motion
witha setof instructions.This set of instructions are digital datawhich
createsthebasic difference from the manualor mechanicaltool control
methods.Thus,NC is muchmorereliable, precise, accurateand flexible,
becauseof the new generationautomatedtools decreasingthe need of
humaninteraction.
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In the earlier systems,NC systemswere originally programmedat
theNC machineitself. This programmingconcernedthe direct entries of
coordinates for the machine tool, such as a drill or milling tool, to
createthe shaperequired. The programmerhad to calculate the proper
positionof the tool for the desiredshape,and"key" thesecoordinatesto
themachine,which is a slow process.Today, all thesecoordinatevalues
and other necessary instructions are automatically generated by the
CAD/CAM software, basedon the virtual 3D model. The digital data is
thenanalyzedand sentto the NC machinein any of a numberof special
formats.
Machining processesare basedon a cutting tool and the possible
geometryare therefore limited with the motion and shapeof the cutter.
Generally, fine details are very difficult and internal details are
impossibleto define, except perhapsby mould making and assembling
multiplepieces, which is howevera very expensiveand time consuming
method.
Rapid Prototyping systems,unlike CNC machines,are additive in
nature.They are also basedon the input of 3D surfacedatafrom surface
or solid modeling CAD systems. The basis of the RP systems (also
namedSolid-Object Modeling, Tool-less Manufacturing and Desktop
Manufacturing)is the use of successive layers of material to form the
shape.A solid object is generatedas a series of layers, either of liquid
polymer, plastic powders or partially cured polymer. A number of
differenttechnologies are involved in RP, including Stereolithography
(STL), Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and Laminated Object
Manufacturing.The stereolithography process, the most widely applied,
hasalsobeenusedto provide patternsfor investmentcasting.By thermal
sprayingof metal onto the polymer, it makes possible tooling for
injectionmolding andelectric dischargemachining.
Rapid modeling is used all around the world for conceptual
modeling,design review, fit and function testing. This can save great
timeandmoney,since the processtakes severalhours producinga model
whichusually eliminatesthe needof a prototype.
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Design documentation is an area in which computer excels in
performance.The huge capability in data storage and retrieval renders
thecomputerto be the most useful documentationmachineever. Many
differentdata in various formats can be stored, edited or transmitted
including texts, Images, sounds, animations, videos and so on.
Spreadsheetsfor exampleare useful concepts in documentingtechnical
or financial aspects.Any required databasecan be formed via computer,
coveringall the information, pure digital data (such as 3D soft models)
or digitized data (such as scannedsketchesor three dimensional solids,
capturedvideo sequences).All this information can be stored into the
computeritself, or backed-up in a tape device, a CD-ROM or even a
DVD-ROM which lowers the storagecosts dramatically.
1.2COMPUTERS
Computersare very complex systems, which consists of a huge
numberof different components.Hardware and software are the mam
elementsof a computer system, both embodying many other units. A
computersystemis usually designedfor somespecial task. For example,
a graphicworkstationhas a powerful CPU, lots of memoryand a special
graphicaccelerator.A commonPC for homeandoffice applications does
not generally include such high-end peripherals, becausethe software
usedin thesecomputersdoesnot requirehigh computationalresources.
Considering all available hardware and software, there are nearly
infinite numberof possible computersystemconfigurations. Thus it is a
very important aspect for a designer to choose the right hardwareand
softwareconfiguration for the appropriatetasks.
1.2.1A Brief Historical Overviewof Computers
Numericaloperationscanbe classified in 3 general levels:
a- to count
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b- to calculate
c- to compute
Countingis the first andthe mostbasic level of three. It's a simple
arrangementof numbers.Calculating is the secondstep,a morecomplex
procedurerequiring the ability of solving a numerical problem with
mathematicalmethods. Computing is the most complicated degree of
consciousnessbetweenthe ones mentionedabove. It's an action, which
requiresmanycomplexcalculations.
For these numerical operations, three different devices had been
developed.Theseare:
a- counter
b- calculator
c- computer
Numerical counter serve as devices which are capable to count
somespecified units of liquids, gas, electricity etc. (ex: water meter,
electricitymeter,gas meter..). Calculators are generally based on four
basicmathematicaloperations: addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. These devices were first based on mechanical structure, but
withthetechnology,they now operatewith electronic components.
Computer is the most advanceddevice for numerical operations.
It's ableto performcomplexandrepetitive mathematicaloperationswith
a greatspeed.It also can collect andthreatdataaccordingto a program,
or software.
Electronic computersdo not have a long history, some 50 years,
buthasa muchmoreprofound background.Abacus, a manualcounter, is
probablythe first device ever served to humans for some numerical
operations. Although the first examples are seen at 1000 BC in
Mediterraneancountries, it's still in use today in manyAsian countries.
A French mathematiciandesignedthe first mechaniccalculator in
1642.It was basedon a mechanismformed by somegears. It was able
only able to calculate additions and subtractions. In 1671, a German
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mathematicianLeibniz redesignedthis machineand addedthe capability
of multiplicationof numbers.Although this was not a simple process,he
demonstratedthatthis devicecould be usedfor divisions also.
In 1830s,an English mathematicianCharles Babbage formed the
plansof an automatedcalculating machine.This was the closest machine
to today's computersby definition. This device used the differences
betweenthe numbers for performing numerical operations. For that
reasonBabbagenamedthis machineas "Difference Engine". He worked
also for a much more improved model called "Analytic Engine". This
projectwascompletedafter his death,andperformedwell.
An amateur mathematician, Countess Ada Lovelace, helped
Babbagein the design stagesof the Analytic Engine. In her personal
noteswritten in 1842,she envisagedthat this machinecould be used for
thesolvingof any problemwhose solutions are commonto humans.This
taskcould be achieved via "programming". These notes were written
whenAnalytic Engine was only in it's design stage,just drawings. Long
yearsafter,CountessLovelace was honoredas the first programmerever
lived.
After some 20 years of the death of Babbage, an American
statisticianHermanHollerith designeda device to use in the population
censusof 1890.His machinewas able to processthe data in the form of
punchedcards. It renderedpossible to get statistical data according to
varyingparameters.
The punched card stayed in use for long years, until 1980s. It
offeredfor the first time, a reusable form of data, which also could be
analyzedand manipulated with unit record equipment like counting
machines,collators, sortersandkey punches.It becamewidely accepted
in administrativeand financial applications during the 195Os and 60s.
Thesemachinesbear little resemblanceto today's computers,but they
representtheir origins.
Hollerith united his own firm (established In 1896) with
ComputingTabulating Recording Company. The owner of the firm,
Thomas J. Watson, changed the company's name to International
BusinessMachines (IBM) later on.
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Babbage'sproject was born in Massachusettsafter 67 years of its
initial designstage.In 1937,Howard H. Aiken visited IBM with his own
projects.IBM was the manufacturerof somepunchedcard machinesand
automaticprice calculating scales. This cooperationmade possible the
productionof ASSC, Automatic SequenceControlled Calculator. Later
on,MARK I was developed.This was not the first electronic calculator
to dateandit was only able to multiply numbersin 3 to 5 seconds,a very
poorperformanceeven in that time. But it had a unique feature; once it
got programmed, it could handle all the calculations necessary
automatically.
The first electronic computerwas built just after 2 yearsof MARK
I. It was called ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator)
andbuilt by J.P. Eckert andJ. W. Mauchy in Pennsylvania. The first uses
of this machine were in the military applications. These were the
complexcalculationsrequiredfor targetingbombsandcannons.
ENIAC was a 167-m2device, weighed 30 tons and operatedwith
18.000electronic tubes consuming 150 kwatt, equal to 150 electric
heaters.Because of the huge amount of heat produced by the lamps,
manyfailures occurred frequently. But 1 hour of continuous operation
completedmanycomplexcalculations, which are only possible to handle
in morethan one week manually. ENIAC was capableto compute5000
additionsper second.
After the successof their machine,Eckert and Mauchy beganto
searchfor a financial aid to develop a computer for civil purposes, In
large quantities. An organization refused their application after
examiningthe capabilities of ENIAC. Their reason was ironic: 6 such
computersin U.S.A. and 3 in Europe would be sufficient to handle all
thecalculationsneededall aroundthe world. For them, such a machine
couldn't be feasible at all in terms of economy. Remington-Rand
companygets interested with their offer and they produced the two
milestonesof computerhistory: EDV AC andUNIVAC series.
World War, despiteall of its destructiveresults, helped computer
technologyto developwith an incredible momentum.Lowering the costs,
increasingthe speedanddecreasingthe machine'sphysical volume, were
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the mam objectives. The improvements in electronic technology,
especiallythe invention of transistor and the use of electronic chipsets
causedcomputersto becomemuchmoresmall andfaster.
The first commercialcomputernamedAltair 8800was producedin
1975.A detailed study was published in Popular Science magazineand
2000amateursorderedthis machineimmediately. This computerlacked
keyboard,monitor or any software. It hadto be programmedby the user
with the help of somekeys seton the front panel. Although it was not an
effective device, it was an important step in spreading the computer
conceptapartof theuniversities andbig companies.
In 1977, two friends, Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak produced a
personalcomputerin a garage.They namedthis computerApple: it hada
keyboardand used a standard TV set as a display. This marked the
beginningof personalcomputerera.
At the beginning, the idea of small personal microcomputers
attractednot the big companies like IBM and Digital. But soon they
realizedthat this could be a good marker. IBM introducedits first PC in
1981who reacheda million sales rates within 4 years. It's followed by
manyother companies,especially in far east countries, producing their
ownPC's fully compatiblewith the IBM's standardPC's.
Today, personalcomputingis not just a businessin it's own right.
Computerscreatedan incredible market for hardwarevendors, software
developers,entertainers and many others. PC's and other mainframe
machines are indispensable tools for production, education,
entertainmentandcommunication.
1.2.2ComputerSystems
Computersystemsare composedof hardwareand software,andthe
possibleconfigurations of every different componentform a wide range
of systems.It is very importantto define the proper peripheralsto form
theright computersystem.Although this can be consideredas a highly
technical subject, general knowledge about hardware and software is
vital in manycases.
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1.2.2.1Hardware
Hardwareis the body of the computer. It consists of many parts,
eachhavinga different task. Actually all these devices are completely
differentin nature,howeverthey are designedto communicateand work
with eachother. Although there are many different standardsfor each
component-even for the sub-componentsforming the device itself-, with
thehelp of the software supplied by the hardware producers, they are
designedto operatewell together.
There are many variables affecting the total performanceof the
computer.With regard to the main task performed with the computer,
propercomponentsshould be installed. For example,an improved sound
cardwill not affect the storagecapacityat all. But manydifferent facts
like centralprocessingunit, random accessmemoryor storage devices
canimpacttheoverall threedimensionalgraphicsperformance.
Devicesforming the computercanbe classified in five categories:
a- Basicperipherals
b- Storagedevices
c- Graphicandaudio systems
d- Communicationdevices
e- Inputandoutputdevices
All thesedeviceshavedifferent tasks in the system,but sometimes
a unit can be considered in more than one category. A monitor, for
instance,is an output device by nature, but it can be considered as a
componentof the graphic system.
1.2.2.1.1BasicPeripherals
Motherboard: The motherboardis the foundation of any PC. All
the critical subsystems,including the CPU, system chipset, memory,
systemI/O, expansionbus, andother critical componentsrun directly off
the motherboard. Likewise, the interconnections among these
componentsare laid into the motherboarditself (Pabst T., 1998p.152)
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The motherboard is a printed circuit board (PCB) made up of
several layers. These layers contain their own network of traces to
enablethousandsof connectionsamongthe different componentson the
surface of the board. In the market, there is a huge variety of
motherboarddesigns for many specific purposes, targeting low-cost
homePC's, powerful graphic workstations or multiprocessor network
servers.
The motherboardincludes a number of subsystems,all of which
arecritical for the total performanceof thePC. These are:
CPU socket
Systemchipset
Memorysockets
Expansionbus slots
Bios
IDE connectors
Floppydisk drive connector
Serialandparallel ports
Keyboardand mouseports
USB ports
Systemclock
Battery
Powercableconnectors
Connectorsfor front panelLED's andbuttons
Jumpersfor adjusting systemsettings
CPU: CPU standsfor "Central Processing Unit" and it is the core
of thecomputer.It has mainly two functions which are computercontrol
anddatamanipulation.
Computer control IS the interpretation of the instructions in a
program"telling" the computer how to behave. CPU controls the
executionof the instructions in the prescribedsequenceby the program.
Theseinstructions are in "machine code", that is to say that they are
composedonly of electrical ON/OFF signals. These signals can directly
beinterpretedby the CPU. By combining a large numberof these very
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simple instructions, the computer performs extremely complex
operations.
The other role of the CPU is data manipulation, or computation,
which is performed on data stored in memory. This data is also
representedby ON/OFF signals and simple operations(such as additions
andsubtractions)to perform much more complex operations.As well as
from performing computationson the given data, the CPU counts also
thenumberof processingstepsnecessaryto executean instruction.
The CPU is made up of millions of transistors (up to 8 million
individual transistors for a common CPU) and according to Moore's
Law, they continue to double in performanceapproximately every 18
months.They are basedon a 0.25 micron technology, 1/400ththe width
of a humanhair. Their performanceis basedon the clock speedand the
internal architecture of the core. The Pentium III CPU runs up to
550MHz,or 550million ticks per second.That's 70 times faster than the
8MHz CPU of the original IBM PC, and approximatelythreetimes more
thantheprecedentgenerationCPU - thePentiumPro.
RAM: Ram is Random Access Memory, being the short-term
memoryof the system.It is a contrastto the ROM (Read Only Memory)
whichwill never eraseit's contentsevenwith the power cut down. Ram
is usedto quickly serveup datato the CPU. The datastoredon Ram can
beerasedor manipulatedto hold instructions for executionby theCPU.
In order to run the application programslike a word processoror a
drawingsoftware, it is necessaryto add this to the memory.The base
softwareexecuting the application, which is called operating system
(OS), andthe picture or text dataeditedby the application are all stored
in memoryas well. This can begin to require a large amountof memory;
themore complex and more multifunctional the application, the more
memoryit tendsto require. (ComputerDesignics p.26)
1.2.2.1.2StorageDevices
Disk Controllers: One of the most critical issues in PC storage,is
the interface used to connect the device to the PC. With a slow
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connection,the whole systemcannotbenefit from a fast harddisk. There
aretwo main choices for the disk storage interface on PC: the Small
ComputerSystemInterface (SCSI) and the IntegratedDrive Electronics
(IDE).
These two technologies are very different in both scope and
implementation.Both have advancedfeaturesand high performancefor
thegrowing demandsof PC hardwareand software. They also provide
the flexibility to serve as much more than just a connection for
harddisks.
IDE is createdas an alternativeto unreliable and slow interfaces
based on old technologies such as ESDI, MFM and RLL drive
technologies.Since then, it hasbeenwidely accepted,virtually everyPC
motherboardincludes one or more IDE style controllers and ports. This
ensurescompatibility with a large number of disk drives and other
devices.
SCSI has first appearedin the graphics workstation market and
proveditself versatile, high performancetechnology, which is able to
fulfill a variety of missions. Unlike IDE interfaces, SCSI is a feature-
rich data bus designed for various uses such as scanners, recordable
opticaldrives, video capturemodulesandnetworkingdevices.
Despite their relatively high price, SCSI systems are the first
choicesof 3D graphic designers,animatorsor video editors. They offer
an excellent throughput, flexible layouts and strong multitasking
capabilitieswith high speedconnections.
Hard disk: Hard disk is the unit which storesthe programsand the
personaldata. The way it works can be comparedto a record player. A
readingand writing head detectsor changesthe patternsrecorded on a
magneticmedia.This magneticmediais a seriesof plattersmountedon a
atoptheother on a spindle. A motor on the spindle turns the platters to
positionthemexactly for the headto reachthedata.
There are often two, three or more platters in a disk drive, each
with a pau of read/write head positioned above and below them. The
operatingsystem and applications perceive these platters as a single
logical drive, but in fact, the data is spread across multiple physical
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disks. In order to enablequick accessto data, hard disk drives are laid
out into four types of segments:platters, cylinders, tracks and sectors.
Eachcylinder is divided into tracks, andeachtrack on the disk is broken
into a numberof sectors.
There are different types of hard disks available. IDE (Integrated
Drive Electronics) drives can transfer up to 33MB Per second. These
drives are plugged into the enhanced IDE connector found on most
motherboards.Installation and supportbecomesan easyprocesswith the
useof thesedrives.
SCSI disks can handle 80MB per seconddata transfer rates. They
performwell in multitasking and they are suitable for users accessing
multiplemediatypes. However they are much more expensivethan IDE
drives and only a few mainboardsinclude a built-in SCSI port, which
makesthe installation processdifficult for the enduser.
A/V hard disks are widely usedby video editors to captureanalog
video to disk. This is an extremelyperformancedemandingtask, which
requiresan uncompromisedstreamof data through the bus to the disk.
A/V disks are SCSI based systems but they differ in the internal
housekeepingmechanism. They lack the thermal calibration process,
measuringthe mediaareain order to compensatefor disk expansionthat
occursdue to heating; therefore,they are not suitable for use of normal
dataoperations.
RAID disks (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks) consist of
five RAID specifications addressing issues of data integrity and
performance.They come as a unit, but they are simply standardSCSI
diskspartneredusing dedicatedRAID electronics. A RAID array is very
expensivebut it is vital for network servers,Web serversor workstations
to defendthemagainstdataloss.
Tape Backup Drives: Tape devices are the slowest, most
restrictiveand least applicable form of massstoragefor PC. Finding the
datais a very slow process, and the transfer rates are inferior compared
toharddisks or CD-ROM devices.
The main reason for using the tape backupdrives is it's cost. It is
thebestchoice regardingto cost per megabyte.
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Tape backup drives are not suitable for every need, in fact, they
areonly appropriatefor a very small portion of common storage need.
Thetapesare linear in nature,thus preventingthe reading headto jump
to the exact spot in which the data neededis stored. They are slow in
accesstime and also in reading/writing time, but they serve perfectly
well for restoring large amountsof data.
Near-diskStorage:Near-disk storagedeviceswork like hard disk
drive. The main difference is that the spinning magnetic media is
containedin a removablecartridgehousing. In that aspect,they look like
floppy drives, but they differ mechanically in the reading and writing
process.
Near-disk storage units consists of three different categories:
floppy disk successor, large capacity magnetic and large capacity
magneto-optical(MO) devices.Products in different categoriescan often
servethe sametasks. Both a large capacitymagneticand a large capacity
magneto-opticdrive are suitable for backing up and archiving data, but
their cost (both the drive and it's media)variesa lot. Even floppy disk
successorswhich are the least expensivecan serveas backupdevicesvia
their100to 200 MB storagecapacities.
Optical Storage:The needof storing large amountsof data arise
especially with the emergenceof multimedia features and enormous
programssuch as MS Office, CorelDraw, AutoCAD or Windows. The
solutiondevelopedas an optical drive and mediaformat called CD-ROM
(Compact Disk-Read Only Memory). CD-ROM disks use the same
technologyof commonaudio CD's.
CD-ROM disks can hold up to 650 MB dataand they are preferred
for massdistribution of software and data, including digital audio and
videofiles that are simply too large to storeotherwise.
DVD-ROM (Digital Versatile Disc-Read Only Memory) is a high
density,high dataratedoptical media,that was designedinitially for the
useof video playback tasks. It is superior to CD-ROMs in performance
andhasreplacedthemin manyhigh-end PCs. DVD-ROM uses the same
5.25 inch form factor disc, sameas the CD-ROM drives. The difference
is the recorded media, which is a tighter pattern of tracks and pits to
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increasethedensityof data.A single DVD-ROM disc can have 2 layers
of datain bothsidesresultingin a total of 17GB maximumcapacity.
Thereare two major streamsof optical storagedevices which are
read-onlyand recordable/rewritablemedia. Both CD-ROM and DVD-
ROM havedifferentstandards.For fast, less expensiveand reliable data
access,CD-ROM or DVD-ROM devicesare the betterchoices, since they
lacktheadditionalelectronicsand optics requiredto write data to disk.
Buttheability to recordis very important for the safety point-of-view,
thus these more expensive systems are being preferred by many
professionalsandamateurs.
1.2.2.1.3GraphicandAudio Systems
Graphics board: Graphic accelerators takes over the tasks that
woulddecreasethe CPU performanceresulting in the increaseof system
performance.The graphicsboard is a systemunto itself. It consists of a
graphicschipandmemory,bus interfacesand outputconvertersenabling
thedatatransferand communicationwith other peripherals. All these
variablesare involved in the overall performanceof the graphics card
whichaffectsthesystem'sgraphic performance.
Graphicsboard can have 2D, 3D support capabilities, or both.
Virtuallyall graphicsboards acceleratea similar set of 2D operations,
althoughsome may provide optimizations for infrequently accessed
functionsthatare commonfor high-end applications. A basic set of 2D
operationsis formed by bit block transfers, line drawing, color and
patternfills, clipping andoff-screen memorycaching.
The most important area of graphics hardware developmenthas
beenin 3D. Many applications ranging from high-end modeling and
animationpackagesto popular gamessuch as Flight Simulator or Quake
makesuseof true 3D graphics to produce more speed, reliability and
realism.
3D accelerationis crucial for graphic professionals. There are
manyfunctionsthat the graphics card should handle to increase the
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systemperformance: geometry, texture mapping, bilinear&trilinear
filtering,flat&gouraud shading, alpha blending, lighting, Z-buffering,
MIP mappingandso on.
Manyprofessionalmodeling software relies on professional APIs
(AdvancedProgrammingInterface) like OpenGL andHeidi. A mid-range
or high-endgraphic workstation should include a 3D graphics card
supportingOpenGL (developed by Silicon Graphics) and Heidi
(developedby Autodesk) for a high performance.
Sound cards: Until 1994, most PCs did not ship with built-in
soundunits. The first sound cards were usually very difficult to set up
withthecurrenthardwareconfigurations.
Today,virtually all PCs have a sound card, either as a separate
add-oncard or built in the motherboard. These systems can handle
digitalaudiofiles, matchingthe fidelity of audio CDs. There are several
varietiesof PC based audio formats and technologies. The major ones
aredigitalaudio,midi audio, 3D positional audio andAC-3 audio.
Digital audio works with the representation of the analog
waveformaudio to produce digital sound. To achieve this, audio files
createa digital reproductionof the sound wave by taking snapshotsof
thewaveas it goesby. The more closely the PC can re-createthe exact
amplitudeand frequencyof the original analog sound. This process is
calledsampling.(PabstT., 1998)
Midi (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) is a communication
standardevelopedby the music industry. It enablesthe synthesizersand
otherelectronicmusical instrumentsto sharea commonplatform. Midi
filescontaincertaincommandsdescribingthe instrumentand notesto be
played,including how long each note should be attacked, releasedand
sustained.Technically, midi does not needto be used for music at all.
Some3D animationpackagesinclude the capability of midi commands
basedoncontrollers for animations.But midi standardis a critical part
of soundcardoperation.
Positional 3D and AC-3 audio represent a growing class of
technologiestargetedat entertainmentsoftware titles. The technologies,
whichoften require new hardware to run smoothly, deliver enhanced
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realismand impactto multimediatitles, digital mOVIes,and other rich
content.(PabstT., 1998p.401)
1.2.2.1.4CommunicationDevices
Modem:themodemcan be consideredas the crucial innovation of
theinternetage. This device connects individual users to the internet,
biggestnetwork to date. Today almost every PC is equipped with a
modemto get connectedto the internet, sending and receiving emails,
gettinginto newsgroupsandso on.
Theword modemis derived from modulate-demodulate,describing
thewaythesedevices convert digital bits into sound and back into bits
agam.Modemtransforms data on the PC into the screeching sounds.
Thesesounds are transferred via phone line, and at the other end,
decodedagaininto digitalIs andOs.
Thereare five currently available modemtechnologies. These are
analogmodems, ISDN, satellite, xDSL and cable modem. Analog
modemsaredefinedby the communicationsprotocol they support,which
determineshow fast the modem can communicate. ISDN (Integrated
ServicesDigital Network) providesmanyadvantagessuch as eliminating
linenoiseandquantizationnoise. It can get high speedsof datatransfer
andasa result, it acts like a standardnetwork connection,without high
costs.
xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line)technology describes a family of
all digital, packet based, public data network technologies. Similar to
ISDN,xDSL can handlethe analognoise problem. But the latter is faster
andit is expectedto form thebackbonefor mainstreamconnectivity.
Cable modemsuse the advantageof high bandwidth supplied by
thethickcoaxial cable. In U.S., this cable runs over 60 million houses
for cableTV, but they can run internet data as well as the existing
televisionprogramming. Cable modems offer an extremely attractive
technology,sincethey offer very high speedsat affordableprices.
Satellite technology IS beneficial to rural users. It's matn
advantageis that it can operate even tn remote locations. The
requirementsare a phone line, an interfacing hardware including the
satellitedishanda commadapter.But thereare somedisadvantagessuch
astheexpensivehardware,the difficulties of installation, high service
costsandrelativefragility of satellite-basedaccess.
Networking: Internet enablesthe connectionof PCs all aroundthe
worldfor online publishing, emailing, instant access to data and other
onlineservices. Similar benefits can occur also on a smaller scale
network.Connectingtwo or morePCs in a local area network (LAN), is
animportantissuefor private office practices.
Networks, regardless of their technology, have some key
characteristicsin common. Network system enable PCs to share
resourcesanddataamongthemselvesusing a standardlanguage,called
protocol. This determinesalso the data transfer in order to ensurethat
bitsdonotgetlost andsystemsdo not get "confused".
A networkinvolves many hardwareand software componentsfor
connectingPCs. Theseare serverandclient computers,network interface
cards(NIC), cabling, hubs, switches, routers and network operating
systems.
A PC should include a NIC as a separateperipheral in order to
connectto a network.This can be a PCI, EISA or ISA basedadd-in card
includinga port for plugging into the network wire. Incoming and
outgoingdata are handled by NICs. These data are transformed into
formattedpacketsof data that serversand other network computerscan
read.Thepacketsare then turned into electrical signals and transmitted
outontothecable.
NICs are sold generally for the PCI and ISA bus, but PCI cards
offersa lot of compelling advantages.PCI cards include plug&play
capabilities,guaranteedbandwidth,andbus mastering.
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1.2.2.1.5Input and Output Peripherals
The interaction with the computercan be achieved with both the
user interface of the software, and the input and output devices.
Operatingsystems,graphic programs,word processorsor evencomputer
gamesneed an input device in order to be operatedby the user. For
commonuses, a set of ordinary input devices can be used for different
applications.For example, the keyboard and mouse are used both to
write a text and to build a three dimensional model in a graphics
program.For more special uses, some additional devices can be more
suitable.This is also the case for output devices; a printer can be used
bothin text based and graphic based applications, but a larger plotter
will servemanygraphic purposesbetter.
Input Devices
Digitizer boards: Digitizer boards are electromechanicalvector
graphicinput devices that typically resemble a drafting board with a
movablestylus called a cursor. They are used to enter drawings into
computerby tapingthe drawingto the flat surfaceof the digitizing board
andplacingthe cursor over points whose coordinatesare to be entered.
Three subgroups of digitizer boards exist including free-cursor
digitizers,constrained-cursordigitizers and motorized-cursordigitizers.
Free-cursortype consists of a light weight cursor allowing an easyuse.
This is the most commondigitizer in the market. In constrained-cursor
digitizers, the cursor slides along a gantry that traverses the entire
digitizingboard. This provides the capability of working in an upright
position.Although this is an advantagein comparisonto the free-cursor
digitizer,it is harderto work with. Motorized-cursor digitizers combine
thebest features of both free-cursor and constrained-cursorunits but
usuallyaddsomeextraexpenses.
Tablets: Conventionally, smaller digitizer boards are called
tablets.Tablets use a "pen" instead of a cursor as the input device,
whichresemblesa commonpen or an airbrush. The main advantageof
tabletsare that they are pressuresensitive systems,therefore they best
servein rastergraphics. They can be used as a brush, an airbrush or an
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ink pen, and they react just like a commonanalog tool. Designers often
usethis device to sketchpreliminary ideas, and later they apply details,
colorsor texturesfor furtherpresentations.
figure 1.2: A tablet and it's digital pens, with "dual tracking"
usage.
Mouse: Mouse is the most popular input device along with the
keyboard.It is used to move the pointer on a display screen. The
movementis relative to the currentposition, thus limited free spaceof a
tabletopcan be used. Making unlimited cursor movements requires
lifting the mouse to separatethe motion sensory system from the flat
surface.Mouse coordinatedetectiongenerally uses a mechanicalsystem,
but optical versions are also available. One to three trigger buttons
existson a mouse.The numberof buttonsandtheir interpretationdiffers
accordingto the operating system of the compute and the application
used.
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Trackball: This device moves a screen cursor by senslllg the
rotationsperformedby the user through a ball, with the palm or fingers
of thehand.The principle is that of an upside-downmechanicalmouse.
Trackballsare widely used in portable computers instead of a mouse,
becausethey require less spaceto operate.
figure 1.3:A mousewith an integratedtrackball.
Keyboard: The keyboardis used to input the charactercodes that
areassignedto alphabeticcharacters.The key numberof a keyboardcan
varyin different countries according to their language.Keyboards are
uniquetools for text-basedapplications, but they are also used in many
otherapplicationssuchasgraphic softwareor multimediaapplications.
Light pen: The light pen is a stylus-shapedpointing device that
senseslight emanatingfrom a display screen. The end of a light pen is
composedof optical fiber and lens. When the cathode ray tube (CRT)
screenwherethe lens pointing is lit, coordinatevalues can be obtained
fromtheCRT synchronizationsignal. Light pen is a passive device thus
it cannotdetectcoordinatesby itself; it is used to select shapesthat are
alreadydisplayedon the scre"en.It has the advantageof being similar to
thetraditional pen because of the directness of the pointing action,
howevertheneedto hold the penup to the screenis a tiresomeprocess.
Touch panel: The display screen is equipped with sensors and
coordinatesto input directly by pointing with the finger. There are non-
contactypes which have a line of lights and receptorsmountedon the
frame.The screen detects an object when it breaks one of the beams.
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Contact types are equipped with a transparent pressure-sensitive
membrane,andcanbeusedfor threedimensionalinput.
Joystick: Joystick consists of a stick that works by angling it in
theX andY directionsactingto movean object on the screenrelative to
the currentcoordinates.Joysticks have been built into notebook-type
computersfor use in place of a mouse or trackball, and there are very
smallmodelsthatcanbe operatedwith the tip of the index finger.
Image scanner: An image scanner is a device for inputting
diagrams,drawings or images on paper into a computer. They are
availablein variousshapesandsizes suchas drumtype, flatbed type and
handytype. For color drawings, the image is analyzed into RGB
components.Dependingon the use, an image-sequentialtype or a line-
sequentialtype is used. The scannedsolution is in dpi units and most
scannershave a read resolution of 200 to 600 dpi. Although limited,
flatbedscannerscan also be used to scan three-dimensionalobject to
obtaintwo- dimensionalraster imageof theobject.
3D Digitizers: Three dimensional digitizer IS basically an input
deviceof 3D objects. These are much like scanners,but with the ability
of scanningthree dimensional objects, as vectoral data. 3D digitizers
comein severaldifferent sizes andcan havedifferent systemsto operate,
includingoptical and mechanical systems. A basic mechanical system
resemblesa robot arm, that requires a manual effort to point out the
necessarycontrol points of the scanningobject. These devices can help
themodelingprocess if there is a pre-built real model, enabling later
enhancementsanddetailing to the scanneddigital model.
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figure 1.4:MicroScribe 3D Digitizing Arm (J.D. MagazineVo1.43,
No:4 1996p.62)
Output devices
Monitors: In computer systems,any visual information, whether
graphicalor text-based,are in mathematicalform andthey can be viewed
onlythroughthe graphic display. Monitors are the main display devices
ofacomputersystem.They are in various sizes and they can be basedon
differentfunctioningprinciples. The most commonare cathod ray tubes
(CRT), similar to a television picture tube. It is an evacuatedglass
bottle,the inside front of which is coated with phosphor, with the
propertyof emittingvisible light when struckwith a streamof electrons.
Plasmadisplays are based on a thin (approximately 1 inch) glass
envelope,which is filled with an inert gas, such as neon. When voltage
is applied,the gas entersthe plasmastateof matter,and in this state it
emitsvisible light. Another systemis liquid crystal display (LCD) which
is alsopopularin watches,cellular phonesandchildren's toys. When the
liquidcrystalmaterial is submittedto an electric field, it reflects light
dependingon thepolarization.
CRTs are the most common type of graphics display. They
consumerelatively large amountsof power and require high voltages for
imagegeneration.There is a potential radiation hazardwith every CRT,
butbecauseof the massproduction of television sets,they are by far the
leastexpansivetype of graphicsdisplay. Plasmadisplays are flat, can be
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transparent,possesshigh light output and require low power. These are
relativelyexpensivesystems,similar to LCDs. LCDs have low power
consumptionand they are very flat, requiring minimum space on
desktop.They are relatively expensivesystems,but with recent efforts,
theyhavebecomea high quality display systems, even for high-end
graphicpurposes,and it is likely that they will be a standardgraphic
displaysystemin the following years.
Printers: There are various types of printers, including those that
aremainlyfor printing text, to those that support high-quality image
output.The most common types of printers are dot-impact, ink-jet,
thermal-transferandthermaldye-sublimationprinters.
Laserprinters and ink-jet printers are suitable for high resolution
output,while thermal dye-sublimation printers are best suited for
photographicquality output.Laser printersuse a printing methodsimilar
basicallyto photocopiers;imagesignals causethe laser beamto chargea
rotatingdrumcoatedwith selenium,andtoner ink adheresto the charged
partsof thedrum.Ink-jet printers use CMYK ink cartridges;they simply
injectthe ink to the proper location on the paper. While laser printers
arecommonlygrayscale systemswithout the ability of dithering the
tones,ink-jet printers are able to reproduce high resolution color
graphics.
1.2.2.2Software
The expression"software" is derived from the term "hardware"
whichis thephysical part of the computer.Software,on the contrary, is
somethingabstractthat cannot be seen or touched, which is programs
writtenbyprogrammersin a special languagefor operatingthe hardware.
Software is essential for the computer system; without the
softwareeven the fastest and most advanced computer is not worth
much.Thus it is very importantthat a special systemis supportedwith
theappropriatesoftware. In fact, software industry has gained much
moreimportancethan the hardwareindustry. Many times, the programs
installedinto the computercosts much more than the hardware itself,
especiallyin graphicsand databaseapplications. This is the main reason
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thatmanycompanieshave switched from one platform to the other. For
example,many people are now using Windows-based PC's instead of
Mackintoshbasedsystems,becausekey businessapplications are simply
notavailableanywhereother thanPCs.
Several types of software exist, all of which are for different
purposes.Basically, they can be classified as:
• OperatingSystems
• Utility Programs
• ApplicationPackages
• ProgrammingLanguagesand Compilers
• CommunicationSoftware
• CustomApplications
Operatingsystem(OS) is the primary software for a computer.OS
is the interfacebetweenthe hardware and the applications, containing
instructionsfor the basic operations of the computer, such as how to
processinstructionsandhow to executeprograms.Operatingsystemruns
directlyon top of the computerhardware;it is the first programexecuted
whenthecomputeris turned on, and continuesto run until the power is
off. More importantly, the OS determineshow applications should be
writtenin order to interact with the OS itself and the underlying
hardware.The OS sets the rules of intercommunication for all
applicationsandtheir developers,specifying exactly how programsmust
behaveto accessresources,as well as defining what is allowed andwhat
is not(PabstT., 1998).For example,one OS may allow the application
to directlyaccessgraphics RAM, but another might strictly require the
userto makesuchcalls throughit.
Different hardwareplatforms generally require different operating
systemsto run. For example, with Intel or Inter-compatible CPU s,
MicrosoftWindows(3.x, 95/98,NT), Linux, IBM OS/2, DOS (Microsoft,
IBM,Digital) or BeOS operatingsystemscan work. In other systemslike
AppleMacintosh,MacOS is requiredto operatethe hardware.
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Utility programs can be subdivided into different categories
including multipurpose utility programs, disk and file compression
programsand optical characterrecognition programs;the most common
ones.Multipurpose programsare used to arrangethe files and folders in
thedisk and to recover some structural conflicts. Norton Utilities is a
popularpackagein this field. Disk and file compressionprograms,as the
nameimplies, are used to compresslarge files to save disk space. The
most common ones are Winzip, Winrar and Arj. Optical character
recognition(OCR) software is used to trace scannedtexts to convert
theminto a text-basedfile. Once a text image is scanned,with an OCR
program,it can be easily exported to a word processor software.
AlthoughOCR programs can be available within a graphic software
package(such as CorelDraw's OCR Trace), they are also designed as
stand-aloneapplications.
Applicationpackages, aretheprimary softwaresupportingthe OS.
The main rule for OS is "the OS with the most applications wins".
Applicationpackagesare the largest group of software, covering a huge
areaof differentuses. The major subgroupsare:
• WordProcessors/ Spreadsheets
• Databases
• Graphicpackages
• Integratedpackages
• DesktopPublishing
• Applicationpackagesfor particularareas
Wordprocessors and spreadsheetsare widely used as office and
personalapplications. These are used to write texts and place some
imageswithin, and export them for somedifferent purposes.They have
replacedthe typewriters, because many tasks can be generated
automaticallywith a word processor or spreadsheetsoftware. New
generationof word processorsand spreadsheetsinclude grammar,style
andproofingutilities. MS Word, MS Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, Word Perfect
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areamongthe mostpopular softwarein this field. Databaseapplications
servein the managementof large amounts of data. The information
enteredto the systemis maintained,classified, analyzed and presented
by the databasesoftware. MS Access and dBase are some important
databaseprograms.
Graphic packages can also be separatedinto different subgroups
includingbusiness graphics, scientific graphics and computer aided
designprograms.In fact, it is difficult to classify graphic packages,
becausethey include some important features such as raster/vectoral,
two-dimensional/three-dimensional, stand-alone/add-on, visualization
based/productionbasedandso on.
Integrated packages are a set of software working together
interactively.The data edited can also be linked to anotherprogramin
thepackage,easingthe handling of the information. A commonexample
is MS Office, including a word processor, a spreadsheet,a databaseand
apresentationprogram.Desktoppublishing softwareare a good meansof
page editing and print arrangement. These include limited word
processingcapabilities along with simple image editing. PageMaker, is
one of the most best-known desktop publishing software to date.
Applicationpackages for particular areas include a wide range of
purposessuch as accounting, finance, payroll, project management,
medicaldiagnosisprogramsandeducation&entertainmentutilities.
The fourth group of application software is programming
languagesand compilers. These are generally considered as high-end
applicationsfor very specific purposes, but new generation of
programmingsoftwarehave attractedmanyamateurusers to write their
ownapplications.These new compilers are based on a graphical user
interface,suchas Visual Basic or Visual C++,thus it enablesthe user to
easilycreatetheir own programsand multimediaapplications without a
veryadvancedprogramminglanguageknowledge.
Communicationsoftware has become very important with the
internet.Net browsers, file transfer programs, e-mail programs, fax
utilitiesand even chat software are included in this category. Net
browsersaretheprimary communicationtool of computers,enabling the
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user to reach the internet. They include text, graphic and sound
capabilitiesand support Virtual Reality Modeling Language(VRML), a
vectoralfile format making it possible to visualize three-dimensional
objectsin real-time. The mostpopular net browsersand e-mail packages
areNetscapeCommunicatorand internet Explorer which are both used
byseveralmillions of peopleall aroundtheworld.
Custom applications are generally wide scale applications,
generatedfor the special purposesof a firm. These are not available in
the market since they are custom made for the end-user. Custom
applicationscan be written for any platform and according to the
feedbackby the end user, it can take several months to prepare a
complexapplication.
1.3COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
When computer systems found its way through design, a new
concept,computeraided design (widely known as CAD) began to get
pronounced.In fact, CAD is a very broad concept, covering all design
andmanufacturingprocesses.But with the specialization of design and
manufacturingtasks, several other subdivisions of CAD appeared.The
mostcommonof theseis computeraidedmanufacturing,or simply CAM.
Theacronym"CAD" in a way is redefinedas "CAD/CAM", which covers
a muchmore extensive meaning of the computerization of design and
manufacturing.
1.3.1The Evolution of Computer as a Design Tool
The construction of Crystal Palace for the Great Exhibition In
1851pointedthe beginning of a new era. It was the first 0 fit's kind In
termsof construction.In 1908,the term "Mass Production" was brought
to life by Henry Ford in United States,which was another milestone in
wholedesignhistory. Theseprovedthe needof an economicandcultural
evolution for the foundation of the infrastructure necessary.
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Technologicalproblems were not the biggest question for the new
productionmethods.
Before the Industrial Revolution, technical expertise and the
manufacturingcapabilities were in the handsof the craftsman,regardless
of thecultural peculiarities. The craftsmanreceived traditional training
andbecameable to reproducemodels and to produce objects according
to the specifications provided by the clients. Their abilities were
developedby experimentation,cumulativeexperienceand training: their
manualskills helpedthemto becomeunique.
After the Industrial Revolution, with the replacementof the hand
tools by machine tools, the engineer appeared and gained great
importance.The impact was quite inevitable: craftsmanwas left off the
productionstagegradually and the basics of mass production were set.
Some new concepts then began to get pronounced, including
standardization,prefabrication, interchangeability, scientific workplace
organization,design of the individual components,machine tools and
powersources.With the developmentof this new production system,the
questionof formal developmentarose.Technical datawere not sufficient
todeterminethe whole form of the product. "If engineershad been able
to mastersuch formal questions satisfactorily, if they had received an
educationequipping them to tackle the complex relations between
objectsand the cultural system shaping their production, it wouldn't
havebeennecessaryto invent the designer."
With the standardization, firstly prefabrication and the
interchangeabilityof parts became possible which led to the mass
productionitself. New domestic products like Remington typewriter
wereproducedvia existing industrial infrastructure of the munitions
factories.After 1870, this production systemextendedto other objects
likecameras,aswell as to a wealthof domestichardware.
Since 1800s, many dramatic changes took scene. These are not
only sometechnological breakthroughs; social, cultural, political and
economicalchanges also affected the way people lives, works and
thinks.Industrialdesign is one of theseprofessions, and maybethe one,
whichis mostlyaffectedby all above.Many definitions havebeenmade
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for industrial design profession, but one the most honest belongs to
RaymondLoevy: "Industrial design ... is a serious profession which
combinesgood taste, technical knowledge, and common sense. In the
caseof my own organization, it is taken seriously by over 75
corporations... Their conception of aestheticsconsists of a beautiful
salescurveshootingupwards."
Today,industry is asking moreandmoreoptimumdesign solutions
fromdesigners.Much more accurate answers to common or special
problemsare needed to be found in a much shorter time, with less
money.The fierce competition of the market forces the designersinto
newareasof competence.New tools gained great importanceinto the
designpractice, especially the computer. In fact, the computer can be
seenasa compacttool helping the designerin all the stagesnecessaryof
thedesignprocess.Computersproveunique meansof enabling industrial
designersto meet their clients' requirements for finer design
optimizations.
During 1980s,most art and design disciplines included computer
applicationsin manydifferent manners.With the dramatically improving
computertechnologyboth in hardwareand software, certain disciplines
providedgreat examplesof computer integration into their works that
manyotherscould learn from. The 1980switnessedthe establishmentof
computertechnologyin the commercialfields of art anddesign.
Today, it's probably impossible to find a design office without a
computersysteminstalled for creativework. This is also the case for art
anddesign educational institutions, many of which involving some
experiencedstaff about computer implications into their disciplines.
Studentsgraduatedwithin the last two decades have had practiced
computertools, many of them gained influential positions in design
organizationsthanksto their computingabilities.
Computinghas been applied to design and the visual arts in two
ways.Firstly, it is seen as playing a supporting role for other
disciplines. Many diverse areas like industrial design, textile,
architecture,interior design, photography, video, graphic design,
painting,printmakingand sculpture uses computersto visualize ideas
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andto provideinstructions for making objects. In this case, computeris
seenas a tool, which tends to operate in parallel with traditional
techniques.
On the other hand, computing is consideredas a topic In its own
right.It's taken as a major subject, like painting, graphic design or
industrialdesign. Many educational institutions and progressive design
organizationsare developing some different aspectsof computing as a
commercialdesigndiscipline.
Currently,use of computersis consideredlargely within the first
category.This relatively new technologyhadpenetratedinto a variety of
disciplinesIn one way or another because many aspects of these
disciplinesare appropriatefor computing. At the beginning, computers
werenottakenas a serious tool for any design discipline, but with the
fourmajorconditionswhich took place in recenttimes, designersceased
to perceivethese machines as "aliens". These conditions rendered
computersto become a ubiquitous tool aiding the whole process of
design.
First of all, the developmentof Graphical User Interface (GUI)
allowedthedesignerto communicatewith the computerin a muchmore
comfortableway. GUI relies on a visual presentation of information,
ratherthan some purely textual or numerical values. This helps the
designer,who comesfrom a visual culture, to apply someof his original
skillswithouthavingto learn a new "language".Before the development
of GUI, there were some cases where computers had been applied to
somedesign practices. But these great pioneering efforts were not
enoughto provethe capabilities of computers,and many designershad
an attitudeof suspicion about these machines. This frame of mind
concerningthe computer's threat to creativity still exists in the
backwatersof designprofession.
The secondmajor breakthroughwas the introduction of the pen
andmouseas interactive input devices. Designers never saw keyboards
astheappropriatetool for their discipline, and they did not think of an
alternative.Ironically, they did not also felt that designing a relevant
toolis theirresponsibility. The pen and mousewere muchmoreaccurate
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In usebecausetheyassur dtde ign rsatrulyinte ctive
communication
with them hinefothe v ryfi st time.This way of
co municating
alloweddesignerstocr tealiaisowittheirown
traditionaldesignskills.
Thirdly, cost was an important factor for the use of computersin
design,like any other commercearea.Hardware and softwarewere very
expensivefor the design organizationswhich are not used to makehigh
capitalinvestments.The traditional tools were much more cheaperand
theirfunctionand role in design processwere muchclearer. Only larger
andmoreprofitable practicesusedcomputersinitially, but with thecosts
dropped,computersbecamemuch more widespread and many smaller
designcompaniesestablishedtheir own systems.
The fourth condition is met when the low-cost, user friendly
softwarebecameavailable. It's the questionof communicationagain for
thedesignerwhich is satisfied with the introduction of design software.
Theseprogramsenabledthe designers for the use of their own design
language.They began to understand the basis of the new deign
communicationandproductiontool.
In the case of other design disciplines, computers were first
appliedto industrial design. The main goal was to automateexisting
workpracticesand skills. The software used enabled two dimensional
technicaldrawingsto be generatedin a digital medium.The creation of
computeraided drafting was an easy process seeming to be more
conventionalthenmanyother tasks. The use of drawing sheets,overlays,
borders,variationsin line thickness' are the results of the efforts for the
familiarizationof the whole drafting process. In that way, the users
couldfeel the new technique as just an extension of manual paper
practice.
This approachdisregardedmanyadvantagesof the new digital tool
bringingfresh concepts like "pull-down menu" and shared databases.
Theserenderedpossible high level of accuracyandthe storagecapability
offull-sizedinformation. The digital datacould beusedandmanipulated
in manydifferent ways, and this challengedthe traditional conventions
andtherole of technical drawingsitself.
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Three dimensional computer modeling was another breakthrough
for design practice. Modeling is a native process in industrial design
with a long history unlike digital modeling which very recently
dominateddesign practice. When first introduced, three dimensional
(3D) digital modeling was so difficult that many failed to take it or
becamedissatisfiedwith it as a designtool.
But with the major changes occurred both in hardware and
softwaretechnologies,manydesignersfeel muchmorecomfortableusing
3D digital modelingtechniques.This "soft" models becamemuch easier
tocreatewhencomparedto traditional modelsmadeof clay or foam. The
virtualmodel allowed to edit many design iterations including shape,
textureandcolor without incurring a great time penalty. Despite of the
still existingcommunicationdifficulties with the interface, 3D computer
modelingis integratedinto the industrial designpracticetoday.
The skills required for soft modeling are relatively new for the
designerand they are completely different from those for building a
physicalmodel. The main point is not to compromise the design
intentionbecauseof the computer's inability. The computeris simply a
tool,thusit is very importantto get the knowledgeof numericalmodels,
howtheyaremadeandassembled.
3D modeling software have tried to mImIc the physical process,
like the user-product interaction. But, they are superior in creating
photorealisticimages rather than working constructs. Even the new
generationComputerAided Industrial Design (CAID) packagesrequires
quitepreciseand detailed information for the aimed 3D digital model.
This generally causes some problems with the initial stages of the
design,becauseambiguity and imprecision are often the very essentials
of thedesign process. In spite of this, computer modeling skills are
becomingmore popular than ever, and as a standardtool in the design
studio,it challengestraditional working procedures.
"the computer and the human mind have quite different but
complementaryabilities. The computerexcels in analysis and numerical
computation,the humanmind in pattern recognition, the assessmentof
complicatedsituations and the intuitive leap to new solutions. If these
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differentabilities can be combined, they amount to something much
morepowerful and effective than anythingwe had before." (Cooley M.,
1988)
1.3.2Computer Aided Design Systems
As computersare getting more and more specialized in designand
productionprocesses, every different task of the computer should be
consideredin it's own right. A single computer system can help the
designprocess,from the initial sketchesto the final model. These canbe
usedboth for visualization and production purposes. The samedigital
modelcanbe usedagain for processplanning and for the preparationof
NC programmingor rapid prototyping. This digital model will also
becomethebasis of the mould design, for massproductionpurposes.All
thesetasks,regardlessof the differences in their characteristics,use the
sametool, the computer. With the appropriate hardware and software
supplied,a single machineis able to handleall thesetasks proving it's
powerandimpacton the industry.
Theintegrationof computerswith designandproductionprocesses
hastaken almost thirty years and has become very complex. The
improvementsin this areahave led manynew branchesto appear,which
wereusedto be consideredas a single process in the past. Even today,
theintegrationof computersdesign and production processesis widely
knownascomputeraideddesign, or simply CAD.
CAD is often a misleadingacronym,becausefor manypeople, it is
justa computersoftware helping the designersand engineersto "draw"
theirprojects.To some, it is a highly technical concept, a symbol of a
newdigitalera in which the role of humanshas decreasedwhereasthe
roleof computershas increasedtheir prominencedramatically. In fact,
CAD is simply a set of digital tools helping the productivity both in
designandproductionprocesses.
CAD embodiessome other less common concepts such as CAM
(computeraided manufacturing), CAPP (computer aided process
planning),CAD (computer aided drafting), CIM (computer integrated
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manufacturing)and CAE (computer aided engineering). CAD itself is
widelyusedas the symbolof the use of computersin the designprocess,
suchastwo dimensionaldrafting, threedimensionalmodelingor two and
threedimensionalvisualization.
CAM is probably the most widely known acronymafter CAD; but
actually it is a notion on its own. CAM includes very important
manufacturingconcepts like computer numerical control (CNC) and
rapidprototyping(RP). The key to the CAM application is the extraction
of datafrom the design model generatedwith a CAD system,for use in
analysisand in manufacture.The main method to date of translating
CAD datainto CAM instructions is the generationof data for numerical
control(NC) machining. There are some further advancesin this field,
suchas rapid prototyping (RP), also termedas tool-less manufacturing,
whichis basically the rapid constructionof physical models without the
use of tooling. It is likely that the future will see continued
developmentof techniques for manufacture with minimum human
intervention.
Cooperativeworking betweendifferent engineeringfunctions lends
itself naturally to the sharing of data and of computational aids. In
particular,the componentgeometrydevelopedthroughCAD is reusedin
numericallycontrolled production processes,and also in the planning of
manufacturingoperations through computer aided process planning
(CAPP). Theseactivities in turn feed information, togetherwith bill of
materialsdata from CAD, into the computer aided production
management(CAPM) activity. This integration of all manufacturing
activitiesthrough the use of linked computer systems and a shared
databaseis commonlycalled computer integratedmanufacturing(CIM)
(McMahonC., Browne J., 1995p.249).
Themajor researchefforts at the interfacebetweenCAD and CAM
havebeenfor the development of CAPP systems which attempts to
automatethe communication process between product designers and
manufacturingengineers. However, these systems have tended to
concentrateon automatingthe traditional processplanning function, i.e.
thegenerationof the process plans for manufacturing. CAPP is a
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techniqueused in product andprocessanalysis, an activity which allows
themanufacturingfunction to influence the designprocessandto ensure
thatdesignersare awareof the effects of various design featureson the
easeof the manufactureof a part.
The integrationof CAD systems,especially CAD and CAM, allows
thedesigner to work more efficiently with computers. With this new
tool, the designer will have the chance to be concerned with the
productionof the design and observethe final effects of his ideason the
wholeproductionline.
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CHAPTER 2
INTEGRATION ASPECTS; INDUSTRIAL DESIGN & COMPUTERS
2.1 GeneralConceptsin CAD/Visualization Packages
CAD and visualization packages are involved in several important
concepts such as two-dimensional rendering, drafting, dimensioning and
three-dimensional modeling. All these require unique tasks, but they are
also including each other in one way or another. For example, two-
dimensional drafting can be the starting point of the three-dimensional
modeling process, or two-dimensional rendering can be enhanced with
thegenerated three-dimensional models. Rendering, modeling or drafting
processesrequire also different software packages to perform, thus it is
very important to get a good knowledge about the general concepts
concerning CAD and visualization for using and program purposefully.
2.1.1TwoDimensionalRendering
Sketching, is the initial visual representation of an idea. Sketches
are useful in the refinement or modification of the idea, or in the
presentationto the others.
Generally, for sketching the use of paper is considered to be the
most appropriate medium. It requires a certain skill to draw a quality
sketchin order to clearly represent the idea. The initial sketches help the
designerto explore a range of expression and confirm the direction of
the design. The final drawings that follow this stage, represent a more
detailed simulation of the product. Often, it is thought that the more
photorealisticthey are, they serve better their purpose.
Computerization of the sketching and rendering process should be
takeninto account for many of it's advantages. Computers can be used
moreefficiently for the final visualization stages of the product, but
traditional sketching and two dimensional rendering can be integrated
perfectlyvia computer.
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Manual rendering skills generally take years to master, but
computerrenderingskills can take only few weeks. A powerful software
with a clear GUI (Graphical User Interface), offering undo capabilities,
is anindispensabletool for designers.
Computers are weak tools in ideation and rough sketching.
Dimensionalaccuracyare not importantin sketching,but the line quality
andquicknessof responsewith the feel of paperandpen are importantto
designers.Somedigital systemsintroducedpressuresensitivetabletsand
newsketchingsoftware. They tend to mimic the old tools, but there are
somegreatdifferencesbetweenthe two: the designerexpectsimmediate
feedbackfrom the mediumthat is drawn upon. In the caseof the digital
tablet,the line drawn on the tablet can be seen on another medium,
whichis screen. There have been designersproving successwith these
toolsbut it takes training and time. It can be questioned,whether it is
worththe effort or not, when traditional pen and tool can be used even
forthecomputerizationof a sketch.
A commonhand drawn sketch can be transferred into the digital
mediumby a scanner..this device works like a photocopy machine,but
it's outputis not a paperprint. The scannedimage is encodedas digital
datasothat it canbe editedwith a computer.
The scannedimage, like 3D renderoutputs, is a raster imagefile.
In this method,the entire picture areais divided into small homogenous
cellslike a grid. Each cell has it's own color (if required), such as a tile
inamosaic,with all tiles havingthe samesize and shape.In the simplest
form,everycell contains either a color or shade.These cells are called
pictureelements,or morecommonly,pixels.
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figure 2.1:A raster imageconsists of "pixels"
The quality of a raster image is based on two parameters:the
numberof pixels Per unit of area(resolution) andthe rangeof colors and
shadespermittedeach pixel (palette). The higher the resolution and the
greaterthevariety of available colors and shades,the higher quality the
picturewill be.
Renderingraster imageshas someimportantrestrictions. First, the
resolutionand the size of the image must be well adjusted for the
purposeof theimage.For example,a typical screenresolution is 72 dots
Per inch (dpi), but an offset print resolution requires a high 300 dpi
resolution.The size of the image should be well defined also, because
afterthecompletionof the image,increasingthe resolution or the size of
thepicturewill causea great loss of quality of the image.
Computershave the tendency to mimic the traditional rendering
methods.Thesemachinesdo not suddenlyenable a personto draw who
couldnot before. It takes time and practice, but usually less than
traditionaldrawingmethods.Additionally, the designerdoes not haveto
worryaboutthequality of paper,or the amountof ink left in the marker.
Computersenablethe use of any color in any quantity, and an unlimited
numberof electronicsheetsof paper.
Also, the use of a scanner helps the designer In the two
dimensionalvisualization stage.Once the sketch has been digitized via
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scanner,it can be enhancedwith somevectoral lines at the edges.Then,
it can be renderedusing special tools, found virtually in every raster
package.Generally, PhotoShop by Adobe software is consideredto be
the most popular raster software among designers and graphic
professionals. There are some others such as Fractal Painter by
MetaCreationsandPhotoPaint by Corel, offering manysimilar or unique
tools.
figure 2.2: The tools andGUI of Adobe PhotoShop
Renderingcan becamemuch easier by maskingtools and layering
capabilitiesof the software. Tools like pen, airbrush, brush or eraser
enablesthe designer to easily adapt himself to the digital medium. As
manylayersas necessarycan be used in a drawing for many different
purposes.
Filters can be applied to the whole picture, or to the maskedarea.
Thesefilters includeblur effects, flare effects, shadows,highlights, edge
enhancementsandmanymore. Also, somespecial effects such as fire or
smokecanbe added. Some traditional media techniques like oil paint,
gouache,watercolor, pencil, charcoal or pastel can be simulated and
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appliedto drawings. Different paper textures can be applied to the
picture,whetherthey are custommadeor presettextures.
If the image is preparedfor digital media, it should be in RGB
(RedGreenBlue) color mode.For print processes,it shouldbe in CMYK
(CyanMagentaYellow Black) in order to get the correct results. This is
dueto the different natureof colors, whetherthey are basedon a light
sourceor on chemicalcolor pigments.
Additional color adjustmentscan also be handled easily with the
computer.Some colors, which are difficult or impossible to achievein
printingsare detectedby the software, enabling the designer to correct
them.Additionally, a color's hue, saturation and brightness can be
adjustedinteractivelyto achievethe desiredresults.
Once the picture is complete, it can be saved tn many of the
differentraster file formats including JPEG, targa, tiff, bmp, GIF and
EPS, eachoffering some special features for different purposes. Some
arelargerto storebut high in overall quality of the picture, but someare
muchsmaller in size, but poorer in quality and lacks some special data
suchas "alpha channels". High quality formats (targa, tiff, EPS) are
suitablefor printings, but compressedfile types (JPEG and GIF as the
mostcommon)on the other hand are suitable for web publishing or
screenbasedpresentations.
2.1.2Two Dimensional Drafting
Thetwo dimensionaldrafting systemsare the first CAD tools that
appearedon the market. There was a need for such systems and they
offeredmanyadvantageslike increasedproductivity, decreasedtime to
market,uniformity on drawings and shortageof good drafting personnel
(TangneyJ., 1982)
Creating and editing 2D drawings has proved to be technically
easierthanthat of 3D modeling and analysis. Modeling, simulation and
visualizationgenerally requires greaterprocessingpower than drafting.
In theearlierdays,the implementationof such skills required mainframe
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computers whereas 2D drafting systems were available for
minicomputers,makingthemmoreavailable.
Digital drafting systems are replacing the traditional drawing
boards.At the beginning, CAD which was the automation of drawing
process,provided a primary justification for a companyto invest in a
CAD system.Even today, computer-aideddrafting is synonymouswith
computer-aidedesignfor manypeople.
Drafting systemsallow the designer to create lines, arcs, points
andgraphicprimitives to be generated,edited and deleted. This can be
achievedwith a two dimensionalcoordinatesystem.The graphic entities
in a 2D drafting systemare vectoral graphics. With vector encoding,an
imageis representedin terms of the line it compromises.Each line is
definedby the coordinates of its endpoints: curves are described by
using very short straight line segments or can be represented by
polynomialapproximations(Teicholz E., 1985). Unlike raster graphics,
theyarepurely basedon mathematicalfunctions, that is to say that they
canbefreely scaled,rotated,trimmedor extendedwithout any dataloss.
For a vectoralgraphic, there are no restrictions such as "resolution of
theimage".
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figure 2.3: Methods for line and arc construction (McMahon C.,
BrowneJ., 1995,p.2?)
The basic elementsof 2D drafting process are points, lines and
arcs.There are many different methods of construction for these
elements.Figure 2.3 illustrates a small number of many available
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methodsin a typical system for the definition of lines and arcs. The
facilitiesfor point generationare of particular note: in drafting systems,
themodel is often developedfrom a group of points upon which other
geometricentities are constructed.These may be separatepoint entities,
or implied points related to other entities or intersections (such as the
centerpoint of a circle). They may be created by the designer by
enteringa coordinatevalue or pointing an input deviceto a position on a
computerscreen.Many computerscreensoffer the facility to generatea
grid pattern in the virtual construction plane such that user-indicated
positionsare constrained to lie at grid points. Some other important
facilitiesare those allowing the construction of new geometricentities
relativeto the existing ones (snapping), or creating new elementsfrom
existingcurves (like blending routines for generating fillet arcs or
chamferlines).
The primitives, or it's elements,can be generatedin a variety of
styleslike dashedor dottedlines in different color schemes.Someother
functionsinclude dimensioning,cross-hatchingregions boundedby lines
or arcs, structuring drawings (like using graphic components and
overlays),drawing using constructionlines, evaluatingthe propertiesof
2Dfigures(like area,perimeter,length or centerof gravity), windowing
fragmentsof a drawing andtransformations(scaling, rotating,moving).
Many 3D modeling packaging are able to import 2D drawings or
theyincludetheir own drafting modules or both. This built-in drafting
abilityis generally not as sophisticatedas the stand-alone2D drafting
packages(for example, they don't include dimensioning capabilities),
butsincemany3D forms are generatedfrom 2D shapes(like revolved
andloftedobjects),this is an invaluabletool for designers.
2D drafting is generally used instead of traditional drawing
methods.Becauseof the componentgeometrymay be defined precisely
andconstructedat full size, the risk of error in the creation and
interrogationof a digital drawing is lower than the manual equivalent.
Thisbenefitcan be greatly enhancedwith important functions such as
creatingdimensionsand someother annotationdirectly from the stored
model.This, combinedwith the facility to reuse stored models, and to
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manipulatethe database,is a powerful aid to the engineer(McMahon C.,
BrowneJ. 1995,p.27).
2.1.3Dimensioning
Whenworking in a production environment,one of the most time-
consumingand critical challengesis the needto dimensiona drawing as
quickly and accurately as possible. Dimensioning is made after a
drawinghas beenproduced. Dimensions are one of the most important
partsof a drawing because they define the size and locate details
exactly,moreover they are used to manufactureor assemblewhat is
drawn.
Theplacing of dimensionsin CAD systemsis a relatively easytask
whencomparedto traditional hand drawing dimensions. The reason for
this is because the computer automates much of the dimensioning
process.When drawing by hand, it is necessaryto draw each extension
anddimension line, all arrowheads and text. But the CAD system
generatesmuchof this tasks automatically: the designerjust inputs the
twopointsto be dimensioned,the position for the dimensionline andthe
computerautomatically places the dimension and extension lines,
arrowheadsanddimensionfigure.
There are several basic types of dimension in a typical CAD
system,which includes linear dimensions, radius and diameter
dimensions,angular dimensions,ordinate dimensionsand tolerance
dimensions.Linear dimensionsare the most commondefining a specific
length,whetherit is horizontal, vertical or aligned to the dimensioned
object.Radiusanddiameterdimensionsare usedto dimensionthe size of
anarcor circle, regardlessof the type of the object. Angular dimensions
areusedto dimensionthe anglebetweentwo non-parallel lines. Ordinate
dimensionsareusedto clarify a specific coordinatesuch as a point from
acivil survey.Thesecoordinatesare labeledusing an ordinatedimension
type,which labels the point's exact X and Y coordinates. Finally,
tolerancedimensionsare used to provide constraints within which the
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drawnobject can be constructed.For example,a mechanicalpart can be
generatedandspecified that its lengthmaybe 2mm+or - O.OOlmm.
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figure 2.4: Ordinate, linear andtolerancedimensions.
One of the main advantagesof dimensioningwith CAD systemsis
that certain preset characteristics are associated with dimensioning.
Thesesystemsallow the user to set the dimensioning style to be used
such as architectural, engineering unidirectional and engineering
aligned,andEnglish or metric units. The dimensionlines, arrowheadsor
textscanalso be formatted, whetherbasedon preset formats or custom
formats.
CAD systemsusually enablesto define the style options tn three
differentcategories including geometryoptions,format options and
annotationoptions.The geometryoptionsare used to control all the
dimensionsystemvariables related to the geometry of the dimension,
suchas dimension line, arrowheads, extension line, center point and
scale.The format options enables to control the location of the
dimensiontext, whereasannotationoptionsenablesto control how the
textlooks in the dimensioning. For example a dimension text can
representthe linear dimensionin decimalunits andthe anglesin decimal
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degrees.The font, height and color of the text can also be edited with
annotationoptions.
Although dimensioning is usually related with 2D drafting, many
3D modelers are also including important dimensioning capabilities.
With the introduction of dimension-driven parametric modelers,
dimensioning directly the 3D model has become possible. In this
approach,a dimension is not just a text, but also a parameterdirectly
affectingthe model. For example, if a dimension of a 3D model is
changed,the model automatically updates itself in three-dimension,
accordingto the changed dimension. These systemsalso generates2D
draftingwith dimensionsdirect from the 3D model. This is a very time
savingoption in manycases,eliminating the needof redrawing2D views
ofanalreadyconstructed3D model.
2.1.4Three Dimensional Modeling
Designers have always conceivedtheir ideas in three dimensions.
Perspectivedrawings were the primary meansto communicatean idea
forthedesigner.However, a new perspectivehad to be drawn eachtime
adesignerwished to show a different view. Today, with the introduction
ofthreedimensionalsoftware,the virtual model of the project has to be
"built" only once. Then, unlimited number of perspectives can be
achieved,which means that the design can be analyzed from vantage
pointsunavailablethroughtraditional means.
Early 3D computer systems were only able to display simple
shapesby tracing outlines of all edges~these are called "wireframe"
images.However, displaying complex objects, becomes an ambiguous
meansince the viewer has great difficulty understandingthese images.
Softwarewas thereforewritten, enabling the removal of a line if it was
hiddenbehind another line. The convincing representation of solid
surfaceswas the next breakthroughand so 3D modeling systemsslowly
developedinto the true photorealisticvisualization that is seentoday.
When viewers look at a real physical object, they are not fully
awareof the complexity of the relationships within this object. They
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standat a certain distance with a certain angle, so that only certain
aspectsof the object are realized. As they move, other views are seen,
andif more detail is needed,they move closer. These are all parts of
everydayexperienceoccurring asa seriesof unconsciousacts.
However, with the computers, all these factors have to be
calculatedto establish the samekind of three dimensional effects. But
whenusing computers,the necessarycalculations must be driven by a
conscious et of choices. The user has to decideexactly what the spatial
relationshipis betweenhim or herself and the object. This makes 3D
computermodeling not only the modeling process requiring different
tasksfrom its physical counterpart,but also the nature of information
thatis normally assumedto be conscious ones. In addition, with the
othercharacteristicsof the model, such as surface texture and the light
effects,thesituationis further complicated.
In spite of its complexity, 3D computermodeling has becomean
impressivetool; it can provide a new relationship betweenthe designer
and his ideas. There are many different modeling techniques and
strategieswhich are usually very different by nature.One techniquecan
beappliedto a specific model successfully, but may fail with some
anotherone. Also, the purpose of modeling should be well defined
(visualization,CNC machining or rapid prototyping) so that the
appropriatemodelingmethodsareused for theoptimumresult.
2.1.4.1Wireframe Geometry
Thefirst of the main 3D schemesis the wireframe geometry.It is
thesimplestwayfor displaying a modelwhetheron a computerscreenor
hardcopy.The wireframe geometrycan be consideredas an abstraction
ofthemodel,in which the geometryis defined as a series of lines and
curvesrepresentingthe edges and the sections of the object. Curved
surfaces,if there are any, are representedby additional lines (isolines)
runningalongthe surfaces.
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Wireframe geometrycan be regardedas an extension into a third
dimensionof the common drafting techniques. The basic entities used
aremainly the sameas those of drafting, although the data necessary
mustbe extendedfor storing the 3D entities. For points and lines this
simplymeansadding a z value to the coordinate data, but for arcs and
otherplanarcurves,theplane in which the curve lies hasto be defined.
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figure 2.5:Use of Local CoordinateSystems(LCS) andmethods
fordefiningLCSs. (McMahon C., Browne J., 1995,p.30)
The constructiontechniquesused for wireframegeometryare also
quitesimilar to those for drafting, but to certain extent. The difference
lies in the 3rd dimension of the wireframe geometry: in 3D modeling
packages,the use of movable work coordinate systemsand a number
ways of defining World Coordinate Systems (WCS) are provided.
Associatedwith the WCS, are the concepts of the work plane and the
workingdepth. Usually, planar entities such as lines, arcs and conic
sectionsare constructedby default in a two dimensionalplane, which is
parallelto the x-y plane of the WCS at a z axis value equal to the
workingdepth(height).
The wireframe schemeis relatively straightforwardto use, and is
themost economical of the 3D schemes in terms of computational
resources.The wireframe schemeis very useful in the representationof
simplegeometriessuch as an extruded shape along it's normal or a
rotatedplanar profile about an axis (lathing). It can also be useful for
thevisualizationof the motion of simple objects, like an animationof a
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movingmechanism.However wireframe geometrydoes exhibit a number
of seriousdeficiencies. In the case of complex models, wireframescan
bevisually confusing. The viewer maynot be able to perceivewhich part
of themodel is in front of the others.Nonetheless,there are somecases
in which wireframe models can be useful for the ability of showingthe
front,back, top andbottomof the object simultaneously.In manycases,
this is perceived as a deficiency rather than as an advantage.For this
reason,some techniques such as hidden-line removal and haloing had
beendeveloped.Hidden-line removal consists of the surface definitions
ofthemodelusedto determinewhich edgeswould andwould not be seen
fromtheviewer's point of view, while the onesthat would be hiddenare
notdisplayed.An earlier techniquecalled haloing was simpler in terms
of computationalresources.It consistedof every line crossing which are
examinedto determinewhich ones are closer to the viewer; the line "in
back"would then be erased for a short distance on either side of the
crossingpoint, as if the one "in front" hada halo aroundit that obscured
a portionof the line "in back". Although it was visually effective, it
nevercaughton commercially.
Ambiguity in representationresulting a possible nonsenseobject,
is anotherimportantdefect of wireframe geometry.The classic example
in thisrespectis the block with beveled faces and a central hole shown
infigure2.6. Is the hole from front to back, from top to bottomor left to
right?
figure 2.6:Ambiguity in wireframemodels (McMahon C., Browne
J., 1995,p.32)
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The ability to calculate mechanical properties, or geometric
intersections,is limited in wireframegeometry.It also has little value as
abasisfor manufactureor analysis applications. But it is very useful in
the representationof simple geometry such as extrusions, revolved
objectsor primitives. Although such shapes are not two dimensional,
they do not require sophisticated three dimensional schemes. As a
consequence,an intermediate representation,often called "two-and-a-
half-dimensional"(2.5D) hasbeendeveloped,which maybe considereda
sub-setof thewireframescheme.
figure 2.7: Shapes constructed with 2.5D representation
(McMahonC., Browne J., 1995,p.33)
2.1.4.2Surface Modeling
Surfacemodeling is a widely used techniquein which objects are
definedby their bounding faces. It representsthe model by specifying
someor all of the surfaces on the component.The representationof
surfacemodels generally involves a series of geometric entities, each
surfaceforminga single entity. These are often constructedfrom surface
edgesand curves on the surface, so surface representationsare often
mixedwith or developedfrom wireframerepresentations.
However, surface modeling goes one step further than wireframe
modeling.For example, surface modeling contains the information of a
wireframemodel as well as some other information such as the
connectionof two surfaces. A surface model can be used to determine
cutterpathin CNC machining, whereasa wireframe usually cannot. In
surfacemodeling systems,the user may input the vertices and edgesof a
workpiecein a mannerthat outlinesor boundsone face at a time.
The most basic surface type is the flat plane. It may be defined
betweentwo parallel straightlines, throughthreepoints or througha line
anda point. Other examples of commonly used surface types are as
follows:
A TabulatedCylinder,which is defined by projecting a generating
curvealong a line or a vector,
A Ruled Surface, which IS produced by linear interpolation
betweentwo different generatingcurves or edge curves. The effect is
thatof a surfacegeneratedby moving a straight line with its end point
restingon the edgecurves,
A Surfaceof Revolution,which has beengeneratedby revolving a
generatingcurve about a center-line or vector. This surface is
particularlyuseful when modeling turned parts, or parts which possess
axialsymmetry,
A SweptSurface,which is in a sensean extensionof the surfaceof
revolution,where the defining curve is swept along an arbitrary curve
insteadof a circular arc.
A Sculpturedor Curve-MeshSurface,which is among the most
generalof the surface types. It is defined using a family of generating
curves,or two families intersecting in a crisscross fashion so creatinga
networkof interconnectedsurfacepatches.
A Fillet Surface,which is analogous to the fillet arc in curve
construction,and is definedas a surfaceconnectingtwo othersurfacesin
a smoothtransition (generally of a constant, or smoothly changing,
radiusof curvature).
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(I) Curvemeshsurface
(9) Filletbetweenplaneand cylinder
figure 2.8: Examples of surface types (McMahon C., Browne J.,
1995,p.34)
In eachcase,the surface is drawn as a meshof intersectingcurves
onthesurface.This is becauseof the surfaceswhich are continuouswith
everypoint on the surface defined by mathematicalrelationship used in
itsdefinition,as well as display purposes.
Generally, real artifacts are constructedwith surface modeling
techniquesby an assemblyof surface"patches".A complexobject, a car
bodyfor example,mayrequire severalhundredpatches.
There are three major approaches for modeling such complex
objectswith surface modeling techniques. First, working initially in
termsof a setof plane cross-sectionalcurvesnot all being necessarilyin
parallelplanes. The systemthen "lofts" or "blends" the cross-sections
resultinga smoothsurface. Secondly, an array of points in space,which
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are fitted into two sets of intersecting curves are used to get a
curvilinearmesh.The original points are generally at curve intersections
andsurfacepatchesare then fitted to the curve-mesh.The third approach
is just an extensionof the second,allowing an irregular meshof curves
containingsomethree-sidedpatches.
Many objects generatedby surface modeling techniquesare often
muchmore complex than basic primitives such as cylinders, cubes or
spheres.Even for these, the result of a blend or intersection is not a
basicform anymore.For manyyears, surfacemodeling systemswerenot
able to generatesuch shapes using bounded surfaces like fillets and
chamfers.However, the facility to trim or extend surfaces to curve or
surface bounds, and to remove "holes" from surfaces, has been
introducedwith many3D packages.
(8) Unbounded (b) Bounded surfaces
figure 2.9:Intersectingcylinders representedby boundedand
unboundedsurfaces.(McMahon C., Browne J., 1995,p.35)
Surface modeling systems offer better graphic interaction than
wireframegeometry, but the models are more difficult to create.
Sometimes,the creation of an intermediate model is necessary. For
example,the generic surfacebelow is createdby editing a simple cube
block.With the referencesof the cube, it is much easier to input the
controlpointsthat areusedto definethe shape.
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figure 2.10:Surfacetypes: (a) planar, (b) quadrics,(c) free-form,
(d) blends(LaCourse D. E., 1995,p.5.7)
However, surfacemodeling doeshave somedrawbacks.In general,
it is more computationally demandingthan wireframe and reqUIres a
moreadvanced skill of modeling. Surface models do not provide
informationaboutthe topology of the entities, suchas the conceptof the
component'sinside and outside. As a result, a user may still not be able
todistinguishthe interior andexterior of an object on the screen.
Thereis also, similar to the caseof wireframe geometry,a chance
of generatingerroneous models. Surfaces may be discontinuous, may
intersectwith themselvesor with eachother.Representationof an object
is simply in terms of a collection of surfaces with no further level
informationabout the solid object. Visual inspection of the model 1S
requiredto identify andeliminatephysically impossiblegeometry.
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2.1.4.3Solid Modeling
Wireframe geometry and surface models can be considered as
geometricrepresentationsof objects that are essentially partial models.
Theyconsistof two dimensionalprojection of the edgesof shapes,or the
threedimensionalrepresentationof edgesor surfaces. In each case, the
solidform of the object still has to be inferred from the model.For many
engmeenngpurposes, these representationsare satisfactory, but the
increasingapplication of computers to engineering analysis and the
generation of manufacturing information, requues an ideal
representationof the modelas completeas possible. Such models,can be
describedas permit (at least in principle) any well-defined geometric
propertyof any represented solid to be calculated automatically.
Furthermore,the more complete the representation, the smaller the
requirementfor human transcription between models, and thus the
smallerthe risk of errors in transcription (McMahon C., Browne J.,
1995).
Solid modelinghasbeena major themefor studyover the years. It
findswide applications such as finite-element analysis and fluid flow
analysisin the conceptualdesign of products,NC part programmingfor
computeraided manufacturing and even visualization of the product.
Furthermore,solid models can be used to evaluatethe size, shapeand
weightof objectsduring the conceptualdesignphase.
Solid modelsare the least abstractand most realistic of the three
forms,they require much more computing power for the creation and
managementof a geometry. With solid modeling, the construction of
complexmodels, especially the ones lacking symmetry, are generally
muchfasterthan surface modeling methods.A complex object can be
decomposedinto a smaller number of solid components (called
primitives)than surfaces, lines or points. In solid modeling systems,
generatedobjects are defined directly by these primitives, sometimes
calledbuilding blocks. An independentsurface, line or point does not
haveany meaning in solid modeling. With much fewer parts to
manipulate,a model can usually be constructedmuch faster. This is the
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essentialof solid modeling a completeand unambiguousrepresentation
of objects.
However supenor its characteristics, some shapes can be
representedonly by surfacesbut not by solids. Thus, manydesignersare
forced to resort to surfaces for certain complex objects. Many solid
modelingsystemsclosely integrate surface and solid capability in one
package.
The most importantaspectof solid modeling is that their integrity
canbe determinedby computer:solid modeling software,with the aid of
thecomputer,can tell if a constructedgeometryis a legitimate solid or
not. Thus, the objects designed in solid modeling systems will be
manufacturable,at least from the spatial integrity point of view.
There are many different methodsproposed for solid modeling.
Theseare:
• BoundaryRepresentation(B-Rep)
• ConstructiveSolid Geometry(CSG)
• SweepRepresentation
• Primitive Instancing
• Cell Decomposition
• Analytical Solid Modeling
Boundary representation and constructive solid geometry are
dominatingthe developmentof practical systems.Thesetwo are partially
successful at the requirements such as assunng complete and
unambiguousgeometry,being appropriatefor the world of engineering
objectsand practical to use with existing computers. However, for
differentapplications, one may be more suitable than the other. For
example,B-Rep is more suitable for representing complex designs,
whereaswith CSG, models are easier to createbut are usually used in
relativelysimple objects. Many modelers,use a hybrid schemeof these
twois widely used.
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figure 2.11:B-Rep representationof a solid half-cylinder: nodes
representfaces (surfaceprimitives) andconnectionsrepresentcommon
edges(LaCourse D. E., 1995,p.4.16)
B-Rep to a certain extent, 1S an extension of the surface
representationscheme. Surface models contain no information about
connectionsbetweensurfaces,nor aboutwhich part of an object is solid.
If the information of connectivity between surfaces (which are called
faces in B-Rep modeling) and the solid side of any face is identified,
thenthis forms the elementsof the boundaryrepresentationscheme.B-
Rep describesthe geometry of an object in terms of its boundaries,
vertices,edgesand surfaces.These elementsforms an explicit "tree" of
boundariesfor the whole geometry: a solid is bounded by surfaces, a
surfaceis boundedby lines, a line is boundedby points.
The simplestform of a boundarymodel is the one representingall
facesas flat planes, or facets. A curved surface such as a cylinder is
representedin such a model as a series of facets approximating the
surface.B-Rep is relatively straightforward in terms of hardware
resources,andthereforehasperformanceadvantages.It is clearly limited
in modelingcurvilinear shapes (such as engineering components)but
with today's parametric surface technology incorporated, B-Rep
modelerscancreateany object theoretically.
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Three-dimensionalmodelling schemes
figure 2.12:Facetedrepresentationof a cylinder (McMahon C.,
BrowneJ., 1995,p.39)
In order to representa solid object by its surfaces,the orientation
of each surface that defines the inside or outside of the object is
required.Usually, the inside is the material part and the outside is the
void space.The direction of the "face normal" is usually used as the
orientationof the face, and the face that carnes the orientation
informationis called an orientable surface. A solid is bounded by
orientablesurfaces,thus, a solid can be definedby a setof faces.
It is very important to understand how B-Rep representation
differsfrom a conventional surface modeling scheme.A nonsolid CAD
systemmustalso guaranteethat the surfacesform a completepartition of
space,evenafter being extensively modified. This is a major challenge
in CAD systems; if this separationof space fails for any reason, the
modelbecomesinvalid andthe solid modeling systemhas madea serious
error.
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Cuboid Cylinder Spnere
figure 2.13:Someprimitives offered by solid modelingsystem
(McMahonC., Browne J., 1995,p.30)
Constructivesolid geometry(CSG) is the other popular methodin
solidmodeling. In this method,models are constructedas combinations
of simple solid primitives (also called entities or bounded solid
primitives).These primitives include cuboids, cylinders, spheres,cones
and the like. All primitives are arranged in a tree structure USIng
Booleanoperations(subtraction,union or addition of solids) to construct
a solid model. In this structure, the primitives are the leaves and the
Booleanoperationsrepresentsthe branchesof the tree.
ObJect =(A - BJu(C - 0)
PrimitIveS Union
Inlersec:llOn Difference
(al (b)
figure 2.14: Boolean operations on block and cylinder~
constructivesolid model of a simple block and solid modelsof a simple
block(McMahonC., Browne J., 1995,p.41)
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A typical CSG modeling tree can be extendedby the usage of
transformationnodes. The tree can be used to changethe location and
orientationof an object or some part of an object representedby a
subtree.This enables the independentdesign of a part and its later
incorporation into a larger object or assembly as a subtree. Some
auxiliary information like material type or previously computedmass
propertiesdatacan also be attachedto the nodes.
Leaf
nOde~
(a) (b)
figure 2.15:CSG data structure: (a) a tree structure is used to
representa three-primitive CSG object~(b) the CSG tree can be further
extendedwith transformationnodes.Nodes T2 and T3 eachtransform a
singleprimitive, while TI transformsthe entire object. (LaCourse D. E.,
1995,p.4.13)
The types of primitives are sometimesrestricted to planar and
quadraticshapesin order to simplify the underlying mathematics.Some
advancedCSG systems allow the use of primitives with sculptured
surfaces,which usually requires cubic or higherdegreeequations.
CSG is a powerful, high level representationscheme.Constructed
modelscan be rapidly createdwith primitives and Boolean operations,
andmoreover,they are always valid since they are built from solid
elements.Boolean operations are simple to implement and take little
processingtime in solid modeling. Also, many designers find the
additionand subtraction of solid primitives to be an intuitive design
paradigmthat parallels manufacturing operations like welding and
drilling(LaCourse,Donald E., 1995).
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However, a pure CSG representationof a geometry is severely
limitedin many solid modeling situations. An object's faces, edgesand
verticesare not available in explicit form (mathematicalequations),and
if they are necessary for an application, the system computes this
information explicitly, which IS a time consuming process. This
limitation is effective though while displaying a CSG model. For
displayinga CSG model, it is usually convertedinternally into a B-Rep.
Thisis one of the main causesof the systemsproviding both B-Rep and
CSG: CSG provides easier input and B-Rep provides faster interactive
displayandline drawing.
2.1.4.4Other Important Notions in 3D Modeling
3D modeling involves mainly with the wireframe, surfaceandsolid
geometries.These three schemes also consists of different primary
technicalconcepts, such as polygonal modeling, NURBS geometry,
parametric,variational and feature based modeling processes. For
example,a solid modeler can be based on NURBS geometryand can
includeparametric and feature based modeling capability whereas a
surface modeler can have both polygonal and NURBS modeling
techniqueswith a parametric structure. There are many different
variationspossible, thus it is a vital aspect to be familiar with this
subsetof important concepts in 3D modeling, In order to use 3D
programsproper!y.
2.1.4.4.1Polygonal Modeling
Polygonal modeling is probably the most commontechniquein 3D
technology.Polygonal geometry is based on interconnectingtriangles,
calledfaces, of various sizes and orientations.These triangles forms the
geometry,whether a simple primitive or more sophisticated. The
arrangementof faces leads the designer from the creation of a very
simple3D modelto a very complexone.
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The principle for a detailed model is straightforward: the more
facesexisting in a given location of the model, the more detail there is.
By adding more detail, the model can be shapedeasily. As the viewer
getscloser, thedifference in detail levels will becomenoticeable.Unlike
somenew technologiessuch as NURBS, polygonal models do not get a
higher"resolution" while rendering.Once modeled,the polygonal model
will be transformed,edited, animatedor renderedwith the samenumber
offaces,unlessmorefaces areaddedmanually.
figure 2.16:A polygonal teapotmodelconsisting of faces.
A polygonal model's face consists of two elementscalled vertices
andedges.Edgesare the three sides of a face, andverticesare the points
connectingthe edges.The construction of a polygonal model essentially
involvesthe connectingof vertices. If all of the faces of a model share
anedgewith at least threeother faces,the model is a "closed" geometry.
If a model contains faces that do not share edges, the model is
considered"open". Generally, polygonal models are generatedas closed
models,becauseopen ones can cause some difficulties at further tasks
suchasmodeling,renderingor rapid prototyping.
IlMIR YUKSEK TEKNOlOJi ENSTITUSU
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figure 2.17:A polygonal modeltriangular face
With enough detail, any surface can be created VIa polygons.
Primitives and Boolean operations are widely used In polygonal
modeling,along with the spline based modeling. Curves (commonly
Beziercurves) are many times used for creating 2D shapesto be the
basisof lofting, extruding or revolving operations. This spline based
geometrycanlater be usedwith primitives in Boolean operations.
Polygonal geometry,has many serious restrictions as well as its
advantages.Generally, organic shapes are much more difficult to
generatewith polygonal modeling than with NURBS. Furthermore,
addingdetail where needed and editing the final detailed model can
becomea very difficult task for the modeler. Also, a polygonal model
usuallycannotbe convertedto NURBS geometry,but the NURBS model
caneasilybe transformedinto a polygonal geometrywith any desired
"resolution"of the model.
2.1.4.4.2NURBS
NURBS is oneof the mostpopularmodelingtechnologiesthat ever
existed.The acronym NURBS stands for "Non-Uniform Rational B-
Spline",which is a highly technical description of it's capabilities.
Althoughthis description sounds meaningless to many designers, it
includesveryimportantclues aboutNURBS modelingpotentials.
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figure 2.18:Polygonal modelvs. NURBS model
Non-Uniformmeans that different areas along NURBS objects
(curvesor surfaces) can have different properties (weights) and are not
completelyidentical. Rational means that a NURBS object can be
definedwith mathematicalformulae, and B-Spline is the description of
anyline in three dimensional spacehaving the ability to curve In more
thanonedirection.
NURBS modeling excels at smooth surfaces, but can generate
sharpedgesas well. However, thesesharpedgescan be createdwith two
ormoreseparateNURBS faces, since it is almost impossible to createa
hardedgewithin a single NURBS surface.
Surfaces are always defined by curves In NURBS modeling,
whetherthey are visible or not. The generatedsurfaces are extremely
smoothandorganic, in addition, thesesurfaceswill adjust themselvesin
orderto maintaintheir defining curves.
NURBS curvescan be defined by either points or control vertices.
Theclosestcomparisonfor points are vertices of polygonal models:they
lieonthecurve itself anddirectly affect the shapeof the curve. Control
verticesact different than points, since they are actually part of a lattice
actinglike a magnet, instead of lying directly on a curve. Control
verticesare more suitable for both organic and hard-edged shapes,
becausethey have an additional control over the curve. Control vertices
haveweightsthat control the influence of itself on the curve; the lower
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theweight, the smaller the influence a control vertex has over the curve
or surface.All control vertices have independentweights being relative
toeachother. If all of the verticesof a particular curve or surfacehavea
highvalue, therewould be a changesince the influence over the surface
is even.Only when a certaincontrol vertexhas a higher or lower relative
weightthan their neighboring control vertices, a different result can be
achieved.This is also the easiestway to approximatea hard edge in a
singleNURBS curveor surface.
figure 2.19:A NURBS Point Curve andCV Curve
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Control verticesand points are the basis for everythingin NURBS,
whethercurves or surfaces.But, they are mutually exclusive: a surface
orcurveis madeup of oneor either theother, neverboth.
figure 2.20:The samecurvewith different CV weights
One of the mam advantagesof NURBS is that it allows to create
complexdetails that are rendered,but do not necessarily display in the
viewportswhile editing. This gives the designer the flexibility of
workingwith the optimum level of details while modeling, texturing,
animatingor rendering in order to use minimum hardware resources
necessary.Even after the completion of the modeling and surfacing of a
shape,it can be renderedwith a high detail or low detail resolution
accordingto the desired output size, without manipulatingthe model's
topology.
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figure 2.21:The different "resolutions" of the samemodelcanbe
observedat the edgesof the object.
NURBS is an industry standardtechnology,working great for high
detail smooth models. Anything can be modeled and animated via
NURBS technology, from mechanicalparts of a machineto an organic
creature,such as a human being. NURBS is probably one of the best
modelingissues for a designer, because it requires building block
mentality:starting with simple shapesand deriving more complex ones
fromthem.But in the case of rigid-looking surfacesand simple shapes,
polygonalmodeling should be the first choice. NURBS usually requires
morecomputationalresource than polygons, also creating and editing
simpleshapesaregenerally muchmoreeasierwith polygonalgeometry.
2.1.4.4.3ParametricModeling
Parametricsolid modeling was first commercially introduced in
late1980sby Parametric Technology Corporation. By 1994, there were
atleastsevensignificant parametricsystems,morekept appearingevery
few months. This is a direct result of the impact of Parametric
TechnologyCorporation's products, and it is doubtful whether any
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CAD/CAM packagewill ever be producedfrom that time forward, that
doesnot include parametriccapabilities.
Parametric design is a methodology that utilizes special case
searching and solution techniques to produce dimension-driven
capability.Dimension-driven capability meansthat an object is defined
by a set of dimensionsassociatedwith it at any time during the design
process. In traditional CAD systems which lack dimension-driven
capability,for examplewhen a line is drawn, it cannotbe changedunless
it is redrawn.That is, neither its position nor its length can be changed
bychangingthe values associatedwith it. This is a big restriction in the
modeling of a 3D object, since the designer needs to change the
dimensionsof the part in later stagesof modeling, in order to achieve
thepredictedresults.
Parametric modeling approach, describes these attributes by
mathematicalexpressions that relate the dimensions to the values of
variablesand/or to other parametricdimensions, instead of describing
thedimensional attributes of the modeled geometry by numbers. The
valuesof variables maybe enteredby the user, or maybe tabulated.This
allowsa model to be defined in terms of a general shapeand topology,
andchangesin the geometrycan be explored very quickly, simply by
changingthe valuesof key variables. As an example,a parametricmodel
of a simple connecting rod can be considered. The figure shows the
dimensionsof the rod and a series of simple expressionsthat relate the
valuesof theseto key dimensions- in this case, the bore of the holes in
the link and the distance between their centers. Parametric system
includesthe facility of updating automatically the geometric and
topologicalarrangementof the model. It also updatesthe change of
dimensionsautomatically.
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figure 2.22:A link as a parametricpart. (McMahon C., Browne J.,
1995,p.180)
Parametric modeling capability is introduced with high-end
CAD/CAM packagesfor a much more accurateand less time consuming
modeling processes. Generally, every CAD/CAM system, includes
parametric modeling technology, and many 3D animation and
visualizationpackages are designed with such capabilities. They can
storethedimensiondata aboutthe model during the creation phase,and
atlaterstagesof design, thesecan be changed,usually without any data
lossin the construction history. Many modifiers applied to the object
suchas "scale", "rotate" or "bend" can also be stored in the parametric
historyof the object, enablingfurther editing.
2.1.4.4.4Variational Design
Variational geometry IS another technology which is compared
withthe parametricgeometry in many ways, and although they have
muchin common,the differences are significant. Variational geometry
essentiallyinvolves the simple modification of the dimensionsof a solid
model,in orderto producevariationsof the model.
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In variational design, geometry, engineering equations and
dimensionsof the design are all regardedas constraints.This constraint-
driven capability is unique in the sense that the constraints can be
arbitrarily coupled and solved simultaneouslyif necessaryto arrive at a
designconfiguration that satisfies all the design criteria specified by the
engineer(Singh N., 1996). In fact, variational design is a supersetof
parametricdesign, and it is moregeneralthanparametricdesign.
Variational systemshave an equationsolver which allow a set of
engineeringequationsto be used in order to setthe value of dimensions.
Theseare based on either engineering parametersor values of other
dimensions, and In addition these equation solvers take into
considerationthe condition of parallelism, perpendicularity, colinearity
etc.
A robustvariational solid modelingsystemprovides an essentially
unlimitednumberof engineeringrelationships to be associatedwith the
solutionof the positioning and relational equations.These relations and
constraintssuch as area, volume, analysis of degreesof freedometc. is
theessentialof variational design, renderingit a very powerful and rich
solution.Many designers prefer to use a variational systeminstead of
dimension-drivenparametricmodeler,becauseit can be consideredthat
moreemphasisis placed on form rather than on function in consumer
products.For example, a vacuum cleaner moves and filters a certain
amountof air to be effective. Once the motor has beendesignedfor this
purpose,the major design process dealing with the final form of the
cleanerbegins.
2.1.4.4.5Feature Based Modeling
A feature representsthe engineeringmeaningor significanceof
the geometryof a part or assembly.The feature can be thought of as
buildingblocks for product definition or for geometric reasoning. A
featuremodel is a data structure representinga part or an assembly
mainlyin termsof its constituentfeatures.Each feature in the model is
anidentifiableentity that has someexplicit representation.The shapeof
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a feature can be expressed in terms of dimension parameters, or
constructionstepsneededto producethe geometrycorrespondingto the
feature.
Featuremodelingprovides for the addition of pockets, slots, holes,
bosses,ribs etc anduser defined featuresto any face or facesof a model.
Thedesigner,insteadof performing a Boolean operationon the modelto
opena circular hole, "inserts" the "hole" with desired radius and length
overthe desired location of the model. This is a user friendly task for
thedesigneralso resemblingthe traditional modelmakingmethods.
The term "feature" is used to denote modeling a wide variety of
physical characteristics of parts. Therefore it is useful to distinguish
varioustypes of featuresby using a sub-classification of featuressuchas
From Features, Tolerance Features, Assembly Features, Functional
Featuresand Material Features. Form, tolerance and assembly features
areall closely related to the geometryof parts, and are hence called
geometricfeatures.
Featurebasedsystemsoffer a dramatically increasedperformance
overtraditional solid modeling systemsdue to the intelligence imparted
by features.A necessity in any featurebasedsolid modeling systemis a
userdefined feature, which allows the designer to define the geometric
andtopological characteristicsof a feature and apply them to existing
solids. Many parametric solid modeling systems also provide some
featuresincluding constantoffset pockets,circular and rectangulararray
ofholes,free slots (straight or two-point slots, three-pointT andL slots,
four-pointU slots, circular slots, slots parallel to a boundary), necks or
protrusionsandflanges.
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slot
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figure 2.23:Example of common"hardcoded"features.(LaCourse
D.E., 1995,p.8.11)
Featuremodelingprovides manyadvantagessuch as the possibility
of inserting "intelligent" parametric geometry into a model without
creating intermediate construction geometry. Also, a variety of
informationabout portions of a model can be associated and features
withuniqueattributesto specific requirementscan be created.Moreover,
timeconsumingBoolean operationsare eliminatedand embeddedfeature
characteristicsare conveyed more intelligently to manufacturing
applications uch as numerical control: simply holes are holes, pockets
arepockets,etc. insteadof raw surfacegeometry.
2.1.4.4.6ModelingStrategies
Thetablesinclude the mostcommonmodelingstrategiesprovided
by amodelingsoftware.These areusedpriorly in solid modeling,but the
sametechniquesare also appropriatefor surfacemodelers.
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Primitive Description Typical input required
),
/
Box
Length,width,height,and location.The
centerpoint andorthogonaledgevectors
aswell a two diagonallyoppositecornersarc
specifiedwith SOmesystems.
Cone
Ba e radius.heightor length,andthebase
centerpointasa location.
Frustrum
Bottomcenterpoint for location,an axial
direction.bottomradius.top radius.and
length.
Prism
Basepointor location,directionalvector.
the radiusof thedefiningcircle,and length.
Prismsmaybe inscribedor circumscribed
aboutthedefiningcircle.Somesystemsal-o
allow thenumberof equilateraledgesor
facetson its base10be specified.
Cylinder
Direction,basepoint or location,radius.
length.
Tetrahedron
Basc point or location.directionalvector.
theradiusof a definingcircle.and length
or heigh!.The basemaybe inscribedor
circumscribedaboutthedefiningcircle.A
variationis known as<I p)'rtllllid,definedby
four sidesanda rectangularbase.
Tetrahedron
A tetrahedronhasan equilateraltrian-
gular baseand threetriangularsides.
Cone
A conehasa basecircle.acurvedexterior
surfacetaperingto a point.and anaxisof
revolutionnormal to tbeba ecircle.All
lineson thecurvedexteriorsurfaCebetween
thebasecircumferenceand theapexare
linear.
Prism
A prismis similar to a rightrectangular
box.exceptthatit hilSmorefaces.
Frustrum
A frustumis typicallydefinedastheportion
of a conethat liesbetweentwo parallel
intersectingplanes.
Box
A box isa rightrectangularhexahedron.
That is,it ha six rectangularface
Cylinder
Cylindersaredefinedbya con·tant
diameterboundedon eachend byright-
angular,parallelcirclesof equalradius.
The axis is normal to theends.
I 3
"l'1
1-1
~+'\4<
1.x+2
Sphere
A sphereis thevolumegeneratedby a
semicirclerevolvedaboutanaxispa sing
throughitsend points.
Sphere
Spherie<lIradiusand thecenleror polar point.
Torus
A torus isgeneratedby revolvin' a circle
aboutanaxis in theplaneof thecircle.The
axismustnotpassthroughthecenterof the
circle,and mustlie outsidethecircle in most
SM systems.
Torus
Radius of thecircle,thc radiusfrom thc center
of Ihe circle to Ihe axisof revolution,andthe
directionof theaxismustbe defined.A
hollow lube is createdwhentwo concentric
circlesof differing radii are revolved.
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2.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION
Visualization is a very important stage of the whole design
process.Whether sketchingthe first idea or renderingthe final product,
it has Immense impact on people according to the quality of
visualization.
Computersare far best known for their imaging capabilities. They
have introduced a new tool for designers enabling them to create a
virtual object, perfectly simulating real-world conditions. This virtual
objectdoes exist in the computer with three dimensions, and with a
rangeof genuinepractical and manualskills; the objects acts as if it is
real.
There are some different types and stagesof visualization, each
requiringsimilar or unique tasks. Still images,animationsor multimedia
presentationsare basic forms of visualization for the designer. In fact,
computeraided visualization has opened a wide range of new career
opportunitiesfor designersincluding interactive mediadesign, interface
design,web pagedesign,gamedesignor computeranimation.
2.2.1General Concepts
3D visualization mainly includes three importanttasks; modeling,
texturingandlighting. Modeling is not just a visualization task, it is also
oneof the most important facts of CAD and CAM processes. But in
visualization,different modeling techniques than those for CAD/CAM
canbeusedas well, such as metaballsor patches.The texturing process
includeswidely 2D raster image editing tasks, which are not found in
anyotherCAD/CAM processes.And finally, the lighting, is the easiest
toassociatewith real-world experimentations,but also one of the hardest
toachievecorrectly, including all visualization tasks.
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2.2.1.1Modeling
3D modeling IS the essential part of product visualization. The
techniquesused are generally similar to those of wireframe modeling,
surfacemodelingor solid modeling,but since the final output is a screen
presentationor paper print, somedifferent modeling approachescan be
usedas well.
In product visualization, if no rapid prototyping or NC machining
IS required, low detail models can be suitable for many different
purposes.These low detail models can be further edited with textures,
lightsand scene composition for a realistic image. High detail models
arealsousedin visualization, if somedetail renderingsare aimed.
Visualization packagesare generally based on surface modeling
withpolygonal and NURBS capabilities. The modeling process can be
consideredas similar to the high-end modelersin manyways. But some
additionalmodeling strategies are existing in visualization programs.
Thesecanbe integratedwithin the packageor can be addedexternallyto
thesoftwarein the form of a "plug-in".
Metaball and patch modeling are sometechniqueswidely used for
visualization purposes. Metaballs are suitable for modeling organic
shapesand their animation. This techniqueis basedon meta-primitives,
generallyspheres. The modeling is done according to these primitives
andtheir relative positions in 3D space. These primitives act like
mercury;if two primitives are close enough,they begin to push or pull
eachother. The tension, interaction distance and the direction of the
forcecan be different for eachprimitive. Many different primitives can
beusedin a model, which helps to createsomevery complexgeometry.
Also thesecomplex shapescan be animatedas well with the relative
changeof position of primitives, but this can be a time consuming
process,becauseof the necessaryfinal output geometrycalculations of
themodel,for eachframeof animation.
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figure 2.24:Metaballs areusedwidely for organicmodelingand
animations
Patch modeling is another modeling strategy based on patch
surfaces.With the deformation of 2D patches and connecting some
differentones together, very complex models can be generated.Patch
modelingrequires a high experienceof modeling and can take too much
timefor a complex shape.But the easeof adding detail where neededis
averyimportantadvantageof patchmodeling.
figure 2.25:Patch modeling is anothertechniqueused for complex
surfaces.
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2.2.1.2Texturing
Texturing is one of the most critical elementsof visualization. A
3D model, whether detailed or not, has no materialsunless a texture IS
added by the modeler. A surface can be shiny, dull, reflective,
transparent,translucent or any other property imaginable. It IS very
importantthat the model has just the right surface properties. A glass
object IS very different from a wooden one in terms of transparency,
color, surface texture, reflection or refraction. Thus a designer must
havea keeneyeto createthe right materialfor his design.
A well-designed texture can incredibly increase the quality of
renderings.Many times, low detail models with a good texture can be
enoughfor presentations.This is especially true for interactivereal-time
applications, such as computer games, virtual reality or multimedia
applications.In fact, the most basic rule for 3D modeling is "never put
anydetailon a model if you can get it with the texture".
figure 2.26:A simple spheremodelwith a layered,complex
materialto obtaina high-techobject. (Bell J. A., 1998)
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The texturesare createdwith shaderswithin the software.Shaders,
areessentiallymathematicalalgorithmsthat, throughvarious parameters,
canmake surfaces on geometryappear as water, wood, glass, plastic,
metalor evenfur. The user will adjust manydifferent settingsto get the
right material. Depending on the software, the interaction in the user
interfacecould be visual or strictly through numbers.For example,the
reflectionrate of a metal surfacecan be adjustedwith a slider to getthe
appropriateresult, but a definite value can be entered for refraction
indicesof water, glassor diamond.
In a typical rendering software, there are three basic shading
modes.These are one of the most dominant properties of the whole
material tree. When rendering polygonal models (or even NURBS
models,becausewhile renderingthey are convertedto polygonal models
automatically),the flat surfaces sharing the same smoothing group,
rendersas smooth.This savesgreat time; for obtaining a smoothsurface,
veryhigh numbersof facesare not requiredeverytime.
figure 2.27:Effects of different shadings (Flat, Gouraud, Phong
andmetalshadingsrespectively.)
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Flat shading mode is an exception to this rule however. While
renderingobjects with flat shaded material, any smoothing group is
disregardedand every single coplanarsurface(or facet) is renderedwith
thesameconstantcolor. This is not suitable for realistic renderings,but
sometimesit's used in games,flat art works or somespecial conditions.
Phong and Gouraud shadingmodesare the other basic methodsfor
interpolating the shading of adjacent polygons across each polygon,
yielding smooth appearing renderings. This smoothness is generally
deceptivebecause the shaded image is no more precise than the
underlyingpolygonal surface. Nevertheless, it is much more visually
attractivethan flat shading, and often serves the purposes at hand.
Gouraudshading (developed by Henri Gouraud in 1971) computesthe
averageof surface normals at polygon vertex points and uses theseto
determinevertex intensities, which are then linearly interpolatedacross
thepolygon. Phong shading (developed by Bui- Tuong Phong in 1975)
interpolatessurface normal vectors across polygons and uses these
interpolatedvectors in shadingmodelsat eachpixel in the image.Phong
shadingmethodinterpolatesvectors rather than scalar values~thus it is
morecomputationallyintensive than the Gouraud technique,but gives a
morefaithful reproduction of specular reflections and transparency
effects.
Some rendering packages include additional shading modes like
Blinnor Metal shading.Blinn shadedsurfaceshave softer highlights and
no additional rendering time is required. Metal shading, as the name
implies,is used to simulate metal surfaces. Metal shader uses diffuse
color property (map or color) to dictate the color of the specular
highlight. Although metal surfaces look good with metal shading,
raytrace material with Blinn shading is supenor in quality while
renderingreflective metalsurfaces. Shaders include vanous channels,
eachdefining a special property of a texture. Many different rendering
softwarecan have different channels, or maps for generatingtextures.
Butambient,diffuse, specular, opacity, reflection, refraction and bump
mapsareincluded in virtually everypackage.
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figure 2.28:The material editor of 3D Studio MAX. Different
channelsand several other parameters allow to generate complex
materials.
Diffuse maphas the most impacton the material's appearanceand
istheeasiestto determine.The diffuse mapis the color or texture,which
isreferredwhendescribing a material in real life. It canbe a solid color,
abitmapimage, a procedural texture or a mixed one. The diffuse map,
like ambient and specular maps, determines the object's material
propertiesaccordingto the lighting conditions. Specularmapis apparent
onsomeareasof surface, which is mostly affected by the light source;
thusit is often described as specular highlight. The influence of the
specularcomponenton a material is directly related to the shininess of
thematerialand the light source. Materials that have no shine cannot
forma specularhighlight. But if the materialhas shineanda highlight is
formedon the relatedsurface,the material's diffuse color mixeswith the
specularin an additive, or light-like manner.
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Ambient map of a material describes the shades on a surface.
Althoughit representsa material's shadedportion, it affects a greatdeal
ofa surfacebecauseonly a small portion of an object is usually in direct
light.As surfacesare shaded,the ambientcolor mixeswith the diffuse in
a subtractiveor pigment-like manner. Once in complete shadow, the
ambientcolor is usedexclusively.
figure 2.29:The bitmap texture and the applied 3D model with
propermappmg.
This three basic parameters (diffuse, specular and ambient
properties),like the others, can be defined with a solid color, a bitmap
or a proceduralmaterial. The solid color is adjusted in RGB, and then
appliedto the appropriatechannel.A bitmaptexture,which is a digitized
photo,canbe usedas well to simulatereal-world materials.For example,
abrickwall picture can be scannedand then applied over a surface to
mimicthis wall. This is the most widely used technique in texturing.
Anyman-madeor natural texture can be simulated with a bitmap and
thenappliedto the model.
A different method for creating textures is defining procedural
textures.In the digital imagery field, the term "procedural" has cometo
meanthe automatic or computer generatedway of producing images.
Ratherthan being defined by bitmaps, procedural shaders work by
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adjustingvarious numerical settings.Many different proceduralshaders
canbe found in software, including noise, wood, water, marble, smoke
or checker. Instead of using a straight bitmap as texture, a procedural
shadercan be effectively used for a higher control over the texture.For
example,a marbleprocedural shaderwill enable someadjustmentsover
the base color, vein color, vein size and width of the final marble
texture.
When diffuse mapof the texture is set, someadditional properties
canhelp to add realism to the model. Opacity may define the object's
transparencyvalue. The more an object is transparent, the less it's
opacityvalue. Some semi-opaquematerialscan be achievedas well with
theright opacity value.
Reflection and refraction are one of the other importantproperties
of a material, and is one of the most complexto achieveproperly. The
reflection of the object can be defined with a bitmap or procedural
texture,or can be automatically calculated by the computer.Automatic
reflectionscan be a time consuming task, becauseevery object in the
scenemustbe handledin order to get the right result. The final imageis
generally much more realistic than the one prepared with bitmap
reflections.Raytrace materialsare used, if the reflection and refraction
qualityof the image is very important. Raytracing algorithms perform
verycomplexcalculations III order to get the most realistic reflections
and refractions possible. But, because of the high processing time
requirements,bitmap and procedural defined reflections can be a good
choicefor manycases.
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figure 2.30:Raytrace materialapplied to a setof spheres.Every
spherehasdifferent Index of Refraction (lOR). From left to right, top:
underwater(IOR:O.7) andhot air (lOR: 0.98); bottom:water (lOR: 1.33),
glass(lOR: 1.5) anddiamond(lOR: 2.42). (Bell J. A., 1998)
The bump map is used to define the small surface variations. For
example,a tile over the wall, small noise bumps over a plastic material
or small cavities over a surface can be achievedwith bump maps. The
appliedbumpmaphas no effect over the model's geometry,but with the
helpof light sources, it createsthe illusion of limited surface relief on
anobject.
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figure 2.31:The grayscalebitmaptextureand it's applicationas a
bumpmap.
The final placementof all mappedmaterials is dependenton the
mappingcoordinatesassignedto a surface. Mapping coordinatescan be
assignedin a number of ways, through numerousprojections, with the
optimalchoice dependingon the object's geometryand desired surface
effect. If a material includes a channel with a bitmap image, this
material is placed properly over the model via the mapping. This
procedureof assigning mappingcoordinates,is the final stageof surface
texturing.
Every model has to be mappedindividually in order to get the
rightmappingcoordinates. Sometimes,complex models are splitted into
differentparts for a correct texturing. The mappingproceduregenerally
consistsof three basic mapping types, which are planar, spherical and
cylindrical. Although many 3D models are much more complex than
thesebasic shapes, they work fine mostly. Some materials are also
designedfor a defined mappingtype, which also helps in the mapping
procedure.
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figure 2.32:Planar, sphericalandcylindrical mappingtechniques.
(FlemingB., 1998,p.141)
In visualization, a model can be considered as finished if the
material properties are defined also. Like modeling, designing
appropriatematerialscan be a very time consumingtask and can require
a very good knowledge of different graphic software and hardware.
Materialdatabasesare usedcommonlyin renderings,which are prepared
beforehandfor later uses. This is a great time-saverin the modelingand
renderingstagesalso, becauseit eliminates the need to create a brand
newmaterialwhile previewingthe modelandpreparingthe final renders.
2.2.1.3Lighting
Lighting is the last stepof the four basic visualization procedures,
whichincludes modeling, texturing, animation and lighting. Although
manydesignersdisregard this fact, it's one of the most critical aspects
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of computer generated 3D Imaglllg, and it's also one of the most
complicated.
Computermodelersmayrarely think about how light works in the
real world. It tales many different forms from many different sources.
This is a fact that is naturally taken granted. But in the computer
graphicsworld, it often takes a great deal of thought, experimentation
andtime to achievethe lighting necessaryfor optimumresults.
Visualization software offers nearly endlessoptions for lighting a
3D scene, without many constraints existing in nature. Unfortunately,
this freedomto createany type of lighting imaginable can also make it
very difficult to produce a realistic rendering. Although computer
visualizationtools providesnew possibilities, which are unavailablewith
traditional lighting design, these old techniques, are widely used
successfullyin manycases.
In computer visualization, many additional programs are
commerciallyavailable for enhancingandevenautomatingthe modeling,
texturingand animation processes.But this is not the case for lighting
whichoften leads incredible complications in gettinga high quality final
rendering.Regardless to the model or scene complexity, every light
shouldbe manually placed in order to expressthe idea in a best way
possible.
In lighting, the environment which contains the object to be
visualizedis consideredfirst. Then, according to the mood desired, the
lightingelementsare placed. There are three basic categoriesin lighting
taskincluding natural lighting, artificial lighting and the combinationof
thetwo.
Natural lighting typically refers to the sun, whether the scene is
outdoorsor indoors. Indoor lighting generally requires additional light
sourcesto get a naturalresult, unless a special techniquecalled radiosity
is used.This can be also the case for outdoor scenes,even in common
photographiclighting techniques. Many times, even in brightly lit
outdoorshotsfor films, the cameramanandlighting techniciansmayuse
reflectorsor supplementallights. This techniquecan be simulatedalso in
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computer visualization, which IS the combined use of natural and
artificial lights.
Actual Light Colors and their 3D Equivalent
Light numericvalues expressed in Kelvins (lighttemperature)
ACTUAL
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2700
2900
0--3000
0--3100
0--3200
0---3300
0--3400
0--- 3500
0--- 3700
0--3900
0--4000
0--- 4100
0--4300
0---4500
0--4700
0---4900
0--5100
0---5300
0--- 5500
5700
0---5900
6000
6300
6700
7300
7700
8100
8500
8900
9300
9700
10000
11000
12000
13000
14000
15000
16000
17000
18000
19000
20000
LIGHT SOURCE
CANDLE FLAME
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS
INCANDESCENT HOUSE LAMPS 1500-3000
50-WATT,GAS FILLED, TUNGSTEN-FILAMENT LAMP
l00-WATT, TUNGSTEN-FILAMENT LAMP
5OO-WATT.TUNGSTEN-FILAMENT LAMP
1000-WATT,TUNGSTEN-FILAMENT LAMP
SOD-WATTPROJECTION LAMP
FLOODLAMP
WHITE,NO.l,NO.2, OR NO.4 FLooDLAMP
REFLECTOR FLOODS
WARM, WHITE FLUORESCENT LAMP
SHREDED-FOIL, CLEAR FLASH LAMP
HIGH-INTENSITY SUN ARC
DIRECT SUNLIGHT BETWEEN 10AM-3PM (AVERAGE)
COOL, WHITE FLUORESCENT LAMP
DAYLIGHT (BLUE) FLOODLAMP
WHITE-FLAME CARBON ARC
M2B FLASH LAMP
HIGH NOON SUNLIGHT
DIRECT SUNLIGHT IN SUMMER
BLUE FLASHlAMP
DAYLIGHT FLUORESCENT LAMP
SUNLIGHT WITH CLEAR SKY AT NOON
LIGHT FROM OVERCAST SKY 6800-7000
HIGH·SPEED ELECTRONIC FLASHTUBES
LIGHT FROM HAZY SKY 7500-8400
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
LIGHT FROM CLEAR BLUE SKY
CLEAR BLUE SKY OVER WATER 20000-27000
3D LIGHT
1500 --0
1600 --0
1700 --0
1800 --0
1900 --0
2000 --0
2100 --0
2200 --0
2300 --0
2400 --0
2500 --0
2700 --0
2900 --0
3000 --0
3100 --0
3200 --0
3300 --0
3400 --0
3500 --0
3700 --0
3900 --0
4000 --0
4100 --0
4300 --0
4500 --0
4700 --0
4900 --0
5100 --0
5300 --0
5500 --0
5700 --0
5900 --0
6000 --0
6300 --0
6700 --0
7300 --0
7700 --0
8100 --0
8500 --0
8900 --0
9300 --0
9700 --0
10000--0
11000 --0
12000 --0
13000--0
14000 --0
15000--0
16000 --0
17000 --0
18000 --0
19000 --0
20000 --0
table2.4:The light color chart andits equivalent3D lighting. To
simulatereal-world lights in computerscenes,theappropriatecolors
shouldbeused. (Fleming B., 1998p:291)
Artificial lighting is probably the most commonof the threetypes
for a designer.It can be consistedof electric light, firelight, or both. A
typicalstudio light setup is a very good example,which is widely used
intwobasic illumination styles: triangleandzonelighting.
Triangle lighting (or three-point lighting), as the name implies,
usesthree lights to provide illumination. The primary light, called the
key (or kick), is the brightest and illuminates mostof the scene.The key
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is usually the light that castsa shadow.A secondarybacklightis used to
separatean object from its backgroundto revealmoredepth.Backlight is
generallybehind and abovethe object with a lesser or equal intensity t
the key. A third light, the fill, is used to fill dark areas missedby the
key.The fill controls the contrastbetweenthe brightestareaof the scene
and the darkest. A bright fill creates even lighting whereas a dim fill
increasesthe contrastandmakesthe scenemoreuneasy.
figure 2.33:A basic triangle lighting setup(Bell J. A., 1998p.28)
When triangle lighting is inadequatefor larger scenes,a slightly
different method can be applied. Zone lighting is the second basic
lightingstrategy,which occurs when an area is broken down into zones.
Thesezones are then illuminated individually. The selection of zones
canbe based on areas of importanceor similarly, and after a zone is
selected,basic three-point lighting can be applied. Sometimes,however,
thisdoes not createthe proper mood so a free form lighting schemeis
used.With careful use, accent lights can be effective to illuminate key
objectsor areas.
A typical visualization software includes four basic lights: omni,
directional,spotandambientlights. Omni lights, which are mostly used
asfill andbacklight, are point light sourcesvery similar to a nakedbulb
hangingon a wire, or a star in a solar system.An omni light traces its
illuminationfrom its center to all object faces that are oriented toward
it. A directional light is best thought of as being the sun. All the light
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beamsare parallel to each other which can be observed easily tn the
shadowsappeared.
A spotlight is a combinationof the two castingthe light beamsin
theform of a cone, in one centerto a primary destination. The shadows
formedare thus a little or ver distorted,accordingto the distanceof the
light source and the object. Spot light and directional lights are
primarilyused in key lighting, but theycan servemanyotherpurposesas
well. The final basic light type is the ambientlight that is not a physical
object in a scene unlike the others. The ambient light is universally
appliedto all objects, which meansthat the relative positions of the
objects tn three-dimensional space are disregarded. Increasing the
ambientlight level reduces the contrast and "flattens" the image. A
sceneilluminated solely by ambient light has no contrast or shading,
witheveryside and facetbeing renderedwith the sameintensity.
Shadowsare the natural products of light, so it is in 3D computer
graphics.Although a light's shadowcasting ability can be turnedoff, it
is usedto increasethe realism of the sceneand to enhancethe 3D effect
of the final rendering. 3D visualization software offers manyoptions to
controla light's shadowcasting ability. In manycases, this can be very
confusingbecauseof the uncommonway thatvirtual lights work. A light
in a visualization programcan have any color possible, can project any
imageor animationas light sourceandcan haveany intensity, including
negativeintensities. When all these controls combinewith the shadow's
softness,bias and resolution adjustments,shadowscan require immense
effortto setthemproperly.
There are three basic rendering engtnes closely integrated with
lights and their shadow casting characteristics. Although different
visualization software can include different engines, these three
techniquesarewidely used in manymid-rangeor high-endprograms.
Scanline rendering is the default option for programs like 3D
StudioMAX. This engine is built in the programand uses shadowmaps
in shadowcasting task. Scanline rendering engine prepares the entire
sceneprior to the actual rendering process. It calculates all light
sources,their shadows,and reflective surfaces,as well as texturing. The
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preparingof the rendering can take from less than a secondto several
minutesdepending on the complexity of the scene, but the rendering
processitself is very quick. During the rendering process, the scanline
rendererworks its way down an imageline-by-line.
figure 2.34:A shadowmappedrender.
Shadow mappingcapability of the scanline rendereris one of the
mostimportantof its properties.The main purposeof a shadowmapis to
createsoft shadows. This is a more realistic effect than raytraced
shadowsbut it can be difficult to achievebecauseits control consists of
a critical balance of its map parameters. Casting shadows requires
memorybut renders much faster than raytraced shadows, especially a
complexscene. The trade-off, however, is that shadows maps take
preparationtime and constant testing to ensure their accuracy and
appropriateness.Also, the transparencyof the object, if there's any, is
disregardedwhile calculating shadows, which makes it an unsuitable
choicein objectswith transparencyeffects.
Raytracing is the secondimportant renderingtechnique. It can be
foundin every visualization packageas a built-in renderingengine, as a
plug-inor both. Raytracing engine works a bit different from scanline;
dependingon the implementation, there is usually some up front
processingby the raytracer prior to the renderingprocess.But the main
difference is that some items like reflections and refractions are
calculatedwhen the rendererreachesthe pixel containing a reflection or
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refraction.In raytracing, the pathof a ray of light from the sourceto the
viewer's eye position is traced for eachpixel of a display. The full path
of the ray is computed,yielding secondaryandtertiary reflective effects.
This technique takes into account the transparency, reflectivity and
refractivity of the objects, thus resulting highly realistic images.But it
consumesenormousquantities of computationalresources. If a complex
sceneis lit completelywith raytraced lights, renderingprocesscan take
incredibleamountsof time.
Many visualization packages include a hybrid raytracer, or
selective raytracing capability. Because of the immense calculations
neededto resolve, raytracing only somenecessarypart of the scenewill
beenoughin manycases.This can be achievedwith the applied raytrace
materialyielding the same high realistic transparency, reflection and
refractioneffects for the desiredobjectsonly.
figure 2.35: A raytracer is especially capable of generating
refraction/reflectioneffects and realistic shadows of the transparent
objects.
The third and the most complex rendering engine 1S radiosity. It
hasa differentapproachthana standardrendereror raytracer: a radiosity
solution provides diffuse light interaction tn an environment.
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Technically, it is based on the radiant heat transfer in which the light
emissionfrom eachsurface in a sceneis computedin termsof all of the
othersurfaces and sources of light. Radiosity calculatesphysically the
variousbouncesthat light makesas it travel from the light sourceuntil
all of the energy is absorbedin the environment.This type of rendering
typically takes too much time but it easily re-createsthe most difficult
aspectof lighting, which is extremerealism.
An importantbenefit of this physically based renderingengtneIS
thatreal-world luminaire light types can be specified in a scene. Any
lightingsimulation can be accuratelydonewith radiosity rendering.And
oncethe radiosity solution is computedin a scene(which is a very long
processtaking betweenseveral hours to some days), any rendering is
easilydone including animationsdonewith cameratransformations.This
is becauseof the nature of radiosity; the computedsolution dependson
thelight sourcesand the objects, not on the viewer's position. Radiosity
rendering is also finding it's way into films because it can more
accuratelymatchlighting setupson location.
figure 2.36: A radiosity render with a supenor photorealistic
quality.
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Radiosity renderersare generally available in a form of a plug-in
or as a standalone radiosity software. Because radiosity is a very
complexsystemthat has a very specific use, muchvisualization software
doesnot include this capability.
Lighting of a scene is also a good meansin creating somespecial
effects. Glows, volumetric lights or even lens flares can be achieved
with the help of lights, to makethe scenemuchmorerealistic.
Lighting of a 3D sceneis a very complexmatter, involving dozens
of processesand components.According to the mood required, lighting
designof a virtual model can dependon numbersof different solutions
and tasks. But once done correctly, it enables a good model to be
renderedin a highly realistic fashion.
2.2.2Still Image Rendering
3D graphics is very different from other visual arts. The pressof a
buttonis enough to capture an image in the camera or drawing from
rough outlines to a finished picture with a brush through continual
refinementends up with an artistic oil painting. But creating virtual
Imageswith a computer is an entirely different process: models are
createdlike a wood worker, materials are applied allowing a simple
sphereto becomea glass ball or a planet in a solar system,the model is
thenanimatedthrough time and then lit. The final process involves a
transformationof thesefacts into a final image,called rendering.
The renderingprocessis often seemssimple enough,but it isn't as
simpleas clicking "Render" button and hoping for the best. There are
manyessentialelementsin rendering including the type of output, it's
sizeandit's uses.Rendering is the creationprocessof the only concrete
productin visualization whethera still imageor animation.
Visualization packages offer a wide range of controls over the
renderingof the final image. These can vary according to different
software,but manyof theminclude the samecapabilities. As mentioned
before, there can be different rendering engines like raytrace or
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radiosity, but theseare independenton the desiredoutputmediatypes. A
scenecan require a standardrenderer or a radiosity renderer and the
final image can be used in screen presentationsor printouts. But the
final imageitself musthavebeenspecified accordingto the outputmedia
type.
The mostimportantthing whenrenderingis to decidewhich output
media type is aimed. Screen presentationsor prints require different
resolutionsandcolor depths.Thesetwo also affect the natureof the final
image,how clear, crisp or large it will be.
Color bit depth refers to the number of colors in a computer-
generatedimage. As computers must convert any information into
numericsequences,they mustnumberand store colors. Several common
bit depths are used in computer imagery, including 8-bit adjustable
palette,15- and 16-bit fixed palette,24- and64-bit color depths.
8-bit images contain only 256 colors out of the entire color
spectrum.The exact colors can differ betweenimages as well because
thepaletteis adjustableon an image by image basis. 256 colors are not
enoughfor realistic renderings, but is quick to load, display and has
smallfile size. The main uses of 8-bit palette are; multimediaprojects,
Web publishing, disk-based presentations, computer games of
informationalkiosks. 8-bit color is supportedby many programs, and
low-endVGA standardsupporting 8-bit color at 640x480resolution is
still usedon somesystems.
15- and 16-bit fixed palette images contain 32,768 and 65,536
colorsrespectively. These color depthsare less commonthan 8-bit and
24-bit,but are a good trade-off betweenlarge file size andcolor realism.
It containsa fixed palettethus no confliction occurs in the colors used,
whichis useful in real-time applications such as computergames and
multimediaapplications.
24-bit color images are the most commontrue color image types
with 16,7 million colors containing sufficient color to reproduce any
imageviewable to the naked eye. Still images or animations, whether
renderedfor film or video is almost always rendered in 24-bit color.
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Interactive applications and real-time graphics however use 24-bit less
oftendueto its larger storagesize andslower display times.
figure 2.37:The difference between8-bit and24-bit images.
64-bit images are pretty uncommon, but some visualization
softwarerendersimagesat 64-bit color depthsanddithersdown to lower
colordepthsfrom there. 64-bit is not displayable on commoncomputer
screens;this color depthcan be used in the anti-aliasing process of the
Image.This color depthcan also be saved into the RLA file format for
lateruses.
True color or 24-bit rendering is actually much eaSIerthan 8-bit
color rendering. Reducing an image's color palette to 256 colors and
obtaininga quality image is not an automatedtask. It takes forethought
anda good knowledgeon conceptslike color distribution, banding,anti-
aliasingand dithering. But 24-bit true color rendering always produces
top-quality images enabling the designer to consume more time on
models,materialsand lights.
The media, size of the image and the resolution of the image
should also be clear when rendering. The output media leads to a
necessary resolution of the Image. For computer screen based
presentations,the optimum resolution is 72 dots per inch (dpi). But in
printing processes, the resolution requirementvaries according to the
techniqueused.
Continuous tone prints are the easiest to print becausethe sole
determiningfactor of the image's quality is the resolution supplied. The
mostcommontype of continuoustone print is the standardphotographic
print.Outputtinga renderedimageto photographicfilm involves using a
film recorderto exposethe image on conventional35 mm film or 4"x5"
large format film, including standard or transparency films. Dye
sublimationprinters are another common form of continuous tone
printingavailable for computerimages. These can be desktopor E-size
productionprinters ranging from 100 to 400 dpi of resolution. The
qualityof the final continuostone imageis determinedby the density of
pixelsPer printed inch, which is subjective and varying from one image
tothenext.
When outputtingto a 35 mmfilm, the size of the prints should be
consideredrather than the size of the film. For high-end reproductions,
lowestpixel to scanline ratio possible should be used. The standard
resolutionfor photographicresolution is consideredas 3072x2048after
theintroductionof Kodak PhotoeD.
Screenedprint is another media type that can be used for high-
qualityprints. It is producedby dithering the original image to achieve
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true color. "Screening" is essential for many processes because the
printing inks would bleed and blend together in pools of mottledcolor.
The screens place the color components(cyan, yellow, magentaand
black) onto separate layers of the printed page. The pattern of the
dispersedcolor dots is createdby the screen.
Screenedimagesare commonlyusedfor massproductionpurposes,
such as magazines,marketing brochures or advertisements. Screened
images also are used with noncontinuous tone printers. The latter
includes most varieties of laser, inkjet, electrostatic plotters, thermal
vax, and thermal dye transfer printers. All of these devices requlfe
screeningthe imagefor printing (Elliott S., Miller P., 1996)
The shape, density and angle of screens used by commercial
printersare consideredproprietary information. Most printers prefer to
workwith 200 to 400 pixels per printed inch images.The print size has
the biggest impact on the required resolution of the image. After
selectingthe media and determiningthe pixels per inch ration, the final
image'sresolution can be calculatedeasily:
( ppi ) x ( print width in inches) = Width resolution ( dpi )
( ppi ) x ( print height in inches) = Height resolution ( dpi )
Setting the proper resolution is a very important aspect of the
renderingprocess,becausewith lower resolutions than necessarycauses
lowquality images,whereashigher resolutionsrequiresunnecessarydisk
spacesandprocessingtimes.
2.2.3Animation
Still imagescan be sufficient in static subjectslike graphic design.
Butindustrial design is related to three-dimensionalproducts, thus still
picturescannot fully convey the design. Many designersare temptedto
useanimationsto maketheir presentationas realistic and communicative
aspossible.
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Formerly, mock-ups were the primary means III representing a
three dimensional product. Designers pays great amountsof money to
commissiona quality mock-up from a professional model maker and if
theywish to avoid such expenses,the only choice is to makethe model
themselves.This generally causes some different troubles~besides the
cost, they also had to allow a considerableamountof time for mock-up
drawings, surface specifications and the coordination of cutting and
paintingjobs amongseveralpeople.
Computers are extremely useful III such situations, like the
presentations of a three dimensional product with it's full
characteristics.Once the model is complete with its surface materials
andenvironment,it is readyfor animation.
Computer animation requires somedifferent tasks than modeling,
but becauseboth processesare integratedwithin the samepackage in
many visualization software, these tasks are pretty common to the
modelers. Animation requires some fore planning, especially while
modeling.Somemodels are difficult to animatein someways but easier
in others.If the animationis plannedbefore the modelingprocess,many
troublescan be eliminatedin the animationof thevirtual model.
Traditional animation is based on a technique called keyframing.
Keyframingis what a masteranimatoris doing when he draws the most
importantframes of an animatedsequence,the keys. These works are
thenpassedto an assistant animator to finish the frames betweenthe
keys,in other words to "fill in the blanks". Dependingon the difficulty
of the animation, the masteranimatormight draw many closely spaced
keysor maybeonly a few of them.
Computer animation software works in much the sameway. The
useris consideredas the masteranimator,which specifies exactly what
he or she wants to happen and when it should happen, by creating
animationkeys at specific times. The software then acts as the assistant
animatortaking careof the animationthat occurs in the time betweenthe
keys.This process is also called keyframing just as in the case of
traditionalanimations.
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Some visualization software supports also another type of
animationcalledparametricanimation.The animatordoesn'tneedto set
keys with parametric animation technique, because it is a preset
animationeffect. Specifying the start and stop times for the effect and
setting its parametersare enough for parametric animation. A typical
parametric animation effect is noise; when assigned to an object's
position, it makesthis object jump aroundrandomly,or if assignedto an
object's scale, it makes the object quiver like a gelatin struck with a
spoon.
There are many different parametric animation effects within
animationsoftware and all these can be used with keyframe animation
techniqueas well. For example,an object's position in 3D spacecan be
animatedwith a keyframe, but its scale parameterscan be animated
simultaneouslywith a parametricanimationeffect, suchas noise.
Transformation animations are among the easiest to achieve and
can be applied to any model. Transforms include moving, rotating or
scaling, the very basics of computer modeling and animation. Moving
canbe done freely or with a 2D or 3D spline which is assignedto the
object as motion path. Lights, cameras, two dimensional shapes or
particles can also be assigned to a path for animation. Cameras are
generallyanimatedwith such a 3D spline assignedto it as a path, to
viewthetargetedobject from different angles.
.1 9/l1ll 1~1
figure 2.38:A simple animationwith a 3D spline as a path.
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Transformationanimationcan be done with the coordinatesystem
basis or user defined coordinatesystembasis, and the objects can move
or rotate in the 3D space independentlyor relatively to each other. If
differentelementsare forming one object, like a car with it's doors, or a
robotarmwith different partsmovingand rotating relatively, it's a good
ideato apply a hierarchical linking betweenthem.
Hierarchical linking consists of parent and child objects, being
parentsat the top of the hierarchy.In the exampleof the car, the body is
the parent with four child elements, the doors. When the body is
animatedthrougha path, the doors will follow their parent,but whenthe
doors are opened and closed with the rotation around the hinge, the
parentis not affected. This is the main rule of hierarchical linking, the
parentaffects the children but the children affect not the parent.This is
calledas ForwardKinematics,and it is useful in many situations, but it
doesnot closely simulatejointed objects in the real world.
When real objects are linked together, moving one linked object
affects all of the linked objects based on their positions and the
characteristicsof their connectingjoints. This behavior can be simulated
withInverseKinematics(IK). As in the caseof the robot arm,the object
onthehierarchy's top is the whole system'srotatingbase. It is followed
by the first linear part with a certain joint attribute. Then this secondis
followed by the third and so on. In forward kinematics, moving or
rotatingthe endeffector wouldn't affect the other parts, which is not the
casewith the real-world objects.But with IK, the effect is spreadin both
waysof the chain, simulatingproperly the effect.
IK is used to manipulate an entire linked chain by mOVIng or
rotatinga selected child object. With the IK mode active, following
resultscanbe achieved:
• The selectedobject is called the IK endeffector
• Descendantslinked to the end effector inherit the transforms
applied to the end effector in the normal fashion for
hierarchies.
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• Ancestors of the end effector define a kinematic chain back to
the root of the hierarchy or back to a special "terminator"
object. Moving or rotating the end effector moves and rotates
all of the ancestors in the kinematic chain based on their IK
parameters.
IK is an invaluable tool for simulating mechanical objects with
joints. It works great for almost any task, only a few situations arejust
beyondits capabilities. Different animationpackagesrequires different
IK strategiesto apply, but any problem can be resolved manually along
theIK chain.
In some special cases, simulation of the real world objects
affectingeach other with collisions and gravity, can be necessary.This
effectcan be animatedmanually,by defining all the keys necessary,but
this won't help simulating realistically the case and the task will be a
heavyburdenin complex scenes.Dynamicsutility can help to solve this
problem automatically. By definition, dynamics is "the branch of
mechanicsin physics that dealswith the motion of bodies and the action
of forces in producing or changingtheir motion". This is exactly what
dynamicswill serve in an animation software. According to object's
surfaceproperties (mass, density, static and sliding friction, bounding
coefficient)and it's motion and speed,dynamicscalculate its interaction
with other objects. Some real-world effects like gravity and wind can
alsobe included in the final dynamics solution. Once the collisions and
additional effects are calculated, the necessary animation keys are
insertedautomatically.
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figure 2.39:Dynamics calculates automatically the collisions of
objectsaccordingto their surfaceandmassproperties.
Dynamics are usually used for rigid bodies, which is where the
term "rigid body dynamics" is derived from. Soft objects (like au
balloons) require a bit different system called "soft body dynamics".
Theyboth simulate realistically real-world collision, gravity and wind
effectswith minimumeffort possible.
For some additional realistic effects in animations like the
simulationsof dust, smoke,rain, fire, explosions or evena group of bee
flying around, particle systemsare used. A particle system is a
collection of particles that, when emitted can produce a variety of
animatedor still image effects. The number,size shapeor color of the
particlescan be defined, and they also can be assignedto a spline as a
path.With proper materials applied, they can simulate the rain or a
waterfall,or when assignedwith proper light effects and materials,they
cancreatea very realistic smoke and explosion effects. Although they
areof very little purpose in modeling, they assure a unique tool for
creatingsucheffects that increasesthe realism of a scene.
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figure 2.40: Particles used for special effects such as fire and
smoke.
Animations have manyother tools to generatea realistic seriesof
images,including motion blur, sceneblur, bone systems,and morphing.
Animationsare gaining more importancein the final visualization 0 a
product,enabling to communicatethe idea in a betterway. Although 3D
softwareis the basic tool to generatean animation, someother tools can
be required, according to the complexity of the animation. A basic
completetoolset consists of an animation rendering software (Alias
PowerAnimator, SoftImage, 3D Studio MAX, Maya or LightWave),
Movie special effects software (After Effect, Video Fusion), Nonlinear
editingsoftware (Adobe Premiere, Avid Video Shop), Output equipment
(Video Vision Studio, Media 100) and Video recording and playback
equipment(Betacam,Laser Videodisc, S-VHS). This is a highly special
andprofessional set of tools for many design offices. Many times a
singlepowerful PC with some additional software will be enough to
produce,record andplay basic productvisualization animation.
2.3Supportive Applications
Apart from concepts like modeling, drafting or visualization,
severalother importantnotionsexist in computeraideddesign processes,
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such as CAM, databasesand networks, as the most important ones.
Although CAM is usually taken as a notion in it's own right, it can also
be consideredas a subset of CAD process. Databasean networking are
also important applications, which are very useful in both design and
manufacturingprocesses.
2.3.1Databases
The databaseis the part of a CAD systemwhich the designersees
on the screen to create, modify and analyze a design. Databasesare
closely integrated with the CAD systems in terms of interactivity,
communication and data conversion. A powerful CAD system can
manipulatesafely the designdatabaseandenablesubstantialreuseof the
data, both In other designs and elsewhere in the design and
manufacturingprocess.
"A databaseis rather an abstract term. In the broadest sense, it
capturesall relevant information about the company's products and all
informationneededto put a product into production. When a product is
complexand composedof various sub-assembliesand componentparts,
each individual product element will have manufacturing and
engineeringinformation associatedwith it." (Simon R.L.)
CAD community considers databases as an ideal medium to
integratea variety of CAD packagesarounda commonpool of data. This
structureincreasesthe consistencyof the data, speedsup communication
amongthe different design packagesand avoids tedious and error-prone
dataconversion.The most importantgoal in CAD/CAM areasis to make
thedesign and production process more efficient through an integrated
useof computer.Integration meansthat all information concerningthe
product, is collected and processed in the computer by a certain
subsystemat a certain time, to all other subsystemswhich may reqUIre
it. The gradually computergeneratedmodel behavesas an information
carnerthrough all the phases of the design process, integrating all
phasesin a common information flow. In integratedproduct creation
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systems(CAD/CAM systems),the product model plays a major role in
building-up the total model together with non- or semi-geometric
information, such as design data, standard data, tolerances, material
data, capability data, process data and so on. Such information
constitutesall togetherthe databaseof the product creationprocess, and
every sub-system like design systems, stress calculations, process
planningor operationplanning, mustbe connectedto it.
Databaseconsiderations
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figure 2.41: A project-oriented databaseorganization. (McMahon
C., BrowneJ., 1995p.141)
The product model is the most important connection betweenthe
designand manufacturingactivities.. In someearlier modeling systems,
theemphasishas beenon pure geometricdefinition of parts. These were
integratedin a way with processplanning systemsin order to determine
howa part is to be manufactured.These process planning systemswere
mostly stand-alone programs requlflOg a large amount of user
interaction.The user had to input the details of the geometryof the part
to be manufactured;the process plan built-up by the systemwas based
ontheuser responsesin this man/machinedialogue.
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In an integrateddesign and manufacturingsystem,this was a big
gap. The part model in the computer should contain sufficient
information to answer process and planning queries automatically; the
need for the user to reinterpret the design data should be eliminated.
Thus, the necessity of a fine product modeler that can also convey
technological and functional information has become apparent: the
development and integration of databases with CAD/CAM systems
enabled a suitable information flow through all the design and
manufacturingsystems."The key to CAD/CAM's ability to integratea
variety of the manufacturing firm's functions and processes is the
commonengineeringand manufacturingdatabase.The existenceof this
reservoirof information allows CAD/CAM systemsto supporta variety
of manufacturing and engineering applications in a multi-application
environment."(Simon R.L.)
2.3.2Networking
For many years, CAD/CAM applications were used through
computerterminals connectedto central computers,where the central
computerresource was sharedbetweenthese terminals. In many cases,
the communication's speed between terminals and central computers
imposeda serious limitation on the systemperformance.This fact caused
agradualcounteractionby incorporating local computingpower into the
terminalsfor the handling of graphical processesand user interaction.
This has today developed in such a way that computingresourcesare
mostlydistributed, where each user terminal is a computer in its own
right. This is the practice adopted in personal computersand high-end
workstations,in which a CPU, main and backing storage units, and a
displayprocessing unit are combined with a display in a single unit.
Workstationsandpersonalcomputersmaybe linked togetherto allow the
dataexchange,sharingof programsandperipheralsthroughnetworks.
A communication network is a collection of equipment and
physical media, interconnecting two or more computers together.
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Networks are often classified into three categories based on the
geographicareacovered.
- -
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figure 2.42: A Local Area Network (LAN) . (McMahon C., Browne
J., 1995p.86).
Local Area Networks (LAN) are usedto link computerswithin the
samebuilding or organization, and to transportdataat speedsup to 100
megabytesPer second (Mbps). Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) are
essentiallylarge LANs that cover a large city or suburb. They are used
to interconnectLANs within a metropolitanarea. Wide Area Networks
(WAN) are used to connect sites and equipmentlocated long distances
apart. They use common carrier facilities over long distances with
speedsin the rangeof 1.5Mbps.
Although a workstation can be powerful stand-alonesolution for
CAD/CAM applications, it is most effective when several workstations
or personalcomputersare tied together via a communicationnetwork.
Whenthis network is supplementedby an operatingsystemthat permits
a transparentsharing of programs,data and drawings, as well as some
hardwareperipheralslike plotters, storageunits andevenCPUs, a user at
onecomputer can, with appropriate access codes, reach a data from
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another workstation easily. Some applications demanding large
computationalpower can use networksto split the task betweenseveral
computers. This is a technique widely used in 3D renderings of
animations~a complexscenecanrequire manyhours, evendaysto render
a single frame in high resolution, but within a "render farm", this
processmay only take some minutes. A render farm is actually a local
areanetwork including severalhundredsof computers.
A communicationnetwork can be consideredalso as the backbone
of enterpriseintegration. Networks help to unify a companyby linking
all computerizeddevices togetherregardlessto their location. Through
networksthe whole enterpriseincluding suppliers and customerscan be
integrated. For example, sales and marketing can send customer
requirementsfor new products to design department.A CAD generated
bill of materials can then be transferred to material requirements
planning systems. Product design information can be transmitted to
manufacturingfor use In process planning. Designers, engineers and
operatorscan directly access these process plans as well as machine
operationand inspection sheetsas they are needed.In this process, all
kinds of data are being transferred between a variety of computer
systems. A ready access to information facilitates rapid
interdepartmentalresponses to changes in design and production
schedules.A well-developed enterprisenetwork can be mappedonto a
communicationhierarchy including andenterpriselevel, plant level, cell
levelandequipmentor devicelevel.
The communication needs of these levels are different, and
thereforetheir network requirementsin terms of communicationdevices,
distance,physical transmission media, bandwidth an protocol functions
will also be different. To unify the enterprise, three types of network
technologiesare required: device-level subnetworksat the shop floor
thatconnectindividual devices like CAD/CAM systems,robots and NC
machines;plant-wide networksthat connectcells and other departments;
enterprise-widenetworks that can globally link various plants/sites and
interconnectcorporationsthroughelectronic datainterchange.(Singh N.,
1996p.580)
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2.3.3CAM
Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) is the final stage 0 the
computerized production of mechanical parts. In fact, Cam existed
before CAD, as it initially required no graphic interactive mode of
operation. Cam emergedfrom the need of systemswhich enables the
controlof machinetools.
The researchon Numerical Control (NC) at MIT in the early 1950s
wasan importantstepfor CAM to bring it to life. After the productionof
thefirst NC machinetool, it was realized that NC part programmingis a
source of errors. As a result, a part programming language was
developed.Automatic programmedTool (APT) language was able to
controlmachinetools, but could only handlerelatively simple geometry.
But further efforts enabledAPT the handling of morecomplexgeometry.
Early NC systemsdid not have controllers with memoryfor strong NC
partprograms,punchedpapertapeswereused for this purpose,in which
storageandadministrationwas very difficult.
Direct Numerical Control (DNC) is originated from NC: DNC
meansone central computer with several NC machine tools. DNC
systemswere developed in order to replace the paper tapes, but this
approachwas not successful,becausea centralizedsystemwas unsafe. In
thelate 1960s,ComputerNumerical Control (CNC) machinetools were
introduced,which is more flexible then NC as the latter is hard wired
andthe first is equippedwith a micro-processorbasedcomputer. CNC
controllers have a memory and special interfaces for loading NC
programs,tools offsets and so on. DNC is then evolved into Distributed
NumericalControl which consists of one central computer connected
withseveralCNC machine tools. The computerslocal to the machine
tools made the system less vulnerable as there were data buffering
possibilities.Moreover, it was more flexible as it allowed programming
atthemachinetool.
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Presently, machine shops are usually equippedwith different CNC
machinetools. Due to the varying orders, varying batch sizes and the
demandfor short throughputtimes, shop floor control (SFC) has become
indispensable.
-
figure 2.43:A 486-computerbaseddesktopCNC system.
Automated inspection is also part of CAM. The planning of
inspectioncan be consideredas a part of the processplanning function.
Onthe CAD model basis, inspection instructions can be generated,such
as programs for controlling Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM).
CMM measurea discreet numberof individual coordinate points of the
objectunder inspection.
figure 2.44:A CNC desktoplatheandmill.
CAM systems are increasingly applied In combination with
productionplanning and control systems such as Shop Floor Control
systems.Many post processorsfor converting machine independentNC
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part programs into machine dependentprogramsare available. Present
CAM systems include interactive programmingaids for operating and
controlling the machine tools as well as tool managementsoftware.
Particularly in small batch manufacturing, scheduling as well as
monitoring and diagnostic functions are also emerging.The monitoring
function includes checking the progress of work in a workstation,
whereas the diagnostic function determines amongst others the
performanceof a completemanufacturingcell.
Some of the main problems in CAM today, are related to the post
processorsfor generatingNC part programs.Solutions are very specific,
especiallyfor non-traditional machinetools. This is dueto the fact that a
lot of the processtechnologyis embeddedin the machineand cannotbe
programmedin a standardway.
2.4 LEADING 3D GRAPHIC SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
Computergraphics applications is a fast growing market. Software
businesshavebecomea hugeindustry, andgraphic softwareis one of the
major section of it. Especially in the last decade, several compames
gainedgreat success with their graphic software products. They have
createdvery importantprogramsfor designerandengineers,andthey are
frequentlyupdating their products. Usually, a single software cannot
fully cover all the necessarytasks that a designercontributes. For that
reason,designersuse a set of software which are developedby several
different companies. These companieshave generally a wide range of
product line, including CAD, CAM and CAID (Computer Aided
IndustrialDesign) tools. The most importantcompaniesin this field are
SGI, Autodesk and Parametric Technologies, which are the makers of
primarydesign programs like AliaslWavefront Studio, AutoCAD and
Pro/ENGINEER.
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2.4.1SGI
SGI IS one of the best known hardware and graphics software
company, supplying many high-end products for visualization,
entertainmentand design industries. At the beginning, Silicon Graphics
Inc. was primarily a 3D graphics company, but the two-thirds of the
company's revenue comes from non-graphic products, such as servers
and services. To reflect more clearly the company's vision, Silicon
Graphics has changedit's companyidentity; SGI is the new brand for
this well-known corporation.
SGI production line includes desktop workstations, servers and
supercomputers,delivering advanced computing and 3D visualization
capabilities to scientific, engineering and design applications. In
addition, SGI creates high-end software for design, Internet and
entertainmentapplications. SGI provides solutions In several key
industries, including manufacturing, government, entertainment,
communications,energy,sciencesandeducation.
AliaslWavefront, a subsidiary of SGI, is focused mainly on
software development. AliaslWavefront software are widely accepted
amongdesigners around the world for it's high-end capabilities, from
initial sketches to final product. It is also considered as the leading
developerof Computer Aided Industrial Design (CAID) software, with
theStudiopackage.
2.4.1.1The Studio Family
The Studio family is a set of CAID applications, providing a
comprehensiveset of tools for every stageof design, from early ideation
sketchesthrough the final model that will be released for engineering
andmanufacturing.The packageaims a completeintegrationthroughout
theentire shapedefinition process bridging the gap betweendesign and
engineering. Sketching and conceptual modeling can be performed
digitally with the Studio tools. As concepts are refined, several
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techniques can be used to evaluate and assist In the design selection
process. Advanced animations and physical prototypes can also be
generated.
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figure 2.45:Studio interface
Studio family consists of four integrated software which are
Studio, DesignStudio, SurfaceStudio and StudioPaint. Studio provides
some advanced design tools for precise surfacing, with conceptual
modeling and rendering capabilities in one integrated package. The
software delivers freeform surfacing, NURBS modeling, 2D/3D
integration, animation, advanced photorealistic rendering and CAD
integration.
Studio offers importantfeaturesin four key areas:advancedtools,
interface, rendering and data transfer. Some advanced tools are;
curvaturecontinuity for complex blending, surface quality evaluation
toolssuch as real-time diagnostics, dynamic cross-sections and direct
render.The interface is a flexible and customizable one based on
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graphical icons. It includes personal toolshelves for favorite tools, hot
keys and marking menus.The interface also allows the designerto shift
easily among modeling, surface evaluation and visualization. Studio
includes a photorealistic renderer, with scene lighting and surfacing
tools for convincing presentations. The final model can easily be
transferred to CAD systems like Pro/ENGINEER, I-DEAS, CATIS or
Unigraphics, for NC machining,processplanning or rapidprototyping.
DesignStudio, the secondprogramof the Studio family, is an entry
level conceptual design system for building and visualizing freeform
organic designs. Like Studio, it delivers freeform surfacing, NURBS
modeling, 2D/3D integration, animation, advanced photorealistic
renderingandCAD integrationcapabilities.DesignStudio is basedon the
creationof mathematicallyaccurateregular-shapedobjects as easily as
freeformorganic shapes.It also gives the ability to evaluateand refine
thedesignwhile visualizing the models.
DesignStudio includes a constructionhistory in which the surfaces
automaticallyupdate themselves to modifications of the construction
curves,parametersand adjacent surfaces. The generatedmodel can be
exportedto a CAD systemthrough a translator or the direct Connect
option.DesignStudio also outputsto a variety of media, including color
hardcopy, high-resolution film, video, stereolithographyandplots.
SurfaceStudio is a surface modeler offering advanced modeling
and reverse engineering tools, real-time diagnostics and scan data
processingtechnology. It offers a complete set of tools for generating
preCIse surface models for integration with engineering and
manufacturingprocesses.
SurfaceStudio includes advanced technical surfacing tools. In
additionto NURBS-based surfacing capability, it allow users to modify
surfacepatchesin a Bezier-like patchfitting modeling paradigm.It is a
well-suited package for bath "math-lead" workflows and "clay-lead"
workflows.
StudioPaint 15 a digital sketching and painting system with
familiar tools like real-time pens, brushes and airbrushes. This digital
paint box, is used in the ideation phase of design development.
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StudioPaint operatesin conjunction with a pressuresensitive tablet and
stylus. It includes advanced tools ranging from pressure sensitive
brushes to lighting controls, hot keys, geometry control tools, user
definablebrushes,andtexturecreationandmanagementcapabilities.
StudioPaint, when used with the studio family of conceptual
modelingproducts, offers tight 2D/3D integration that allows designers
to shift freely between sketching, modeling, painting, animating and
rendering applications. It works closely integrated with other
AliaslWavefront designtools.
2.4.2Autodesk
Autodesk IS the fourth-largest PC software companyworldwide.
The company's 2D and 3D products are used in many industries for
architectural and mechanical design, mapping, civil engineering,
surveying,film and video production,video gamedevelopmentand Web
contentdevelopment.Discreet, is the new division of Autodesk formed
by combining Kinetix (a subsidiary of Autodesk) operations with the
DiscreetLogic acquisition. Discreet develops and delivers systemsand
softwarefor visual effects, 3D animation, editing, broadcast graphics
andfeaturefilms.
Autodesk is widely known for it's design and drafting tools. It
provides an entire solution of products that can be used alone or In
combinationthat include mainly AutoCAD, AutoCAD LT, AutoCAD
ArchitecturalDesktop, Mechanical Desktop, Genius CAD, AutoSketch,
3DStudio MAX/VIZ, fire*, smoke*, edit*, flame* and flint* as the most
commonsoftware.
2.4.2.1AutoCAD
AutoCAD is probably the most popular 2D drafting program to
date.It is the flagship of Autodesk and sold over two million copies
worldwide.It can be consideredas a softwarephenomenon;its users far
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outnumber those of any other CAD system. Since its introduction,
AutoCAD has grown from a micro-curiosity to a full-fledged CAD
system by any set of standards. It has also grown from a relatively
simpleprogramto a large andcomplexone.
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figure 2.46:AutoCAD R14 interface
AutoCAD is used for several different purposesas a stand-alone
program.Designers, architects, engineers, planners widely use this
commontool to suit their needs. Although it is a powerful software on
its own, it can be enhancedwith someadditional software.For example,
with Mechanical Desktop, AutoCAD is capable to offer high-end
mechanicalsolutions to engineersand designers. Architectural desktop
providesmany unique tools to intensify the role of AutoCAD in an
architect'sdesign process. There are other tools such as AutoMap,
AutoCAD Land Development Desktop or AutoSketch, which are all
integratedwithin AutoCAD. This concept of additional software is
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especially good for people USIng just the software needed for the
necessarytask. Also, as AutoCAD is the core of the system,it is very
easyto interactwith well implementedadditional software.
Since it's first release, AutoCAD introduced many important
featuresandsomeof themarewidely acceptedandconsideredas the new
standard CAD tools. AutoCAD is developed for DOS and Windows
platforms, and with release 14, the primary platform is set as Windows
9.x/NT. The graphical user interface (GUI) of AutoCAD is very similar
to manyWindows applications, easingthe adaptationof the users to the
program.It uses several importantcore functions of Windows operating
systemsuchas standardtoolbars andpull-down menus,dialog boxesand
shortcut menus. AutoCAD also includes it's traditional commandline
input option, which works by typing the commandvia keyboard instead
of clicking the appropriateicon. Someusers feel morecomfortablewith
this approach,but manyof themprefer to work with the commonGUI of
AutoCAD.
Although AutoCAD is known for it's powerful 2D drafting
capabilities,it hasa setof important3D features.It canbe consideredas
a powerful solid modeler, even without the additional Mechanical
Desktopsoftware. AutoCAD can extrudeof loft 2D splines, can perform
Boolean operations on solids, can fillet or chamfer edges, can apply
somemodifiers like taper andbend, and also can apply a shell featureto
the3D model. The 2D and 3D functions of AutoCAD are NURBS based,
thusit offers manyindustry standardtools for drafting andmodeling.
AutoCAD can export drawings both in two-dimensional raster or
vectoral, and in three-dimensional polygonal or NURBS. It includes
advancedtools for getting a hard copy of a drawing. AutoCAD also
introducedsome new tools to share drawings via internet, facilitating
communicationworldwide.
2.4.2.23D Studio MAX/VIZ
3D Studio MAX and VIZ are developed by Kinetix, the
independentmultimedia business unit of Autodesk. 3D Studio MAX IS
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the best-selling 3D visualization and animation software to date. Both
MAX andVIZ are developedfor Windows NT workstationsandWindows
9.x operatingsystems.
MAX is designedto offer high-end images,animationsand special
effects with relatively low prices. It does not require an expenSIve
graphics workstations or supercomputers.It is based on a plug-in
architecture which gives users the opportunity to develop their own
customcodes. Some additional plug-ins can he integratedeasily within
3D Studio MAX, whetherthey are commercialor free.
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figure 2.47:3D Studio MAX R2.5 interface
There are several types of plug-ins for MAX, including shaders,
materials,lights, particles, special effects, modelingtools, modification
toolsor animationtools. This open architectureof MAX allow users to
purchaseonly the tool they need.For example,an animatorcan purchase
just Character Studio, a special animation plug-in for biped creatures,
andhe may not pay extra money for Cartoon Reyes, which is a special
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shader plug-in. This approach generally cuts down the required total
budgetfor a project.
3D Studio MAX includes powerful modeling tools. These are
Bezier splines, NURBS splines, patches,NURBS surfacesand polygon
models.There are various modifiers in the packageeasingthe modeling
and animation process. Modeling, animation, texturing and lighting
processesare in the sameenvironment,thus a special tool can beused in
morethan one core function. For example,the Bezier spline is used to
generatea surface, it can also be usedas an animationpath for the same
object. 3D Studio MAX encourages the pre-planning of animations
during modeling process; because MAX is a parametric program,
virtually anything can be animated including object creation tools,
deformationtools, lighting controls or materialproperties.
MAX is also an object-orientedsoftware,thus modelingcan be an
easy task with the help of the core functions of the program. For
example,when the user is to select a spline for a lofting process, the
softwarehelps to determinewhich object is the appropriateone for the
current process. Apart from modeling, MAX also have a powerful
material editor and light control options; photorealistic still images,
animationsand special effects, nearly as good as high-end software like
AliaslWavefront, can be achieved.
3D Studio MAX can work closely interacted with additional
applicationslike AutoCAD and Rhinoceros 3D. It can import and export
2D and 3D drawings in many different file formats, including STL for
stereolithography.The GUI of MAX is a user friendly interface, helping
to work easily, for modeling,animating,texturing or lighting a scenein
onesingle environment.
3D Studio VIZ includes many capabilities of MAX, including
modeling, texturing, lighting and rendering. It is developed for
visualization purposes, thus it includes limited animation tools. It can
workinteractivelywith AutoCAD with "DWG link" facility, updatingall
AutoCAD imported two-dimensional drawings in real-time, even while
workingin AutoCAD.
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2.4.3ParametricTechnologyCorporation
ParametricTechnology Corporation (PTC) is foundedin 1985and
develops,marketsand supports suite of integratedproductdevelopment
and information managementsolutions. The company'sPro/ENGINEER
Solutions provide software tools to automate the mechanical
developmentof a product from its conceptualdesignthroughproduction.
PTC began commercial shipmentof Pro/ENGINEER product line
tn 1988, and it has emergedas the fastest growing company in the
mechanicaldesign automationmarket,with more than 186.000seatsof
softwareinstalled. It hasbroadenedits customerbaseto include manyof
the largest manufacturing companies in automotive, aerospace and
shipbuildingindustries. ParametricTechnologyCorporation is one of the
largestindependentsoftwarecompanyof theworld.
2.4.3.1Pro/ENGINEER
Pro/ENGINEER is the flagship product of the PTC's next
generation mechanical design automation software. It is built upon
CAD/CAM/CAE solutions and extends the value of product design
informationto the desktopuser andthroughoutthe enterprise,providing
accessto productdataat every stageof productdevelopment.
All Pro/ENGINEER solutions are fully associative, which means
thatwhen a change is made anywhere in the developmentprocess, all
engtneenng deliverables including assemblies, drawings and
manufacturing data are automatically updated. The software uses
cognitive features as the building blocks of product geometry. These
featuresare natural mechanical objects containing knowledge of their
environment.For example design features have names such as shell,
roundand fillet which are familiar to the usersand thereforeeasyto use.
Products are also developed by assigning parameters(including non-
geometricattributes as well as dimensions) to these features, then
modifyingthe parametersto easily explore multiple designiterations.
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figure 2.48:Pro/ENGINEER interface
Pro/ENGINEER Data Management Solutions are designed to
permit multiple engineers and designers to work on a product
simultaneously. This is an important requirement for concurrent
engtneenngprocesses, and Pro/ENGINEER can easily manage these
simultaneousprocesses.
Mechanism Design provides kinematic motion simulation and
behavioral insight into the assembly through the easy definition and
animationof connectionswith Pro/ENGINEER, such as pin joints, ball
joints and sliders. These connectionsand resulting assemblyconstraints
facilitate the assembly of closed loop systems. Once assembled,
engtneers can observe how their mechanism design behaves
geometricallythrough interactivepart dragginganduser-definedmotion
simulations.
One of the main advantagesof the packageis that it runs on all of
themajor UNIX, Windows NT and Windows 9.x platforms, maintaining
thesamelook on every system.Thus users are free to select the most
economicalhardwareconfiguration for their needs,mix and match any
combinationof platforms. This is not a restriction for datamanagement;
informationcan be easily exchangedfrom one platformto the other, with
Pro/ENGINEER managingany architecturaldifferences.
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2.4.3.2Pro/DESIGNER (CDRS)
CDRS is the Industrial Design Solution of ParametricTechnology
Corporation. It is a conceptual design tool which enables product
developersto create quickly and easily, evaluateand modify multiple
product concepts.CDRS generatesaccuratesurfacegeometrywhich can
flow directly into mechanicaldesignandprototypemanufacturing.
Pro/ENGINEER is a dimensionally driven solid modelingpackage
developed for mechanical engineers. But CDRS aims to enter to the
product and transportation designers market. It is as wireframe-based
surfacemodeling softwarefor free-form conceptsandproducts.
In CDRS, the modeling process can be startedwith curves which
aretraceddirectly from scannedimagesor developedfreehandin CDRS.
It offers precisecontrol over the curvesbecauseany point on a curvecan
be modified. A selection of a set of basic form-defining curves IS
generallyenoughfor CDRS to createthe appropriatesurface.
The packageis a bundle consisting of three modules:DESIGNER
IS a software containing a complete and integrated set of tools for
creating free-form surface models that can be integrated into
Pro/ENGINEER for further operations.PHOTORENDER is an advanced
module containing powerful set of tools for quick evaluation of 3D
models.It provides the ability to createphotorealistic imagesof product
modelsto check design quality, to produce presentation and support
marketingefforts. ANIMATOR is the software module that allows users
to animatea wireframe or renderedimage. It further enhancesproduct
evaluations and presentations by enabling designers to create
photorealisticanimationsof productmodels.
CDRS can be closely integratedwith the Pro/3D PAINT software
also.3DPAINT enablesthe creation of full-color, detailed sketchesand
artworkdirectly on 3D models as well as 2D canvases.The combination
of thesetools results a high-end CAID softwarewhich is used by many
design organizations worldwide. Like AliaslWavefront's industrial
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design solutions, CDRS takes the advantageof easingthe integrationof
a wide range of programs, including the initial ideation sketching
softwareand final CAD/CAM packages.
2.5NEW TASKS IN DESIGN PROFESSION
The computer,as a mediumtakes the designers into new areasof
work and expertise. These areas require very different attitudes and
skills than manycommontasks. These are all havebeendivided into two
groups, which are intended to clarify the contribution they made to
redefiningthe boundariesof design.
The first group is formed from mediathat are sufficiently distinct
to be consideredin their own right. It includes rapid prototyping, digital
publications, shape grammar, generic algorithms and neural networks.
All these representparticular views of the design future and they are
based on areas between design and computing. The second group of
likely new disciplines consists of interactivemultimedia,virtual reality,
interface or interaction design and design for visualization. Some
designershavealreadygetting moreandmoreinterestedin these,as it is
likely that theywill gradually replace manyof today's traditional design
disciplines.
2.5.1InteractiveMultimedia
Until today, books are the mediathat have largely determinedhow
information has been structured. They are convenient, relatively
inexpensive and can be printed in thousands. They are also well
integratedinto our culture such as many people are collecting them.
Becauseof the book's dominant position, it has been able to impose
anothermethodon the delivery of ideas. Film, radio and television are
all inherited the "linear" approachof the books, that is to say that the
readerhad little control over the content of a book, or the viewer over
the content, length, or timing of a film. This limitation has been
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acceptedas a part of our culture, as somethingto do with the very nature
of films, books, plays andtelevision.
The first major item that overturnedthis structurewas the video
cassetterecorder. It allowed individual recording of television programs
and destroyedthe broadcaster's control over the schedule.Users have
been more selective about what they watch and when they watch by
simply pressing fast- forward, stop, play or replay buttons.Essentially,
more control is placed in the hand of the receiver of information, and
less in the handsof the deliverer.
This representsa significant shift in the control of information,
underlining the importance of interaction. The computer made a final
major impact on this by demonstratinghow two or more pieces of
information could be tied together, enabling the user making a path
throughthe other dataestablishingfurther associations.
The idea was developedby Ted Nelson for his project "Xanadu"
(1960s) and has achieved a software implementation with the now
popular "Hypertext" systems.Hypertext linked many documentsas the
user jumps between them, taking relevant elements from each as the
search continues. This non-sequential approach is applied to images,
graphics, video and sound, producing a new interrelationship called
multimedia.
According to Max Whitby, director of Multimedia Corporation in
London, "a defining characteristic of interactive multimedia is that it
allows the consumerto intervenein the presentationof information and
to divert the flow or adjust the level of detail according to his or her
interestand experience.This processof interventionseemsinevitably to
breakthe spell of engagementwith linear media". The ability to connect
traditional,media-rich materials is a potential value to manyareas like
education,training, businessand entertainment.As the rangeof existing
materialthat can be incorporatedis extensive,multimediacan be seenas
ahybrid form, combiningthe advantagesof existing mediawith the new
potentialof thecomputer(Baker R., 1993)
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figure 2.49:An interactivemultimediaGUI example.
Although interactivemultimediaseemsan ideal use for computers,
there are some problems arising. Multimedia is based on on-linear
approach,which meansthatthe usersmustbe able to find wherethey are
andhow to reachwhat they look for in the new virtual media.The users
become lost and frustrated if they do not navigate towards their
objective. For that reason, electronic guides in the multimedia design
havegainedgreat importance.
Multimedia has many important features for a designer. It can
provide a whole new tool to represent their abilities or projects.
Interactive multimedia can be an impressive medium as a personal
portfolio as well as presenting fully a new projects with images,
graphics, sounds, texts and animations. Moreover, the multimedia
interface itself is a design product, reflecting the designer's attitudes
andcapabilities.
Interactive multimedia requIres a different combination of skills
from that of the traditional design education. It consists of a complex
tasksof video or film sequenceediting, still images, text, graphics and
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animations all of which are computer-controlled.Despite this fact, art
and design disciplines are the nearest in nature to the needs of
interactive multimedia.Designers can adaptthis discipline as their own
anda combinationof old andnew skills musttakeplace.
2.5.2Virtual Reality
As it is the case with many of the new disciplines within which
design has a role to play, there is not an agreementon the definition of
virtual reality (VR). "Virtual reality refers to the ability to computer
generated realistic three-dimensional worlds that the operator can
explore and interact with through natural interfaces such as the glove
and helmet" is a common description defining the componentsbut not
the experience. If a consensus view is aimed, then the definition
becomesas general as to include and mediumthat simulates a real or
imaginaryworld by electronic meansandallows the viewer to participate
in it. (Baker R., 1993p.150)
The causeof lack of an adequatedefinition of VR is the move of
VR from sciencefictions to the laboratoryandthento the marketin such
a speedthat there had been no time to absorb it into our culture. Many
designers do not understand what VR and its abilities are. Three
dimensionalgraphics, animation, interface design, parallel proceSSIng,
soundand tactile feedbackall exists as separateareasof development,
but their linking is establishedwith YR. This enabled VR to develop
very quickly, exploding the imagination of the artistic and scientific
community,as well as exciting muchmediaattention.
The idea of using computersto simulateeventsand locations is not
new. The military realized that such techniques could provide ideal
training medium for tactical battle situations, without using expensive
hardwareand endangeringhuman life. Also in the commercial field,
simulation has been used by a variety of professionals, including
architects,designers, engineers, planners and within the civil aircraft
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industry. These simulationswere mostly basedon the visual component,
allowing limited interactionalong a linear path.
To makethe simulatedexperienceas realistic as possible, the main
effort had been concentrated In creating a visually realistic
representationexcluding most otherhumansensesby computergraphics.
Initial VR applications correctedthis imbalanceby creatinga synthetic
computerenvironment,which demonstratedhow sound and touch could
also be incorporated to the visual environment. The main difference
betweena computer simulation and a virtual reality experienceis that
VR maps many more human sensesonto the machine, creating a more
convincingrepresentationof real-life experience.
The fundamentalcontribution of VR hasbeendescribedby science
fiction writers for many decades.VR allows the users to feel they are
within the system,ratherthanoutsideof it. Users find themselvesamong
images, sounds, mOVIng things allowing some interaction with
themselves.They experience an immersive, all-round involvement and
theyare placedat thevery centerof things.
figure 2.50:A virtual reality systemlinked to a Apple Macintosh
computer(Noblet J., 1993p.386)
The most commondevices of VR are the headsets,dataglovesand
datasuits,which cuts off the user from everyday world and enter the
virtualworld. The use of masks,gloves and suits as the input devicesto
thecomputersystem,proves that the "natural inJerface" is beginning to
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appearfor the user. These are familiar objects for the user but VR gives
themsomeadditional meaning.
This electronic environment allows several users to participate
simultaneously.All players haveto use headsetsanddataglovesand they
canbe representedas themselvesor any otherthing they wish.
figure 2.51: Examples of virtual reality scenes (Noblet J., 1993
p.384)
There can be many different uses of VR, becausetechnology are
developing to be able to simulate anything the designer wishes.
Entertainmentcan provide one of the most wide use of YR. Arcade
gamesand themepark promoterssee VR as an ideal tool for providing
evermore intense experiences.Many scientific projects have taken the
advantageof VR to interact with information in such a way that has
neverexisted before. Clinical diagnostics is anotherarea in which VR
has significant implications for the future. One new use of VR is
"telecollaboration"in which manydesignerswork togetheronline while
theyare physically in different locations, simultaneouslyworking on 3D
solidsfor the designof a car body. Such a VR networkhavealreadybeen
establishedby someJapaneseelectronicscompanies.
Virtual reality is a completelynew areaof competenceproving it's
immense capabilities. It can pose some new design problems to
designers,and can help as a new communication tool to use for the
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traditional design discipline. As in the case of multimedia, it is the
designerwho clarifies his contributionsto this newworld.
2.5.3InteractionDesign
Many humanactivities are affectedby the computer.As the impact
of this machine grows, the relationship between the user and the
computer changes in such a way that the user deforming less and
machinemore. This evolution exists in other technologies like car and
television. The same process of "humanization" is happening to
computers,but this does not happenautomatically.The designerand the
artist is the crucial part of this transition, which is not an aspectpurely
technical,but also social andcultural.
Many hardwareand softwaresuppliershas someefforts to improve
the human-computer interaction by establishing research groups.
Computerdevelopers have ignored the need to fit the machine to the
commonpatternsof humanbehavior. Bu the artist and the designerhave
madea significant contribution to the transition of computers to the
"human-factored" product. They have some important qualities like
visual skills, ability to synthesize,ability to understandthe needof end-
users,which helpedthemfor theproblemof humanizingthe technology.
The graphical user interface (GUI) is an important feature for the
interaction of humans and computers by some other means than
keyboards.It enabledthe user for the first time, to navigate into the
machineusing images and icons, rather than through complex text and
numberbased instructions. The original GUI's, such as early Apple
Macintosh computers, included a pointing device (typically a mouse)
on-screenmenus appearIngand disappearing on the instruction of the
pointer, and windows that graphically display what the computer is
doing. Additionally, icons were used to represent files, folders and
directories~dialogue boxes,buttons,sliders anda host of other functions
like a wastebasket.(Baker R., 1993p.143)
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figure 2.52:The GUI of Maya, a new generation3D visualization
program.Although it can be considered as an icon-driven interface, it
hasmanyother advancedfeatures,like virtual menus.
Several different GUIs are available in the market and although
theymay employ different styles of interaction, they are fundamentally
very similar. There are somehybrids, but most consists of three major
components:a windowing system,an imaging model and an application
programinterface.
The GUI was separatefrom the vanous applications like word-
processing,drawing or three-dimensionalmodeling, but a consistencyof
useis established.Commandslike "cut andpaste"or selectinga block of
text for exampleare the samein many different applications. As many
other functions are standard across a range of software, users feel
confident to use all these different programs. When using a word-
processingprogramand get familiar with it, the user can go on using a
databasesoftware and then generatea three-dimensionalmodel, because
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there is basically a single, straightforwardway of interaction with the
programsthroughGUIs.
Industrial design includes the study of the problem of human
interface design. Industrial designers deal with products requiring an
interfacedesign,but they havetraditionally basedon hardwaresolutions.
Although they have little experiencein softwaresolutions, this areahas
becomemuch morecommonto the industrial designer,as computersget
moreandmoredominantrole in industrial designprofession.
In 1988the Claris Corporationworkedwith then ID Two Design as
a consultant, on the interface of the Claris product MacWrite II. This
was a big success,and Claris founded Claris Human Interface Group in
1989.Hewlett Packard also set up a similar user interface design group
for many different products like Open Software Foundation's Motif
interface,HP Vue andNew Wave.
The problems of interaction with computersrequtres much more
densesolutions than those of the past. The issues of metaphor,types of
representation,cognition, sound, movement,graphics and text had been
includedin the problem. These skills are not totally included in a single
designeducationlike industrial design or graphic design. To provide the
densesolution required, alongside the designer will be the cognitive
scientist, the psychologist and the software engineer. Each has a
contribution in the interface design process, bringing their particular
skills andknowledgeto the solution.
Industrial design, however, 18 one of the most convenient
discipline for this task. As new devices are becomingavailable by the
designers to interact with the computers (such as visors, gloves,
headgearor pressuresensitive pads) and as the industrial designer gets
moreandmorecommonwith the computers,they becomeone of the most
appropriateperson in dealing with the important problem of human-
computerinteraction.
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CONCLUSION
Computers have a role to play in the different stagesof design
process. This role can include artistic and abstract purposes, such as
sketchingor presentations,or can include quite factual proceduressuch
as drafting, dimensioning or manufacturingof the product. In fact, the
main accomplishmentof computersystemsis the integration of all the
different design processesas a continuous sequence.Moreover, this set
of sequencesare basically applied in a single environment.
Computers are indeed astonishing machines, especially their
ability to generateimages. This is just a simple part of the computer's
competencies,but it is the most amazing task for many people. Yet,
designing for manufacturing is a much more complicated practice;
althoughcomputersare reliable tools in this field, the processis not still
fully automated,just as in the caseof visualization.
Despite all of the improvementson the software and hardware
technologies, computer aided design still requires a high level of
technicalknowledge.It cantake evensomeyearsto get experiencedwith
this tool, but once comfortable, it immediately becomes something
unavoidable.However this can lead some anotherproblems; computers
caneasily be the "aim" of the designer. In fact, it is just a for creating
better products. The designer should be in well balance between the
requirementsof the industrial design profession and the technical
knowledgeaboutcomputers.
The designer should also be open-minded about the new
technologiesand their capabilities. Computers are still continuing to
expandthe possibilities for the designer. Although these machinescan
beconsideredstill in it's infancy in manyways, they areuniquetools for
thedesigner.
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17"LCD Monitor Design:A CaseStudy
This section consists of a LCD monitor design, with the help of
several different graphic software. After the first conceptionstage, the
whole design process is accomplishedwith the computer.The including
software types are 2D raster, 2D vectoral and 3D modeling and
visualization programs such as PhotoShop, CorelDraw, Rhinoceros 3D
and3D Studio MAX respectively.
r
figure 3.1:The rectangle, which is the flat screen IS drawn with
rectangletool, andthe sharpcornersarefilleted.
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figure 3.2:The edgesof the screenare generatedin 2D. The edgesare
filleted, andthe resulting 2D shapesare placedrelative to eachother in
3D space.
z
figure 3.3:2D shapesare loftedwith proper tensionvalue, andthe screen
partof the monitor is generatedas a surfacemodel.
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figure 3.4:The generated surfaces are saved as Rhino .3DM file with full
NURBS capability. This file is then imported to MAX, with the plugin
Rhinomax25imp.dli.
figure 3.5: To generate the back part of the screen, 3D NURBS splines
areconstructed in order to built a TwoRail Sweepsurface.
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figure 3.6: For constructing the body of the monitor, appropriate
NURBS curves are generated.Two rail sweepis usedagain for resulting
surfaces.
il
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figure 3.7: Once both front and back sides of the body are completed,
the sides can be generatedby blendsurface,with appropriate tension
value.
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figure 3.8:The top andbottomof the body can be generatedagainwith
two rail sweepoption. The baserail curvesare derived from the existing
surfaces,with Create Curves/V Iso Curve option of MAX.
figure 3.9:To trim the body and constructthe connectionpartsbetween
the body and the front base, different cross-sections are drawn. The
nearestcross-sectionis projected to the surfaceand trimmed.
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figure 3.10:The cross sectionsare aligned properly along apath curve,
to generatea OneRail Sweepsurface.
figure 3.11:The front base is generatedagain with two rail sweep.The
two rail curves and three cross sections are constructedwith NURBS
curves. The cross sections are snappedto the rail curves to get them
properlyplaced.
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figure 3.12:The SurfaceCVs on the both openendsareuniformlyscaled
to geta closedendshape.The bottomis generatedwith two rail sweep.
figure 3.13: The back part of the screen is trimmed to place a curved
surfacefor the "joint" system.3 different cross sectionsareusedto form
a U Loft surface,including the trimming curve.
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figure 3.14:The rotating parts of the hinge systemare constructedwith
cylinderprimitives.
figure 3.15:The connectingpart of the two cylinders is generatedby a
setof NURBS curves.
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figure 3.16:The back side of the body is trimmed by projecting a
NURBS curve and then a new surface is constructedto form the cable
housing.
figure 3.17: Final details suchas cable,power button,control panel and
thelogo are added.The movingpartsare linkedtogether.
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figure 3.18:CorelDraw is used to draw the air holes on the back of the
screen.The imageis exportedas a rasterfile to MAX.
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figure 3.19:The final grayscale image is used in MAX as the opacity
mapof the screento simulatethe holes. The imageis properly placed by
planarmapping.
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figure 3.20: Screen capture utility is used to obtain an image of a
computer screen with several applications running. Noise procedural
textureis applied to all plastic surfacesto simulatethegraininess.
figure 3.21: For final renderings, different camerasare inserted. For
everycamera,different lighting setupis required.
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figure 3.22:Several other renderingswith different cameraangles, light
setups, material and shadersare composedin PhotoShop. The outline
image of the model is generated with a special plugin shader,
CartoonReyes.
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figure 3.23:Final dimensioningis donewith AutoCAD.
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figure 3.24:Final imagecomposedin Photoshop.
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APPENDIX
Glossary
absolute coordinatesThe location of a point 10 terms of distances
and/oranglesfrom a fixed origin.
accuracysettingsRefers to systemtolerances. All 3D objects, whether
manufactured or computer-generated,are defined within acceptable
geometrictolerances.
active coordinate systemCoordinate system in which key-in point
coordinatesand read-outcoordinatesare expressed.
active depth Plane in a 3D design upon which you can )lace elements
andperformmanipulations.
algorithmA mathematicalprocedureusedto computea desiredresult.
aliasingRefers to the jagged lines or edgesthat can appearin computer-
drawn images. Aliasing occurs when smoothlines or edgesin an image
are drawn with pixels. Aliasing can be eliminated automaticallythrough
a techniquecalled oversampling(also called antia/iasing),but at a cost
of increasingthe time requiredto createthe image.
ambientlight Background light that is defined in rendered images or
animations.Examplesof ambientlight are starlight andhazy sunlight.
animationTo give life to. In SM, animationscan either be real time or
simulated. A real-time animation would consist of a macro actually
executing commands to modify or move geometry. A simulated
animationwould simply be a slide show of capturedimages.
annotation The text included on a drawing or model, such as notes,
instructions, dimensions,etc.
API Application Programmer'sInterface.
arc A curve segmentdefined by a start angle, end angle, and a constant
radius.
array A rectangularor circular patternof graphicalobjects.
ASCII American StandardCode for Information Interchange.A standard
set of 128 binary numbers representingkeyboa'rainformation such as
letters,numerals,andpunctuation.
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aspect ratio The shapeof the display device on which an imagewill be
viewed. The aspectratio of a renderedimageis expressedas thewidth of
the imagedivided by its height.
assembly A final gatheringof piece-partsandsubassembliesto makeone
unique assembledproduct.
assembly modeling The process by which individual solid models are
broughttogetherto form an assemblymodel.
associative geometry A system that lets you place graphic elements
based on a relationship (for example,parallel to) with existing graphic
elements.Elements placed associatively maintain the relationship when
the existing graphic elementis manipulated.
attenuation The gradualdecreaseof light intensityor fog thicknessas it
travels from its origin.
attribute Textual information associatedwith CAD geometry.Attributes
can be assignedto objects and then later extracted.Applications include
creatingbills of material.
automatic mesh generation A processthat uses geometryand topology
of the solid model and mesh rules developed by analysts to allow
computergenerationof the meshmodel.
axis An annotationtool that providesa model'sorientationin 3D space.
D-spline curve Parametrically defined curve where eachpole influences
a definedrangeof the curve.
D-spline surface Parametrically defined surface where each pole
influences a defined rangeof the surface.
bandwidth The difference in node numbersor degreesof freedomfor a
stiffness matrix storedby numericalascendingorder of the nodes.
batch-oriented programs Batch implies control is passed to another
solver or program for solution at a later time. The alternative is to
performthe solution interactively.
Dezier curve Parametrically defined curve where each pole influences
the entire curve.
Dezier surface Parametrically defined surface where each pole
influences the entire surface.
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bicubic patch A surface elementthat is defined by cubic equations In
two parametricvariables on its surface(e.g., u andv).
bill of materials A tabulateddiagramthat showsthe assemblyhierarchy,
the number of occurrences of each part in each subassembly,and the
numberof occurrencesof eachsub-assemblyin the overall assembly.
bitmap The digital representation of an image in which bits are
referenced (mapped) to pixels. In color graphics, a different value is
usedfor eachred, green,andblue componentof a pixel.
bit plane Hardwareusedas a storagemediumfor a bit map.
bits A binary digit (1 or 0).
blend A solid transition of variable cross section swept along an
arbitrary path. Its definition consists of two or more dissimilar closed
planer profiles anda trajectory curve.
boolean Boolean algebra is named after the English mathematician
George Boole, 1815-1864. Also refers to three CSCi operations to
construct solid objects: UNION, DIFFERENCE, and INTERSECTION.
Any valid solid can be used in boolean operations,including primitives,
geometricoperations,or the result of previousbooleanoperations.
bottom-up design An approachto assemblymodelingwherethe designer
creates the part geometry as the first step. then combines parts into
appropriate subassembliesand the final assembly. See also top-down
design.
boundary A 3D outline of a datavolume.
boundary evaluation An operationthat generatesa B-Rep solid from a
CSG solid.
boundary representation (B-Rep) A databasemethodthat defines and
storesa solid as a set of vertices, edges,and faces (points, lines, curves,
andsurfaces)which completelyenclose its volume.
bounded objects In SM, an object is considered bounded if it has a
completeset of boundingsurfacesand is restrictedto occupying a finite
volume.
bounding box A box that enclosesa 3D geometricobject.
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branch node A databasetree structurein which a tree node is connected
to two or morenodesbelow it (at a greaterdistancefrom the root node).
bump texture A texture that modifies surface normals and is used to
shadean object'ssurface.
bytes A computervalue that consistsof 8 bits.
CAD Computer-AidedDesign.
CAE Computer-AidedEngineering.
CAM Computer-AidedManufacturing.
cartesian coordinate systemA rectangularcoordinatesystemconsisting
of three mutually perpendicularaxes: the x axis, the y axis, and the z
aXIS.
cascading windows A GUI designwhere the windows cascade.This is a
special case of overlapping window managementin which the windows
are arranged automatically in a regular progression that prevents any
window from being completelyobscured.
CRT CathodRay Tube
CD-ROM CompactDisk-Read Only Memory
centroid The center of mass of an object. If the object's density is
uniform, the center of mass is also the centroid of the volume. A value
calculatedby the mass-propertiesanalysisof a solid model.
chamfer A beveled edge or corner betweentwo otherwise intersecting
lines or surfaces.
children (1) The componentsof a design instancein a product structure
tree. Also referredto asparts. (2) Nodes in a databasetree structurethat
havea parent.
CIM Computer-IntegratedManufacturing. Also, Corporate Information
Management.
clean modeling Refers to the practice of removmg geometry from a
model that is not wanted or needed.Also refers to the use of proper
geometryconstructiontechniques,such as creating continuous surfaces,
minimizing narrow faces, and avoiding small corner angles, that
facilitates downstreamprocesses.
click To select somethingby positioning thecursor andpressinga mouse
button.
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client A piece of software on the samenetwork that requestsand uses
the capabilities providedby a server.
client-server architecture A GUI designthat allows a single instanceof
the windowing system software to be shared across entire networks of
heterogeneous machines. Response times may be limited by the
communicationbandwidthof the network.
clipping plane A planeparallel to the cameralens (or currentview) that
definesthe nearor far boundaryof what is displayed.Objects closer than
the near clipping plane and farther than the far clipping plane are
removedfrom the display. If an object is bisectedby a clipping plane, it
appearsto be cut in two.
CNC ComputerizedNumerical Control.
color map A range of colors associatedwith a range of scalar values.
The scalar values can be assigneddefault rainbow colors or can be a
customRGB color mix.
color texture A texture that modifies the color, ambient, highlight,
dissolve, or reflection of a material.
compiling The process of turning a programmer'scode into a form the
computercan understand.
component library A collection of frequently used, previously modeled
components,often stored in an easily accessible location for accessby
all users.
composite imaging A processusedto combinetwo or more2D imagesto
form a new image. For example,a renderedimage could be composited
over a scannedimageto createa new imagewith a detailedbackground.
concurrent engineering Engineering teams working in parallel on
different aspects of the same product; for example, design and
manufacturing.
configuration A particular grouping of computer hardware as a
functional unit. It may also include the allocation of hardwareresources
andsometimesrefers to softwareparametersettings.
construction Any portion of a solid model that can be developed or
constructedseparatelyfrom andjoined to the solid at a later time. Using
multiple constructionssavesCPU time.
for arithmetic
data and control
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) A databasestructurewhich defines
and stores a solid as a senes of UNIONS, INTERSECTIONS, and
DIFFERENCES by booleantechniques.
control panels In GUI design, control panels appearat the implicit or
explicit request of the operator and provide information reflecting the
current stateof a numberof related systemparameters,any of which can
be changedinteractively while thepanelremainson display.
controls In GUI design, any visually representedwindow componentthat
can be manipulateddirectly with the mouseor keyboard.
coordinate system Geometric relation used to denote the location of
points in 3D space. The most common is the rectangular coordinate
system,whereby points are locatedby traversingthe x, y, and z axes of
3D space. Normally, the origin of a coordinate system is defined as
0,0,0, though this is not required. Other coordinatesystemsare used to
more easily express the coordinatesof specific geometric entities. For
example,a spherical coordinatesystemcan be usedto help define points
on a sphere,and a cylindrical coordinatesystemto help define points on
a cylinder.
coordinates Orderedsetof absoluteor relative datavaluesthat specify a
location in a coordinatesystem.
coplanar Refers to two or moreentities that lie on the sameplane. Two
planar surfaces, for example, that lie on the same 3D plane are
consideredcoplanar. If thesecoplanar surfacessharea commonedge, it
is recommendedthatthey bejoined into a single surface.
CPU Central Processing Unit. It IS responsible
computations,logic operations,memoryaddresses,and
signal traffic in a computer.
CPU time curve If the Central Processing Unit (CPU) time required for
a series of operationswere charted, this would representthe CPU time
requiredfor later operationsversusearlier ones.
cross section View of the interior of an elementas it IS sliced along a
plane.
crosshairs A cursor usually madeup of two perpendicularlines on the
display screenusedto selectcoordinatelocations.
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CRT Cathode Ray Tube. Denotes the video display tube used with
computers.
CSG ConstructiveSolid Geometry.
cursor A pointer on a video display screenthat can be moved around;
usedto placetextual or graphical information.
curve A line that changesdirection in a smooth,continuousfashion.
curve fitting The process of passing arc segmentsthrough a numberof
control points to createa curve.
curve smoothing The process of curve or surface approximationuSing
polynomial equationsto generatea curvethat passesnear,but not always
through,a set of control points or meshvertices.
curvilinear Refers to a path or trajectory that contains both line
segmentsandcurves (arcs or splines).
cutting plane A tool that slices through the 3D data exhibiting
characteristics of a plane in the data, including scalar and vector
measurements.
data Information usedas a basis for reasoningor calculation.
data set A computerizedcollection of data items that can be processed
to analyze or visualize relevant information (e.g., a 3D array of density
samplesfrom a medicalscanner).
Database Related information organized and stored so that it can easily
be retrieved and, typically, used by multiple applications. A
noncomputerform of a databaseis thetelephonedirectory.
datum Point (or plane) of reference. DBMS Database Management
System.
debugging Act of removing flaws. In SM, the act of testing macros or
programsto locateandremovesourcesof errors.
default A parameteror variable that remainsin effect until changed.It
is what a computer program assumes 1D the absence of specific
instructions.
dependent Subordinate;relying on another item (root) for support. The
position of a dependentelement in a drawing file is determinedby a
predefinedrelationship with a root element.
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depth cuing When calculating a computer-generatedimage, it is the
darkening of surfaces farther from the observerto increasethe illusion
of depth.
design iteration The cycle in which a Solid Model design is modified
and evaluated. More design iterations allow more possibilities to be
explored, thus resulting in a designof usually higherquality.
dialogue boxes In a GUI, dialogueboxesprovide a visual and functional
context for presenting options from which to select. Any interactive
exchangeof information that takes place in a limited spatial context is
considereda dialogue.
digitize Entering graphical location points into a computerwith a tablet,
puck, stylus, or scanner.
digitizing tablet A graphics input device that generatescoordinatedata.
It is used in conjunctionwith a puck or stylus.
dimension (v) To form to the precise scale; to place dimensioning
information on a graphic element,(n) One of a groupof propertieswhose
number is necessaryand sufficient to determineuniquely each element
of a systemof usually mathematicalentities. For example,the numeric
length of an axis; the collection of annotations placed on a part to
display it in either 2D or 3D representation.
dimension-driven A system in which exists the ability to modify the
value of a dimensionandhaveall affectedgeometrychange.
dimensionally constrained Refers to a state in which a design is
controlled by the dimensionsassociatedwith the geometryof the design.
Thus, when the value of a dimensionchanges,all affectedgeometryalso
changes. Typically, but not always, dimensionally constrained systems
provide for bi-directional associativity and for topological constraints.
disk Round, flat platecoatedwith a magneticsubstanceon which data is
stored.
display What you see on your screen. Sometimesthe display needs
refreshing, which you can do manually or have set to happen
automatically.
DOS Disk Operating System.
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double curvature Refers to a surface entity that curves simultaneously
in two directions.
downstream process All subsequentoperationsor processesperformed
on or with a solid model. Downstreamprocessesinclude (but are not
limited to) analysis,NC codegeneration,andrapid prototyping(RP).
dragging Dynamically moving the virtual image of a graphical entity
across the display screen to a new location using a puck, mouse, or
stylus.
DXF Drawing InterchangeFile.
DVD-ROM Digital Versatile Disc-Read Only Memory
dynamic analysis Determinesthe motion of a systemdueto the action of
applied time-varying loads and/or restraints. Position, velocity, and
accelerationare reported.
dynamics Animation that lets you see the creation or modification of
elementsin relation to the movementof the screencursor.
edgeA boundedline or curve that forms the intersectionof two faces on
the surfaceof an object.
element In modeling, the basic building block used in geometric
modeling. Every modeled object created is assembledfrom elements.
Elements include points, lines, curves, surfaces, solids, etc. In analysis,
the lowest form of entity analyzed.In FEA this could be a meshelement.
In kinematicsthis could be a single rigid body.
entity Anything which is being displayed on an interactive CRT which
can be identified as a discrete "thing." Entities can consist of geometry
(points, lines, circular arcs, conies, splines, surfaces, solids, etc.), as
text items (notes, dimensions, lists, tables, etc.), or as "information-
adding" things (coordinate systems, surface normal vectors, etc.).
Menus, icons, prompts, tutorials, etc., are usually not considered
entities.
environment variable A variable that acts upon the entire system.
Environment variables may be stored with and applicable to a single
model file, or they maybe storedandapplied globally to all model files.
Also known as a systemvariable.
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explicitly defined Information that is directly represented(rather than
implied). In SM, for example,an edge directly defined by an equation
andtwo endpointsis explicitly defined.
export Sending a scene or model to a file (IGES, DXF, TIFF, HPGL,
etc.) so that it canbe reador importedinto anotherprogram.
expression Algebraic expressionfor numerical entities (distance, radius
of circle, and so forth).
extract To separatea part from the whole, to copy part of a surface
without necessarilychangingthe location, thus creatinga new element.
extrusion A process used in geometricmodeling to convert 2D shapes
into 3D shapes.A 3D object is createdby displacing a copy of the 2D
shape, then linking the copy to the original to form a closed, solid
object. Examplesof extrusionare a cylinder anda prism.
face A type of elementused in geometricmodeling.A face can be a flat,
planar polygon or a curved,boundedsurface.Somesystemsdefine a face
as theboundedportion of an infinite surfaceregion.
FEA Finite ElementAnalysis.
feature-based modeling Performs functions that were previously
performedusing primitive boolean operations.Example: A through-hole
could be defined using a boolean difference operationand a cylinder of
sufficient length.However, if the design becamethicker andthe cylinder
was not long enough,the hole would becomea blind hole. In contrast,
the through-hole feature understands the rule that it must pass
completely through the part and will do so no matter how the part
changes.
features Entities that encapsulatehow geometry looks and how the
geometry behavesusing rules and attributes along with their defining
constraintsand geometry.Featuresimpart not only geometryto a design
but a set of associative, nongeometric attributes which aid tn
communicatingthe designto the manufacturingprocess.Featuresinclude
holes, slots, ribs, webs, anduser-definedfeatures.
FEM Finite ElementModeling.
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field rendering A technique used to improve the frame-to-frame
continuity in a renderedanimation.Field renderingcombinesinterleaved
portions of two consecutiverenderedimages to create a single image,
which is then recordedonto video. Sequencesof field-rendered images
yield bettercontinuity of motionbetweenframes.
file Collection of logical recordsstoredas a unit.
file name User-defined namegiven to an interactively createdfile. The
nameshould be relevantto thecontentsof the file.
fillet Arc that addsmaterialto a part by rounding a corner and blending
two lines, curves, or surfaces.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) An analysis technique that computes
stress,strain, displacement,etc., using a continuumstructurebroken into
discretefinite-sized pieces.
Oat shading A display techniqueused to shadethe surfaces of objects
quickly. Flat shadingis slower thanwireframedisplay anddoesnot show
smoothededges.Also referredto aspolygonalshading.
Ooating-point operations A basic mathematicaloperation(e.g., addition
or division) that operateson noninteger numbers(Le., numberswith a
decimal fraction suchas 5.631).
Ooppy disk A circular plastic disk coated with magnetic material
mounted in a square plastic holder. It is used by a computer to store
information for later use. It can be inserted or removedfrom a floppy
disk drive at will. It is also called a diskette.
font Completeset and style of the charactersand symbolsof a typeface
usedfor displaying text.
form features In Solid Modeling, parts of solid objects that can be
specified in familiar engineeringterms (e.g., fillets, slots, and through-
holes).
formula-defined shapes Shapesthat are defined by usmg one or more
equations. This includes complex shapes such as aesthetic bottles or
simple shapes such hyperbolic paraboloids, oblate spheroids, prolate
spheroids,or ellipsoids.
frame The basic unit of time measurementm an animation. Instead of
using seconds to tell time, a frame count is used. The duration of an
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animation IS changed by increasing or decreasingits total number of
frames. Typically, 30 frames of animationcorrespondto one second on
NTSC videotape (25 frames for PAL videotape, 24 frames for film).
Motion is created by storing object locations at every frame of an
animation.
frame buffer A portion of a computer'smemorythat storesan image so
that it can be displayedon thecomputerscreen.The numberof bit planes
in a frame buffer determines the total number of colors that can be
displayedon the screensimultaneously.
free-form geometry Geometrythat uses curves and surfaces to define
objects.
free-form surface Surfacesthat are not limited to mathematicallysimple
linear or quadric surfaces.
Fresnel reflection The reflection that results from light striking a
diffuse surfaceat a glancing angle.Ray-tracing usesFresnel reflection.
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) A patentedprocess by Stratasys,
Inc. (Eden Prairie, Minn.) for producing a physical prototype directly
from a 3D surfaceor solid model.
gamma correction A methodof adjusting pixel values so they can be
properly representedon an outputdevice.
geometric operations Refers to the group of 8M operationsthat include
but are not limited to blends, extrudes,sweeps,revolves, fillets, corner
rounds,and local surfacedeviations.
geometric transformation Translation, rotation, andscaling.
geometryElementsthat makeup a model, suchas points, lines, surfaces,
solids, etc.
global coordinate system The coordinatesystemin which the geometry
of the entire product is represented.
global coordinates The location of a point within the permanent
coordinatesystemof 3D modelspace.Also known asworldcoordinates.
Gouraud shading A rendering process with blended colors based on
light measuredfor eachvertex in a polygon. Unlike Phong shading, the
appearanceof edgesand theareaof eachpolygon will remainflat.
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grid An areaon the graphics display coveredwith regularly spaceddots
usedas a drawing aid.
group A collection of elements.For example,the elementsthat form a
chair might be organizedinto groupsthat makeup the legs, the back, and
the seat. You can perform many operations on groups, including
positioning, assigning materials and texture maps.Groups can form the
individual componentsof an assemblymodel. Productivity is enhanced
by modeling a group or part once and referring to its definition in many
assemblies.This is referredto aspart instancing.
GUI Computer-generated Graphical User Interface consisting of
windows, icons, andmenus.
hard disk A rigid metal disk coveredwith magneticmaterial. Mounted
permanentlyin a hard disk drive, it spins at high velocity, is capableof
storing large amounts of data, and allows information to be accessed
faster thana floppy disk drive.
hard-coded features Featureswhich are selectedfrom a menu (choice
list), icon, or othermechanismfor identifying a predeterminedgeometric
configuration, the methodsfor controlling its placement,andthe types of
variables it can contain.
hardcopy A paperprintout or plot of information storedin a computer.
hardware The portion of the 8M installation that supportsandfacilitates
the use of 8M software. This includes computers, monitors, input
devices,printers,andplotters.
hardware rendering The interactive display and shading performedby
the systemworkstation independentof but in conjunctionwith a software
application.
hidden line A wireframe display option that displays only the lines that
should be visible from the currentview. Lines that would be obscuredby
solid objectsare hidden.
highlight In viewing and display applications, the color of an object
where it directly reflects the light source. The size of the highlight is
determined by the shininess of the material. In general modeling,
elementschangecolor when selected.This is referredto as the highlight
color. The color usedis typically a systemvariable.
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hybrid solid modeler An SM databasethat actively maintains two or
more substantiallydifferent representationsof solid objects such as CSG
andB-Rep.
I/O Input/Output, a mechanism by which a computer accepts or
distributes information to peripheral devices such as plotters, printers,
disk drives, andmodems.
icon Symbol that graphically identifies a command.IEEE Institute of
Electrical andElectronics Engineers.
IDE IntegratedDrive Electronics
IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification. Used to represent the
two- andthree-dimensionaldrawingsof objects. (An ANSI standard.)
image Information that can be displayedas an array of pixels on a video
display terminal.
image file format Establishes the x andy resolution and the aspectratio
of the imagefile for a particular outputdevice.
image file type Determineshow the image is stored. An exampleof an
imagefile type is .rIa.
implicitly defined Information that is defined by a situation ratherthan
by explicit definition. In SM, for example, an edge defined as the
intersectionof two surfacesis implicitly defined.
interoperability Relatedto the examinationof the information exchange
betweentwo specific CAD systems,and the ability of eachCAD system
to use such information.
interface Shared boundary through which the user and software
communicate.
interpolation The calculation of an estimated property value for a
spatial location that is not a samplepoint.
intersection Boolean operator used to intersect solids and form a
commonvolume.
intersection curve The curve computed at the intersection of two
surfaces.
kernel-based architecture A GUI design in which the windowing
services are provided by someportion of the operatingsystemitself, or
by a standardadd-onmodulethat residesalongwith the operatingsystem
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In RAM- or ROM-based libraries. This provides high levels of
interactivity, but with dependentson the architecture and available
resourcesof a single computer.
keyboardinterface As an input device, the keyboard IS more efficient
for sequentialtasks, suchas text entry.
key point Point on an element, including vertices, to which you can
snap.
Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) A patented process by
Helisys, Inc. (Torrance, Calif.) of producing a physical prototype
directly from a 3D surfaceor solid model.
LAN Local Area Network. One of severalsystemsusedto link computers
togetherin order to sharedata,programs,or peripherals.
layer A logical separation of data to be viewed individually or In
combination.Similar in conceptto transparentacetateoverlays.
leaf A part in a productstructuretreethat hasno children.
light A simple, ambient illumination source that can be moved and
colored.
line A 2D geometric entity representedby a directional vector. A line
will occupya finite sectionof the vector definedby two endpoints.
line segmentPart of a line having two endpoints. line string Series of
line segmentsjoined as a single element.line styleSeestyle.
linetype Sometimescalled line font. It representsthe appearanceof a
line. For example, a continuous line has a different linetype than a
dashedline.
livewareAs opposedto hardwareor software, liveware refers to people:
designers,engineers,andmanagersof SM software.
local coordinatesystemThe coordinatesystemin which the geometryof
the components of an assembly in the product structure tree is
represented. By defining the components of an assembly In the
assembly'slocal coordinate system,the assemblycan be positioned and
oriented as a whole with respect to the overall product in the global
coordinatesystem.
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local coordinatesThe location of a point within a local coordinate
systemdefined relative to the global coordinatesystem,to points on an
entity, or to anotherlocal coordinatesystem.
lofting The process of fitting a surface betweentwo or more differing
control profiles.
Macintosh®OS Operating System of the Apple Macintosh computer,
first introducedin 1984as the first mass-marketedcomputerto featurea
high-resolution, bit-mapped graphic display and a direct manipulation
interaction style.
macro Generally, ASCII text files containing commandsspecific to an
SM program. Once executed,macros are read by the 8M program, and
the commandsare interpretedandexecutedone at a time.
material In viewing and display applications, a material is a predefined
"color" applied to the surface of an object. It controls how an object
appearswhen it is rendered.In addition to color, eachmaterialdefinition
can include reflective properties such as surface shininess, dissolve
(transparency),textureattributes,andreflection maps.
matte Refers to information in a rendered image that defines the
transparencyof eachpixel. A pixel can be opaque,partly transparent,or
completely transparent. The unused pixels of an image (black space)
have a completely transparentmatte. Other types of images, such as
scanned, painted, and frame-grabbed images, can contain matte
information as well.
mechanismmodeling The use of assembly models to simulate a
mechanism'sbehavior. If a product'sfunction is kinematic or dynamic in
nature, assemblymodeling can simulatethe relative interaction between
components.
memoryOne of the essentialcomponentsof a computer:whereprograms
anddataare stored.Memory includes both ROM (read-only memory)and
RAM (random-accessmemory).
menusA meansof commandretrieval that enablesan operatorto seeand
point instead of rememberingand typing. Menu systemsgreatly reduce
problems causedby the limitations of humanmemory,but do so at the
expenseof motorperformance.
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merge To combineor unite graphic elements.
mesh A computationalgrid associatedwith one or moretopologies.
mesh density The fineness/coarsenessof a mesh.
mesh elements Simplified states of stress and displacement
characterizingthe behavior in eachfinite element.
message boxes In GUI design, message boxes provide critical
information which is not requestedand typically appearsonly when the
systemhasentered,or is aboutto enter,anunrecoverableandpotentially
dangerousstate.
microcomputer A computer principally designed for use by a single
person.
microprocessor An integratedcircuit "chip" (or setof chips) which acts
as a CPU of a computer.Examplesof microprocessorsare the Motorola
68020andthe Intel 80486.
Microsoft Windows® A Graphical User Interface (GUI) createdin 1985
by Microsoft Corporation as a multitasking,graphics-orientedalternative
to the character-based environment provided by MS-DOS on PC-
compatible systems. The bit-mappeddisplays and mouse-drivenmenus
providedby Windows first openedthe door to graphics-orientedsoftware
on thePC.
minicomputer A computer that is generally configured for use by a
small number of people. It generally has more powerful resources and
peripheralsthan a microcomputer.
mirror To createthe reverse image of a display set through a plane or
arounda definedaxis.
model Graphic representationor schema.
model space An electronic spacedefined in terms of three-dimensional
coordinateswhere3D modelingtakesplace.
model-drawing associativity The associativerelationship betweena 2D
drawing and a 3D model. The associativity is typically one-way where
the model updatesthe drawing or two-way where both the drawing and
the modelcanupdateeachother.
modeling precision The method of operational accuracy employed by
the SM operator, such as making sure that arcs (fillets and rounds) are
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actually tangent to adjacent straight edges and that they actually
connect. Higher modeling precision meansthat more SM data can be
utilized by downstreamprocesses.
modem Standsfor modulator/demodulator.It is the device that allows a
computerto sendandreceivedataover telephonelines.
motion The processof creatinga sequenceof framesin order to animate
visualized data.
mouse An input device which IS well suited to certain types of
interaction tasks. The mouse provides an efficient means of
accomplishing tasks that require spatial manipulation, such as menu
navigationandwindow sizing andpositioning.
multiuser The ability for a computeroperatingsystemto allow multiple
users on different terminalsto shareresourcessuch as the CPU, storage,
andmemory.
multitasking The ability for a computer operating system to manage
concurrenttasks.
named element An element that is named and that can be placed or
manipulatedby specifying that name.
named view A defined view that is namedand that can be recalled by
specifying that name.
NC Numerical Control.
network Interconnection of host computers and workstations that
enablesthemto sharedata and control. The term networkcan meanthe
devices that connect the system,or it can meanthe connectedsystem.
Also referredto astheprocessof discussionbetweenpeople.
node The basic graph elementused to representdistinct items (vertices,
faces, etc.). A single coordinatein a grid.
nonrational B-spline B-spline curve or surface whose poles have no
weighting factor.
nonuniform B-spline B-spline curve or surface where knots occur at
varying U or V increments.
normal In SM, planarprofiles havea front anda back side. For example,
in an extrusion operation, "normal to the profile" meansthat the front of
the profile is facing the direction of extrusion.Normals are displayed to
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indicate the orientation of faces (polygons or surfaces). A normal is
displayed as an arrow originating at the centerof and at right angles to
each face. Normals point toward the viewer for faces drawn in
counterclockwise order. Since faces are visible only when they are
facing toward the viewer, it is sometimesnecessaryto reversea normal
to correct a face's orientation. For a solid, all surface normals should
point outward. Seealso surface model.
NURBS Nonuniform Rational B-Spline. A spline and surface
representationbasedon B-splines. Nonuniform refers to the fact that the
control points of eachcurve segmentdo not haveto be evenlyspaced.
object-oriented A way to developcomputersystemssuchthat the basic
form of the program is an "object" that includes both data and
instructions for manipulatingdata.
octree An SM databasemethod in which a solid is representedby a
hierarchical tree generated by a recursive subdivision of a finite
UnIverse.
omnidirectional light Light that is emitted in all directions at equal
intensities. The sun is an example of an omnidirectional light. Other
typesof lights are directional spotlightsanddirectional infinite lights.
OODB Object-OrientedDatabase.
open B-spline curve B-spline curvethat hasstartandendedgesin either
or boththe U and V directions.
open B-spline surface B-spline surface that has start and end edges In
either or boththe U and V directions.
operating system Software that managescomputerresourcesand allows
user accessandcontrol.
origin The intersection point of the axes in a coordinate system. For
example,the origin of a cartesiancoordinate systemis where the x, y,
and z axes meet, at (0,0,0). Also, the center of the boundary that
enclosesa datavolumeor geometry.
paging A software operation that swaps blocks of data and/or software
betweenmemoryand disk storageduring programoperation. It is used
when the amount of data and/or the size of a program exceeds the
available memoryin a computer.
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parameterAny piece of mathematicalinformation used in the creation
of, or extractedfrom, a geometricentity.
parametricCAD systemA type of modernCAD systemthat lets you
relate the geometryof different elementsof a product.When you change
one element,thegeometryof the rest of theproductchangesas well.
parametric curves and surfaces Mathematically described free-form
curvesand surfaces.
parametricelementGraphic elementwhose position is determinedby a
relationship with another element.Parametric elementsare also called
associativelements.
parametric equation Equation expressing the coordinates of either a
curve as a function of one parameteror a surface as a function of two
parameters.
parentingA techniqueusedto link objectstogetherwith movablejoints.
An example of parenting would be rotating wheels parentedto a car.
When a parent is moved, all of its children (and grandchildren, and so
on) move with it. A term also used in databasetree structures where
higher-level nodesare parentsto lower-level nodes.
part A constructionthat cannot be further reduced.SM parts consist of
axial sweeps, rotational sweeps, and solid primitives, and can contain
any numberof features.
patternTo fill a definedareawith repetitions of a predefinedgeometric
shape.
PC Personal Computer.
PDES Product Data Exchangeusing STEP
PDM Product Data Management. A technology for managing all
engineeringand manufacturingdata for a product to control the product
developmentcycle.
Phong shadingA display processthat computeslighting and color for
each pixel of a displayed object. Phong shading also blends the
boundaries betweenadjacent polygons to make faceted surfaces appear
smoothandcontinuous.
photorealistic rendering Refers to the ability to display an object on
screenwith photorealisticqualities. Renderingtechniquesusedcan range
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from transparency,texturemapping,specularreflection, radiosity, bump
mapping,shadowing,andmultiple light sources.
pixel The fundamental element of a computerized tmage (short for
"picture element").
plane Spatial element tn 3D geometry that mayor may not have a
boundary,but is level (havingno elevationsor depressions)andis 3D.
plotter A computer-controlleddevice that producestext and images on
paperor acetateby electrostatic,thermal,or mechanicalmeans.
point Graphic elementrepresentinga position in space.
pointing device A hand-held device (typically a mouse or puck and
tablet) usedto control the movementof thecursor on the display screen.
pole Vertex of a polygon. Also called a controlpoint.
polygon Multisided shape.
polygonal geometry Geometrythat uses points, lines, and flat faces to
define objects.
polygonal representation A form of boundaryrepresentation(B-Rep) in
which all enclosing surfacesareplanar.
polyline A geometric entity composed of one or more connected
segmentswhich aretreatedas single entity.
primitive Simple or elemental. The lowest state of a solid model. A
solid or surfacethat is not derivedfrom other elements.A solid volume
defined by simple standardgeometricalshapes,such as a box, cone, and
cylinder. Primitives areusedby the CSG modelingmethod.
procedural texture AID, 2D, or 3D texture that is calculated from a
mathematicalformula. If you cut openan object that hasa 3D procedural
textureapplied to it, you will seea textureon the inside.
process plan A plan which defines the orderof manufacturingoperations
neededto obtaina final part.
product life cycle Refers to the cycle of a product from concept to
design, manufacture,use, disposal, or recycle. Can also refer to the life
spanof a particular productmodelor version.
profiles A set of curves on a plane connectedend to end and forming a
cross sectionof a blend, sweep,extrude,revolve, etc.
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project To move an elementor point along a straight line or vector
(usually the view z axis) until meeting another element. Often a data
point is moved down the z axis of the view until an element is found
within a specified tolerance of the axis. The point is then calculated as
the point on the elementclosestto thez axis.
project file A file that provides environment-variablesettings, history
information, anddescriptionsof user-definedselectionsfor a project.
prompt A messagefrom the computer software requestinga response
from the user.
pull-down list An interface object used to select from a large set of
options. A pull-down list is typically characterizedby an arrow button.
Clicking on the arrow, which normally displays the current selection,
posts a list of available options.
quadric surface Surfaces generatedby quadratic equations (spheres,
cylinders, cones,ellipsoids, paraboloids,andhyper-boloids).
query boxesIn Graphic User Interface (GUI), design queryboxesappear
in responseto operator actions, but are not requestedexplicitly. Query
boxes prompt for a single piece of information, such as a yes-or-no
answerto a single question,andprovide a contextin which the necessary
information can be provided.
radio button An interface method for setting options where you must
selectone of the options, but only one.
radiosity A process where certain aspects of an object's reflective
characteristicscan be computed;then, when the point of view is moved,
thesedo not needto be recomputed.
RAID RedundantArray of InexpensiveDisks
RAM Random-AccessMemory.
Rapid Prototyping (RP) The processof producing a physical prototype
directly from CAD 3D surface or solid modeling data by a number of
patentedprocessessuchas SLA, LOM, FDM, SGC, or SLS.
raster A regular array. A computerizedimage is composedof a raster
array of pixels.
rational B-spline Curve or surfacethathasweightedpoles.
ray-tracing A technique used to create realistic reflections and
refractions on reflective surfaces. Ray-tracing IS a high-quality
alternativeto reflection mapping.
real time The executionof time during an actual solid modeling session
as opposed to simply viewing the results of an execution previously
performed.Similar to a live versusa recordedeventon video.
recursive subdivision The process of subdividing a shape(e.g., square
or cube) into successivelysmallerparts,usually of the sameshape.
redraw Redisplaying the display contents without recalculating the
database.Also referredto as refresh.
reference plane Any two of the three axes In a cartesian coordinate
systemform a referenceplane. There are three referenceplanes of any
given cartesiancoordinatesystem,the X-Y plane, the Y-Z plane, and the
X-Z plane. Sketchpads for variational profiles. They provide a frame of
referencefor spatial location of elements.
reflection map A movable image to cast background reflections onto
reflective surfaces. Reflection mapping is a faster alternative to ray-
tracing, but it can only approximatesimple reflections (like a windshield
reflecting clouds) or enhancethe reflectivity of metallic surfaces.
refraction The bending of light as it travels through a dense material
such as glass or water. Refraction is simulated by ray-tracing and is
typically defined as an attributeof a material.
relative coordinates Coordinates specified by differences in distances
and/or angles measuredfrom a previous set of coordinates rather than
from the origin point.
relative mesh density The ratio of density of the finest and coarsest
regions of a finite elementmeshas measuredby elementedgelengthsor
sometimesface areas.
render Computing all information in a scene about objects, surfaces,
lights, andcamerasto createa photorealisticimage.
revolve A process used to convert a 2D profile or silhouette into a 3D
object. The 3D object is createdby revolving the 2D profile around a
central axis to sweep out a surface. Examples of objects createdusing
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revolve are wine glasses,lamp shades,andvases.This is also referredto
as a surfaceof revolution.
RGB A color spaceusedto specify a color using values for Red, Green,
andBlue. Values are usually specified between0 and 1 for eachcolor to
obtain a color mix for a material definition. For example,the values
0.4,0.4, and0 yield a dark yellow color. RGB color spaceis also used to
specify the colors of individual pixels in a renderedimage.
rigid bodies A body on which any two points remain the samedistance
apartduring motion.The shapeof thebody doesnot change.
RIse ReducedInstruction-Set Computing.
ROM Read-Only Memory.
root The design instance that is the top of the product structure tree.
Also, element(s)uponwhich an associativeelementor macrodepends.
RP Rapid Prototyping.
ruled surface A surface generatedby linear interpolation betweentwo
lines or curves,or a point anda line or curve.
scan line A row of pixels in a rendered image. Stated another way, a
renderedimage is comprisedof scan lines, which are in turn comprised
of pixels.
sceneAn arrangementof tools, geometries,labels, and annotationsin 3D
spacethat canbe renderedor animated.
screen image The current stateof the CRT screen. Specially developed
imagesof solid modelscan be displayed, savedfor use in animationsand
simulations,convertedto graphic files or 35mmslides, overheads,etc.
script A setof commandinstructions.An operatormayuse a script when
flavoring CAD databeforetransfersor whencreatingconsistenttest case
files for dataexchangetesting.
scroll bar A bar on the side of a list that lets you scroll through the list
by clicking on a direction arrow.
SCSI Small ComputerSystemInterface
sculptured solid A solid which containssculpturedsurfaces.
sculptured surface A free-form surfacethat is curved in more than one
direction, typically defined by NURBS, Bezier, or other mathematical
definitions.
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Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) A patented process by DTM
Corporation (Austin, Tex.) for producing a physical prototype directly
from a 3D surfaceor solid model.
server A computer-runningsoftwarethat providesa particular capability
to anentire networkof interconnectedcomputers.
session The processof saving,recalling, or startinga newmodel.
SFC Shop Floor Control , the operational control of the workflow
throughthe factory floor.
shape 2D or 3D element.
shell A solid modeldefinedby a surface,thickness,andsurfacenormals,
suchas formedsheetmetal.
simulation The act of displaying a predeterminedsequenceof events.
Simulations can be interactiveor self-running. An interactive simulation
prompts for input to determine a course. A self-running simulation
displays imagesor executescommandsbasedon a predeterminedplan.
single curvature A surfaceentity that curveson only one direction, such
as an extrudedarc or spline.
smoothing A techniquein which elementnormals are to be interpolated
to give thoseelementsa smooth,nonfacetedappearance.
snap To place the cursor using an Input Generationcommand,with the
cursor appearingto jump or snapto the point.
software Computer code that operates and controls computer-related
hardware. Software can be used for design, analysis, or manufacturing,
and includes SM, FEA, andNC.
solid Geometric element, such as a cube or sphere, having three
dimensions.
Solid Ground Curing (SGC) A patented process by Cubital,
Incorporated (Troy, Mich.) for producing a physical prototype directly
from a 3D surfaceor solid model.
solid model Mathematicalmodel composedof primitives or enclosedby
surfaces.Valid solid models have surfacenormals that point toward the
exterior of the solid.
Solid Modeling (SM) A geometric technique used to build and
manipulate solid objects and combine them into assemblies.Complex
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solid objects are built from primitive shapesUSIngboolean operations.
Primitive shapes usually include analytic solids such as a block,
cylinder, cone, sphere, and torus, linear and rotational sweeps, and
parametricfree-form surfaces. Solid Modeling can determineand store
physical propertiesof objects suchasweight, volume, surfacearea,etc.
solid modeling engine A tool kit or packageof core SM functions that
can be used as a basis for the developmentof an SM program. The
provided functionality of a solid modelingenginecan range from purely
math-relatedfunctions to a full-featured modeling,database,and display
package.
solid of revolution Solid composedof one surfacethat is sweptaboutan
axis andcloseson itself~sometimescalled a sweep.
solids-based NC machining A processwhereboth the design model and
the NC source code are geometrically representedas part of the solid
model.
source code The instructions that make up a program In ASCII or
readabletext format.
specular reflection A mirrorlike reflection characteristicof metallic or
glossy surfaces.
spline A mathematicallydefinedcurvethroughan orderedsetof points.
state tree Hierarchical diagram showing the global and local
modifications of a solid model.
STEP Standardfor theExchangeof Product Model Data, a familiar name
for the emerging international standard ISO 10303. The goal is a
complete, unambiguous, computer-readabledefinition of the physical
and functional characteristicsof a productthroughoutits life cycle.
StereoLithography (SL) A patented process by 3D Systems,
Incorporated (Valencia, Calif.) for producing a physical prototype
directly from a 3D surfaceor solid model.
stylus An input deviceusedlike a digitizer puck, but looks like a pen.
subdivision The process of dividing a solid model into smaller
constructions to be operatedon separately.The subdivision of a solid
modelssavesCPU time.
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subassembly A gatheringtogetherof piece-partsinto a logical unit that
will eventually be addedto an assembly.An exampleof a subassembly
would be the ring androd in our test case.
subtree A subsetof a treethat consistsof a nodeandits descendants.
surface A boundary defining an exterior face of a solid model. The
surface is typically defined beyondthe limits of the face. Enlarging the
extentof the face still yields a valid faceon the solid.
surface rendering A renderingmethodfor creatinghigh-quality images
with antialiasing, reflections, andtransparency.
sweep A solid geometricoperationdefined by sweepinga planar cross-
sectionprofile along an arbitrary curve.
system crash An internal conflict or error in hardwareor softwarethat
causes the SM system to halt operations. A system crash can cause
software to lock out any input or the hardwareto shut itself down. SM
datais usually lost unlessautomatedrecoveryprocedureswere in place.
tabulated surface A special case of the ruled surface generatedby a
straight line as it movesparallel to itself along a curve.
tessellating Subdividing a patch elementinto face elementsand a curve
elementinto a line element(applied in polygonal modeling). Tessellation
lines are lines which connecttessellatedelements.
texture A preprocessedimagethat modifies surfacedetail. A texture is
part of a material definition and can impart color, bump, and
transparencyeffects to the surfaceof an object. Texture is mappedto the
surfaceof an object to give it moredetail.
thresholding Specifying a specific range of measurementsyou want to
exhibit.
TIFF TaggedImageFile Format.
tiled windows In a Graphic User Interface (GUI), design where the
windows are arranged automatically by the windowing system to
completely fill the available display space (which may be either the
entire display screenor anentire contentareaof a window).
tolerances Refers to the limits of accuracy of a system. Similar to
manufacturedobjects, computer-generatedgeometrycan be constructed
to varying tolerancelevels.
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